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Hums

suit

to

collateral-
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real

and

estate

all things.

newspaper first of

a

Good

goods always bring good prices -only poor
articles arc sold for what can be received

DAVIS,

AND DEALER

wants to consider the

1

and Buckboard Manufacturer,

Carriage, Sleigh

with money to spend in advercirculation of

man

IN

Harnesses, Blankets, Robes, Whips, Mats.

etc.

circulation.

postponed
o’clock, at

Leavenworth

—

the balance
In tl e CARRIAGE LINE am carrying over a large stock, both new and second
for spot casn w ill sell for cost between now and January 1,1898.
hand »•
UEFA IKING in n’i its branches thoroughly and quickly done.

on

R*r:.dto&..,oom.

Franklin St.,

I DON’T SELL
•

cr'I

r\r\

LJvJ

1

a

I

oDLLi
Here

anti I

are some

small

above

margin

give good

cost

value for the money.

50c.
$5 •)(!.
00.

at

A Nice Heaver overcoat at
A (iood l Ister for

5

like hotcakes.

have

a

very

Mo.

honor of Mrs.

of

line of
beau-

really

designs.

tiful

Prices from I cent up.
“Look at Her Feet!”.

(LOSlMi-OlT SALK

This familiar
may

OK

two

mean

admiration

DIARIES

1898,

FOR

latter

you hear

COST.

AT

the

or

in

ridicule.

people

damation

thing*

Don’t let it

mean

proud

when

He

case.

l ook

any:

It’* easy enough:

ex

different

very

your

at

her

feet!

of all kinds. The winter is not

n.irnn
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A 111 fm
umiiuu
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||r

me

for your

aoniely

durably

ahod.

over-many a pleasant
for il|door Kftines.

and

bargains

we are

I n 1111 n'n 111

FURNITURE,

that

which at present
VERY KINK LINK.

we

have

arc

closing

ill sin

s

in

bail

Feb.

22,

just HALF PRICK

BANANAS,

usual.

make

Counter.

Confectionery
Attractive

u.ual.

a.

ing city
M

Our New

Sat-

home

on

for

South

well.

she did it

is w

governor's reception
at Hancock hall on

Line,

which is coming in constantly.

•I.

A.

ALL KINDS.

CUNNINGHAM.

L nclertakers

and

Street,

Franklin

EllKvvorthas

ide and

Joy

says:
entertain-

an

Kale

s

great.”
hft

Joy

Miss

ha*

in

taken

f'

THE

ELL8WOUTH LOAN AND BUILDING

ASSOCIATION
money to loan on first-class real est&tc eecurltv, ui i, per cent., on the Installment
or
plan. Apply t.. 11. W. CUSHMAN, Secretary,
^■i

some

A. W. kino I're-M.-ct_

REMOVAL.
;

Dr- A. L. Pougla-* ha* moved to the
H. H. llarilen A Co.’* -fore, »v
yicd by the late J. NY Coombs.

omt

freight Call. Answcreil.

rooms
1
f'u*

Telephone Connection.

A. L. DOUGLASS. M. T>.

EXjIiBWOHTII

STEAM
AISO

LAUNDRY
HATH ROOMS.

r n

••NO
lrj,j_

no

wASlhEK."

.ry worK done at short no1 for and delivered.
»>TKV A* CO..
It.
1
Ellsworth, Me
Bridge.

HAVE TAKEN THE AGENCY FOR

MOSES’_

CONSERVATORIES
BUCKS PORT.
The superior qualities of Moses' Flowers and
Floral \\ «>rk am well known.
The largest Floral plant in Eastern New England.
14 GREENHOUSES.
•,*0,000 FEET OF GLASS.
Established for upwards of twenty years.
FKED’K

li.

MOSES,

Bucksport, Me.

a

FOR THE

Table and Parties.
Decorative Plan.'

M

to

the

Eliswortti

The W. C. T. l\ will meet at the home
of Mrs. L. J. Call to-morrow afternoon

at

2.30, instead of in the evening

A

full attendance

as

usual.

was

axe

in

improved,
of

t

though

committee

a

One circular gave

a

The various committees having in
charge the arrangements for the governor’s reception and ball on Feb. 22 are
busily at work. The committee on decorations met last Thursday and organized.
E. F. Robinson is chairman. 1. L. Hal-

given charge of the light decoraL. Morang of the evergreen
decorations. P. H. Stratton will superinman was

tions;

C.

carpenter work.

committee,

whose

The rest of the

names were

printed

in

week’s American, will do the general
designing and decorating. The supper
committee met Monday evening.
Prominent people “all over New England”
have not been invited; official invitations
last

have

not

been

sent

outside

The

orchestra—Pullen’s,
consist of twelve pieces.

of

of

Maine.

Bangor

will

_

l lli; SHORE

ON

LINE.

Firemen

Will

The blizzard will delay
Line several days.

ex-

work

on

the!

Shore

from

Strang

Mr.

societj' lo-morrow
regard to the man-

outfit

11 is

is

has

his

camp about ready.

at the

KIRK.

FOR

Struggle

Through

Huge

burned last night between $J
o’clock. Mr. Sinclair lost most of
his furniture, and the family saved but a
small part of their c lot hing, being compelled to leave the building in their
street

was

and 10

night-clothes.
A

night for

tire, or to be turned
hardly he imagined.
The streets were blocked by huge snowdrifts, and it was a herculean tnsk for
the firemen to battle their way through
the snow with their machines. Both hose
worse

out of

home,

a

a

could

companies succeeded in
depot, however, and from
Iniit to the tire.

was

reaching
point

this

the
hose

The hook and ladder

company found it impossible L<> get their
truck to the fire, hut carried their large
hook and
The
other

with this did good service.

burning building

was

near

very

to

houses, but fortunately the wind

away from them. Tin* liremon succeeded in saving the stable > id shed.
The tire is supposed to have originated
was

about

Delay Work Several Days.

Iflf/./.ard

NIGHT

Snow Drifts and Do Good Work.
Charles Sinclair’s house on Lincoln

'Hie

The

still

public library

lie

the

chimney,

family had

between

the

walls.

ireo

early. When Mrs.
Sinclair was awakened by th
smell of
smoke, the lire was coming through the
floor under her bed.
Kind neighbors
ret

opened their doors to the family, and
helped m saving w hat they could from the

He expects
Weeks.

to

been

chapter

postponed to
Peo-

met

Tuesday

for

are requested to govern
accordingly.
George Sinclair left Monday for Central
America, w here he will be in the employ
of T. CL Newenham, of Cherryfield, who

companions

charge or large lumbering operations
Mr. Sinclair will do blacksmithing. Nine Cherrytield men left with him.

now

considered out of

was

given

for

of the Id Is wort h
blocked condition of

one

Deane street and its snow-bound neighv, da sho» c. in l.mui, clad in
bors,
m<

oasins

ari

Bargains

l
iu

apparel suitable fur the
Lien's Mittens, 19c.,

c.

L.

MORANG’S

in

ttie

to

be

The
size, and will

snow

yesterday
signs of the

blizzard

hid all

the snow,

A broken dasher

ion.

was

the

only

dam-

ige.

this

The singing of Miss Mabel Monaghan
at the Claygoers’ club’s
reception in
honor of Mrs. Agnes Hoot h-Schoeffel last
was
not the least brilliant feaTuesday
ture of that delightful occasion.
Miss
Monaghan is very handsome, and her
is
voice
an
excellent
one.
highly-trained
Boston lltrald, Jan. 'JO.
the

as soon as

Thoroughfare-

Feb. 2

StonlNOTON,
smack

night

Crew

“Electric Light”
near

by

Saved.

Spruce Island, Deer

sunk

The

Wednesday,

Isle thor-

A Famous Horse Done.
famous gentlemen’s driving horse

Court, Fernandina.
Parchkr. druggist.
rOMINt; b \ KM

last

oughfare, with cargo of 1,500 lobsters.
The crew was saved.
I

G. A.

(special).—The
was

are

was smothered by
thrash around much, giving
dr. Foster time to extricate himself from
lis uncomfortable and dangerous posi-

“Owney”,

afternoon.

churches,seeing

now

in

(

Tom,

Feb.

2,

Ida.

Sold

X

home of .Mrs.

at

J. Carr Sociable of ladies’aid
the Free Baptist church.

.-octet

J.

y of

Wednesday, Feh. 2,6. p. in., at Unitarian
vestry—circle supper by Unity club, 15

cents.

owned

11 if* addition of boxes.

ly the horse
ind did not

yet cleared of snow,

signal

plans

and

lriveway from his house, and he found
The
limself going over the stone wall.
jorse went down in a snow drift, and Mr.
Foster pitched out of the sleigh and right
Fortunatejnder the heels of the horse.

danger, and rapid recovery is looked for.
Wharff
made
the
Superintendent
rounds of the city schools this morning
und found only about one-third to onehalf the pupils in attendance.
As the
school

companies,

go into camp some time
for a week. A special meet-

norning. The

H. Closson, who is well known
city, has been seriously ill at his
home in Sedgwick.
His many friends
throughout Hancock county will be glad

no

move

again in about six I

made to

>vith his team

Charles

the

will

new

Curtis H. Foster started from his house

there.

not

be here

in the

room

ington county

mare.

of

Seaside Local Union, Y. P s. u. I

.Mr. Hamlin

—

lias

themselves

are

reading

Tuesday, Feb. 22, at Hamm k hall—
bought the horse when he I
be put in where the door now opens from
was about
four years old. and has ever Governor’s reception and hall.
the mail room lo the delivery room near !
j
since remained his owner. He was a light
Friday, March 4. at Hancock hall
the money-order room. There will be
gray color and of handsome form. Al- Apollo
quartette, under
ausj ices of
room here for over 100 new boxes.
never
for
King’s
trained
Daughters society.
though
speed, he was
Saturday, Sunday and Monday morn“Parliament of Protestant Religious
pure-gaited, and probably could have
ings may be plucked from the winter of
made a record.
He seemed to be tireless.
Denominations” of Ell*wort h at Unitarian
1807 S. as fair a cluster of frost Mowers as
His wonderful staying quality was well vestry, at 4 p. m. on fo lowing dote-:
is often seen. Saturday morning in EllsFeh. 2, “What Do Rapt i>t B, li, v. ,” Rev.
shown when, on July 4, 1891, Mr. Hamlin,
C S. McLearn; Feh. 16. “W»'at do Triniworth the temperature ranged from 22 to
on receiving the news of his father’s seritarian Congregat ioiihI isJh Believe,” Rev,
ft) below, according to the location and
E. L Hunt; Mar. 2, “What do Free Will
ous illness, drove the horse from Ellsu*curacy of thermometers. Sunday mornRev. Mr. Woodcock;
worth to Bangor—twenty-six long miles I Baptists Believe,’
Mar. 16, “What do Methodists Believe,”
23
it
was
below
zero
the
milder,
being
ing
—in one hour and fifty-five minutes; and
Rev. I. H. W. Wharff; Mar. 30 “What do
lowest reported. Monday morning old
the roads were unusually bad for that
Unitarians Believe,” Rev. W. R. Hunt.
January gave a Hnal shiver, and the mer- time of t he year. He ran every hill but These meetings are free, and the public is
invited.
ury touched 35 below in some places, one between the two cities.
In spite of
though 30 below is probably the correct the severe drive lie was apparently uninLadle*' All-Wool Ho*e, 15c.,
iverage temperature.
u ed.

its regular monthly
convocation
and
owing to the inclemency of the weather
took a recess until Friday evening at 7.30.

sidewalks

he

t

boxes will be of the smaller

Friday evening owing
ple who have kindly promised food are
requested to have it ready Friday afterAcadia IL A.

conference with

recommend

is

AT

TIm* DI TTON GREENHOUSES.

who

an

sleds.

I5AI>

Thursday, Feh. 3, at Rural hall, East
by Col. 11. E. Hamlin, of Surry Meeting Hancock di-unct lodge,
I.
O. G. T.
Ellsworth, was mercifully killed at E. 11.
In Id tbis t veiling.
farm in Trenton last week.
He
Feb. 3, 7 p. m., at Methodist
Ureely'a
Thursday,
K.
OWIeagher Condon, inspector
C'apt.
1
was eighteen years old.
Entertainment
vestry.
■>* .Junior
jf government buildings, was in EllsTom was one of the best-known driv•:
t
Refresh';-ervd
league.
Epworlh
worth last week inspecting the custom j
ing horses in this part of Maine. He was after entertainment. Tickets, im-luding
house ami post-office. All the boxes in
15 cents; entertainment
refreshments,
foaled in 1880, his sire being the wellthe post-office art- now rented, and there j
alone, 10 cents.
known Capt. Sprague, owned by E. H.
is need
for more. Capt. Condon will i
Tuesday, Feh. S, at Lamoine Meeting
(Jreely; the dsm was a valuable Wash-

week

«■;.

Eu

usual

man

hy

ing for the election of officers is

Deputy Grand Master E. G.
Desert, has announced that

this

a

next summer

of Mt.

The pastor of

FLOWERS

Alaska

serious.

agement

being

thorough
hospital in Boston.

a

to learn that he is

ELLSWORTH,

MONEY TO LOAN.

<1

consists of four

in this

A. W. Cushman & Son.

Maine.

Ellsworth,

FLOWERS!

nmoaimers,

and

description of a prospector’s outfit that
could be bought for $500.
It included
clothing, groceries, hardware and medi-

K. of

Commercial

has

A. W. CUSHMAN & SON,

washer, frost extractors, current motors

stopped

has

POWDER

Absolutely Pure

leading transportation and trading
a description of
a
Klondike
“grub-bag”, and of the “Wonder" gold

W. M. Haines division, uniform rank,
P., meets for drills every Wednesday
even ing after l lie meeting of ihe lower
lodge, which holds its regular meetings
mi
that evening.
This organization
belongs to the Hangor regiment, which

-Id

u

Bangor

tic

t

th-

tie

Friday for New
ity, wiiere she will he employed as
trained nurse in one of the leading hos-

All

HOT DRINKS OF

the

!>• ct to meet with
the King*- Daughters

party

noon.

to

snow

head

somewhat

considert

requested as there are
matters of importance to he attended to.
nml
The concert and ball of Eagle book and

for

room

of

to

ladder company

amt

the

on

bad

Lygonin, Wednesday
evening; Esoteric, Thursday evening.

cut

Paper

at

parents’

her

course

Speaking
and

Masons

much

Vi-

company;

1'. S. Dorr, is still in the
lumber camp hi No. 28 plantation.
Nothing has been heard from him for several
days, but at last accounts bis condition

who

last

follows:

a

the hands of

agents of the company.

Don’t overlook my

Wall

lassies

a

to the storm.

as
are

and

close of

1,500
Newman will cut about

&

The trustee*

entertained

s

he will p-ty official visits

Jll'ICrS,

a

I.EMONS
We

Of

District

aiivi/s

>o

demand.

especially CHAMBER SETS,
of

at

I have the celebrated

offering good

Boston,

time

but each

George Dunham,

busi-

on

as

wholesome and delicious.

Copperopolis, hut ft a mes.
The loys is a severe one f,
M*\ ‘dnelair,
possible.
who has a targe family.
He -r modes his
Mr. Leman, who has charge of ContracPhe
offer
of
the
loss
at
library.
King’s Daugh- |
d an insurThe Indies' aid society of the Free Bapnearly *2,030.’ 1!<
tor
Kenefick’s division during his ab- ance of *700.
ters lo furnish
tist church will meet this afternoon at
j a mat*. \ .1: d*reading-smatter and supply sence. estimates that there are now
.*b
]•
be accepted, and
the home ui Aba. o. J. Carr. In the even- ;
about ISO men at work on the line, and
I have given Chamberlain'm
the matron will be installed immediately.
ing there w til be a society sociable.
from twenty-five to thirty teams. When edy a fair test and consider
n
of the
W.
1L
director
of
the
Maine
Chapman,
orchestra
of
six
Monaghan's
pieces will |
work opens up in the spring there will he very best remedies for or
th.-* I have
play for tbe K. P. ball at Milbridge Feb. music festival and the Maine symphony about 1,000 men on Mr. Kenetick’s work. ever found. One dose has
always been
made
bills
a
worth
last
Frivisit
and
also
orchestra,
for the prize drill bythestu-1
9,
Contractor Kenefick’s office now lias sufficient, although I use it fn !v. Any
day evening, and conducted the special
dents of Bluehill academy on Feb. 11.
cold my children contract yields very
telephone connection.
rehearsal.
His coming created no little
The Boston office of the I'nion Shoe
readily to this medicine. I can conscieninterest.
member
of
the
Nearly every
Mfg. Co. has been removed from 16 to 40
SI NK NEAR SPRITE ISLAND.
tiously recommend it for croup and colds
chorus was present, and all were greatly
Lincoln street, the office of J. A. Blake Ain children. —Gko. E. Womk. Clerk of
1
his
benefited by
suggestions and advice. Lobster Smack Does Dow n in Deer Isle the Circuit
Co., who will hereafter tie the selling
urday

street.

course as nurse

ORANGES.

in all kinds of

lads

xLeen

s

Mason,

THE HOLIDAYS
are over

ing

pitals.

HALE.

A.

week

of

the

tons.

hit

York

WALSH S. Ellsworlli.
J.

Hougiiton,

“The fame of
to

come

ahoea, and your feet will be both handand

1,000

in town.

L:t tie Bern in- (J ;U

choice

some

this

at

7

Arthur Shute will cut about

Lord

tons.

automatic wash-

Mrs. John 1>. Hopkins entertained a
party of friends lest Friday evening in

FEBRUARY U IS
I

work.

ness.

is visit

valentine-*

cutting

Ellsworth this week.

days

be served

at

Coffee

Several times the fields have been cleared
and everything was in readiness to begin

Lewis

Hon. Charles F. Libby, one of. Portland's distinguished attorneys, was in
town fora f«-w

rendered

Royel makes the food pure,

the Pacific coast. Mr. Smith evia touch of the yellow
(metal)
for enclosed in the paper was a
tine lot of Klondike literature—a
map of
the Alaskan gold fields, with
complete
and authentic
information on routes,
mining laws and outfits; a prospectus of

The blizzard will interfere greatly with

He will

is in

3tjticrtisrmrms.

financial

has

tend the
of

and

went to

dently
f‘*ver,

The
fact that the mercury in the thermometer
was nearing twenty below zero outside,
seemed but to add to tbe warmth and
good cheer within the hall. Quite a delegation of Odd Fellows was present from
Bluebill.

Judge Wiswell left Monday for Farmington, where he will hold court. He ex-

hii

evening

Methodist vestry.

Lejok lodge entertained in its
royal manner last Friday evening.

I. H. W. Wharff baptized five candidates last Sunday, and received ten into
full membership.

ing machine,

---Ell.wnrtli,

Water St..

literature club will meet with Miss
Mary Robinson next Tuesday evening.
H. VV. Cushman, cashier of the First
national bank, is confined to the bouse
by illness.
The

the Maine agency for

HYltfX.

EX

( > \V

F. Joy is in Portland on business.
Lejok lodge, I. O. O. F., will work the
initiation degree next Friday evening.

Co., left for New York Saturreturn next Saturday.
F. S. Grover, of West Sumner, who has

...

go

and 8

Friend iV

1 have everyjust mention theae ns aaniplea.
thing elwe in the clothing line at equally low
on
I
make
ami
something
every Halt*.
yet
pric‘ «,
|)i*n’t fool youraelvea into believing that you
for
can get aoniet bing
nothing.

COMFORT

o

was

programme

The first of the series of meetings
known as t he “Parliament of Religions”
will take place at the Unitarian vestry
this afternoon. Rev. C. S. Me Learn will
answer the question:
“What do Baptists
Believe?”
This evening at 6 o’clock a
circle supper will be served.

B.

day.

I

Those

pages 4,

news see

pects to return about Feb. 10.
1. L. Halman, of the firm

of the BARGAINS I offer:

All-wool fleece-lined underwear

local

every

entertainment.

the

Rev.

below cost, but

at cost or

vt>ry

Ellsworth, Me.

For other

social

a

was

to to-morrow
ttie

and cake will

(Kansas) Times.
The tuihlic is cordially invited to call at my place of business and examine t he
largest line in t tie city of STREET and STABLE BLANKETS, FUR ROBES,
1 COATS, elc. These goods were selected with great care on my recent business trip to
New Yor! and Boston, bought for casti, and my prices cannot tie beaten.
In SI FIG US and FUNGS my stock is of t tie latest style, all my own make, finished tl
ughout in the best manner and fully warranted. It will he sold low for
cash, and a fair cash payment at Hale will insure right prices and satisfactory terms

until

crew

was

large number of pictures from
the original drawings for Ladies' If ,me
Journal were exhibited, and nearly all
were sold, most of them
being disposed of
at auction.
During the evening a short
A

success.

quarters next week.
The entertainment which the Junior
Epworthi ague of the Methodist church
was to have given this
evening, has been

for them. This is true of advertising as
of everything else. Low rates and liberal
discounts invariably denote small and
valueless

length,

formally placed olin solo. Miss Sophie Walker, with piano
in the hands of the present library trus- accompaniment by Miss Lizzie
Wiggin;
j
tees, pending the adoption of a city or- soprano solo and piano accompaniment by
Miss Mary F. Hopkins; piano trio, Mrs.
dinance to provide for the management of
the library.
Hathaway, Miss Persia Hagerthy and
The office of the superintendent of Miss Grace Lord; piano solo, Miss Grace
schools will be moved to the room in Lord; and a recitation, “Finnigan and
Hancock hall recently vacated by the Flannigan,” by E. K. Hopkins.
The American is in receipt of a copy of
library. The room will be redecorated
the Seattle
and some plight changes will be made in
Post-Intelligencer from E. G.
it. Supt. 'Vharff expects to be in his new Smith, who, with his family, recently
library building

new

Hale—Stationery.

tising

dismiss his

attended but

and

crew

the entire

At a special meeting of the board of aldermen Monday the management of the

Stlft-flJ.

improved

on

large

a

the sidewalk

neighbor on the street was shoveled out.
Thanks are due the elder.

Lewis Friend A Co—Clothing.
A Cunningham—Confectioner.
MlSCKI.I.ANKOtS
Hr Williams’ pink pills.

Foreign Companies.

('oiiijxiti/ih

COAX

WKKK.

.1

The

NIO.XFA

THIS

Statement—Ins Co of the State of Pennsylvania.
Statement—Fireman's Fund Ins Co.
statement-Ins Co of North America.
Statement—Orient Ins Co.
Statement—New Hampshire Fire Ins Co.
Catherine Hoyle—Notice of foreclosure.

--

REl'KEflEST THE

WE

cleared

tie did not

GFX Kl^Si NSURANCE AGENTS,
■

talon, gathered

occ

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

the famous

postal clerk’s dog,

several times in his wide wanlerings visited Ellsworth, has reached the
nd of his travels and the height of an
vho has

lonored
leath

career.

some

“Owney”

time ago,

met

an

ignoble

being killed because

ugly disposition which grew worse
llis body was mounted, and
1 ast Wednesday it was placed in a glass
ase in the post-office museum in Washngton.
“Owney” had travelled more
.f

his

vitli age.

1

ban

200,000 miles in railroad cars, and

known to every
Tiited States.

vas

postal agent

in the

The sociable and picture sale given by
Unity club at the Unitarian vestry

j

For the pHst two years Tom lias been
gradually failing, and little work has been
Last week he showed
done with him.
unmistakably that be was nearing his
end, and it was deemed best to put an end

existence.
He
was
therefore
ijuietly disposed of and decently buried.
it
was
all
over
was
the owner of
Not until
the noble animal informed.
to

his

Thursday evening
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Stronger Thau Death.
There is a four of death which is
faithlessness, a tremulous sensation of
the nerves, hut there is a fear which
speaks out of eon science, out of a dissatisfaction with self, out of a want of
conformity to the character of God and
the descriptions of His word as to what
heaven shall be. But this is not all.
The sun will shine on the deepest grave
and shimmer on the varnished coffin.
It is not the result of poetry or romance, not an invention of that strange
ability we have in self deception in
which the wish rushes in to become
parent to the thought, but the infallible
testimony of Christ Himself. Love is
stronger than death.—Presbyterian.
Provoked

to

Good Works.

Under present conditions it is very
necessary that church members be proNone has as yet
voked to g^nd works.
reached perfection. Too many are naturally inclined to stop far short of perfection. It is necessary to spur these on,
to encourage them to stir up the gift
that is in them, to encourage them in
every proper way, to inspire them by
holding before them high ideals—in
short, to provoke them to good works.—
Reformed Church Messenger.
.More

I'aeful.

courage is at best but a
holiday kind of virtue, to lie seldom exercised, aud never but iu cases of necessity. Affability, mildness, tenderness
and a word which I would fain bring
back to its original signification of virtue—I mean good nature—are of daily
use.
They are the bread of mankind,
and staff of life.—Drvden.

intrepid

To Be Miserable.

If yon want to be miserable, think
about yourself, about what you waut,
what you like, what respect people
ought to pay you and what people think
of you.—Charles Kingsley.
Tl.a

Viatnaa

of tlia

Mother.

I think it must be somewhere written
that the virtues of mothers shall occasionally be visited on their children as
well as the sins of the fathers.—Charles
Dickens.
A Frosty I>ay.
Grass afield wears silver thatoli;
Palings all are edged with rime;
Frost flowers pattern round the latch.
Cloud nor breeze dissolves the clime;
When the waves are solid floor.
And the clods are iron bound.
And the boughs are cry stal’d hoar.
And the red leaf nailed aground;
When the fieldfare’s flight is slow.
And a rosy vapor rim.
Now the sun is small and low,
Belts along the region dim;
When the ice crack flies and flaws.
Shore to shore, with thunder shook.
Deeper than the evening daws,
Cieaier than the village clock;
When the rusty blackbird strips
Bunch by bunch the coral thorn.
And the pale day crescent dips
New to heaven, u slender horn.
—Lord do Table/.
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ol every housewife and
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The psalm contained in this twenty
second chapter of ii ijamiul is similar
to the eighteenth psalm. It was undoubtedly written by David at the most
successful moment of his lift1, when he
had made of Israel an empire, firm and
secure, it is full ol' thanksgiving to God
for what He had done in bringing about
such a glorious consummation. It illustrates the fact that the Christian’s conThis is always the
fidence is in God
It is God who is the Christian’s
case.
refuge and strength, whether that
Christian be a king upon his throne or
the master in a
a humble servant of
lowly walk in life.
1. The Christian has confidence in
God for this world. This is illustrated
in David's psalm. It was for present,
temporal blessings that he extolled Jehovah. It was for these things that he
had put his trust and confidence iu Clod.
Wu should learn as Christians to trust
God for all things even in this world.
It may seem to us that wo could manage
for ourselves in this life if God would
only look after our future welfare. This
is a false philosophy. We need to trust
in God for all things and at all times,
for the most common, ordinary things of
life as well as for great achievements
and accomplishments, fir life, health,
strength, daily food, daily happiness in
the home, daily success in business,
daily grace for the worries and perplexWhen great calamities
ities of life.
\Muu
come, we seek refuge in God.
weighty problems confront us, we s» ck
We
God’s direction and guidance.
should go to Him with all things and
trust Him for all things.
2. The Christian trusts God for the
life to come. This fact is taught in the
passage from Peter's epistle. ‘‘Blessed
be the God and Father of our Lord Jesns Christ,” says tie apostle, "who, according to His abundant mercy, hath
begotten ns again unto a lively hope by
the resurrection of Jesus Christ from
the dead to an inheritance incorruptible
and undefiled, that fadeth not away,
reserved in heaven for you, who are
kept by the power of God through faith
We trust God for this
unto salvation.
world. We trust Him also for the world
To the natural mind there is
to come.
of the future and no
no explanation
prospect of future happiness. The most
that the human mind unaided can do is
to hope that the soul may be immortal.
God has revealed to His people through
His Holy spirit that there is life beyond the grave and a life of happiness
As God fulfilled
to those who are His.
all our expectations when we trust Him
for the things of the present life so we
may rest assured that we may trust Him
implicitly for the luture life.
Bible Headings.—Job xix, 24, 25; Ps.
xlii, 1-11; xliii, 5; xci, 1-12; cxii, 1-7;
Prov. iii, 24-26; xiv, 26; Eph. iii, 11,
12; Phil, iii, 3; II Tinj. i, 12; Hub.
iii, 6, 14; x, 23, 35-39; I Pot. iv, 19;
I John ii, 23, 29; iii, 13-24; v, 14, 15.
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They say, they say,
That baby goes to Sleeptown

SALT.

This simple adjunct of cookery often
makes the difference between the most appetizing and the most flat, stale and unprofitable dishes. A pinch of salt in any
kind of fruit pie improves the flavor very
much, and is as good as a piece of butter,
as well as more wholesome and cheaper.
In frying doughnuts always salt the lard
for frying; this is better than putting an
additional quantity in the dough. A very
little improves frosting for cakes, and a

SSbbrrttsnnmts.

Sleeptown.

to

The town of Sleeptown Is not far
In Tlmbuctoo or China,
For it’s right near lin Blinkton county,
In the state of Drowsylina;
It’s just beyond the Thingumbob hills.
Not f-ir from Nodville t • litre;
But you must be draw'll through the valley of
Yawn
Or the town you cannot enter.

He

!

through the city of Odreame,
Through Boohoo street he totters,
Until he conies to Don’t-cry corners,
By the shore of ttie Sleeping Waters;
Then he comes to the Johnny jump up hills
And the nodding Toddleton mountains.
And straight does he go through the vale of
Helgho
And drink from the drowsy fountains.
starts

And tills is the way.
That ha

They say, they say,
by goes to Sleeptown

is wanted.
Another thing which is sometimes overlooked is plenty of “baking”. A pie with
flavor

From the Little Dream gap in the hills of
To the Snoozequhanna river.
And this it the way,

nice snowy crust may look better, and
snowy biscuits may take the eye, but for
real good, appetizing flavor put a delicate
on

MILK BISCUITS.
There is

no

exact rule for

cuits K«x-utiui> tho ripirr*>p nf

sour

milk bis-

simrness

about

must

John Collin,
Some

to

see

household and

On

this

column devoted to

jobs

notes, particularly
the last, for why shouldn’t the Hancock
county farmers know something worth
telling now and then; and if they do, why
not tell it?
Now 1 want to ask what is the best way
farm

Collin

a

cow

or a

world's
his

out

crack to

we

up

you

know

CREAMED PARSNIPS.

Cut three parsnips
strips, put in a
sauce-pan and stew slowly for fifteen minutes in a littlp water and a pinch of salt.
When cooked, add one-half cup of sweet
in

cream

and

serve.

This makes

a

palatable

side dish. Carrots also are good cooked in
this way.
If this escapes the shears and waste basFlaville.
ket, will come again.
When tht* Earth Whs Young;.
“Winn the earth was young,” says
Dr. Ball, ‘‘it turned on its axis so rapidly that it made a complete revolution once in e very three hours. The
earth was liquid then, and it spun round
at that
dreadful speed probably for
thousands of years. The sun caused ever
increasing tides on the surface of the
great liquid planet, and at last it burst
in two.
“But the break was not in the middle
of what had been the great, swift re

voiving globe oi liquid matter, it was
at one side, and the effect was to throw
the smaller fragment out into space.
That fragment kept on turning and was
soon fashioned into a globe.
We see it
today and know* it as the moon. The
larger piece also kept turning on its
axis and in the course of ages became
our spherical, habitable earth.
“The smaller fragment of the gr-*at
original globe, being held in place by
the attraction of the larger, has hi n
going round the earth ever since, but
has been giM.aally increasing the distance betwei n itself and its primary.**
Astronomers believe that eventually
th ire ,u will get so far away that it
will
t be .>een by the inhabitants of
our

planet.
The Kattleanake’s Foe.

The rattlesnake finds a superior foe
in the deer and black snake. Whenever
a buck discovers a rattlesnake in a situation which invites attack, be loses no
time in preparing I r battle.
He makes
up to within ten or twelve feet of the
snake, then leaps forward, and aims to
sever the body of the snake with one of
his sharp, bifurcated hoofs.
The nrst
onset is most commonly successful.
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he
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living in Aus-

tralia,
especial pleasure in
showing about the town views of that
country which they have sent him.
It is hardly possible to fully appreciate
John's jokes, except direct from his highness, for he has an individuality and personality entirely his own. Verbosity is
notone of his peculiarities, although at

times very lluent.
When lie says anything, it seems to be something concocted
for the occasion and
mark with

generally strikes the
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John with great
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fancy

A number of

the bent
old

drop

among
themselves,
soberness made the re-

had

a

chair at

his

home

125 years old, also a table that
500 years old. One of the party,

always very much in earnest,
immediately spoke up and said that he

who

was

would like to know what kind of

a

table

500 years old.
Friend
that it was the multiplica-

he.had that

UWU

j

men-

tion. hut
which arc
essential to a full understanding of
her case, and if she is frank, help is
certain to cornel
«

I

quietly

stole away.

Gorham, N. H., fire several
years ago, Mr. Collin was looking about
among the ruins and chanced to find a
conglomerate mass consisting of silver
After the

subject

hy law exmipt from
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bristles fur the stems. IIis work was so
perfect and artistic that the jealousy of
some of the leading painters was aroused.
From that time the manufacture of artificial flowers steadily grow and developed
in France, and today the French excel in
them.
The art was introduced into England
during the French revolution by refugees
who made use of it as a means of subsistIt has been successfully naturalized
ence.
Knives of various
in the Unitixl States

DIRECTORS:
John F. Whitcomb,
tAKKoLL Bt KK1LL,
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COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes of
pensions against the United States,
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A friend of mine told me about Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People and what i Business solicited.
Maink.
they had accomplished for others in my Ellswohth,
condition.
44
K.
BUNKKR,
It was the first glimpse of the sun of happiness through the dark clouds of misery.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
441 bought a box and took them. Even
then I felt their effect. I bought more and
OFFICES AT
continued to take them until 1 was well
BAH HARBOR ANI) BUJEHIDL, ME
and strong.
44
Bar Harbor offices
They liberated me from the most terrible
7 and e Mi. Desert Itlo< k
Bluehlll office open Saturdays
bonds that ever tortured a woman. They
brought me new life when death was
welcome.
441 recommend them to my friends, and I
undersigned facrooy gi\e& uouce mat ne
do not hesitate to say to every suffering
has contracted with the City of
Kllsworth.for
ne support of the poor
woman in the world that Dr. Williams'
.luring the ensuln* vear
nd
has made amide proviplon for their
Pink Pills will cure her.”
support
te therefore fort.ids all i^rsons
from furnishing
Dr. Williams' Pink Pills for Pale People
•ippllesto any pauprron hlsaceount. a* without
5
are a specific for all forms of weakness.
?T'tlVn on,er- he will pay for no goods
The blood is vitalized and becomes pregHabri
K
nant with the elements of life. The nervous system :3 reorganized, all
irrejgularites
are corrected, strength returns and disease
disappears. So remarkable have been the
Ilvery Town. In the u. s. ami Cana'i*'
‘‘
cures performed by these little pills that
"<*w
distributing Hjliott.ooo
r.
their fame has spread to the far ends of
civilization. Wherever you go you will
Ploynmnt,Tf,VnuWw»ntrilt.'''N f,'w u VheHml.^A
find the most important article in every
FREE
drug store to be Dr. Williams' Pink Pills
for Pale People.
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Philadelphia Dental Collette,
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why the end of their term is called the
commencement until they find themselves
Then they know.
wrestling for a living.

called (irain-o. It is a delicious, appetizing,
nourishing food drink to take the place of coffee. Sold hy all grocers and liked hy all who
have u-ed It because when
properly prepared
it tastes like the 11 nest coffee but is free from all
its injurious properties.
(irain-<) aids digestion and strengthens 'the nerves.
It is not a
stimulant hut a health builder, and children, as
well as adults, can drink it with great benefit.
Costs about l4 as much as coffee. l.*» and J-V.

O
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tools

suffered eighteen

woman's story.
Not strange because it happens every day,
not romantic or thrilling, but just a story of
misery and suffering such as only women
know.
For eighteen years, Sara E. Bowen, of
Peru, Indiana, carried a burden of pain.
Night and day, without respite, she suffered the most dreadful experience that ever
fell to the lot of woman.
That she did not die is almost beyond
belief.
That she is well to-day is a miracle.
Mrs. Bowen's trouble requires no description beyond the symptom, which every
woman will instantly recognize.
j In
describing them Mrs. Bowen says:
“For eighteen years I suffered with
! weakness peculiar to my sex.
“I was a broken down piece of humanI
ity; a shadow of a woman.
“My brain was tortured until I could re! member but little. I could not sleep or eat
I and was reduced in weight to a mere skele| ton. What little I did eat could not be digested in my weakened state, and caused
! me untold misery.
“My skin was muddy, my eyes were
heavy. I was dizzy all the time and to
! ally unfit for even
ordinary housework.
“
Doctors prescribed for me without avail,
Medicine was recommended and takea in
| quantity but it did no good.
Time and time again I was at the brink

Just

In

j

sunshine

uncertain

lVpo*lt*

this ; stamens and jistils are formed of wire
of
trained pig that coveri'd with silk, the stalk is made
sketch
wire coated with a green material and i**
followed him wherever he went, and a
i fixed to the stamens and pistils, around
whistle was sufficient to call him, the
which aro attached the petals and lastly
same as a dog.
Duds are made of cotton or
the calyx
He has a strawberry patch near his glass balls covered with silk or cambric.
The florists’ fingers, guided by skill and
house, in which he takes great pride, and
during the season he can often be seen to j taste, have much to do with the lieauty of
the
flow. rs produced; gn at ingenuity is
tHke off his hat and pull out several choice
often displayed oven in a cheap sprig conberries which he had carried there as the
sisting of several materials well put tomost convenient place of conveyance.
gether and arranged.
“It is a remarkable fact,” so John says,
French wholesale houses engaged in tho
“that the winters are colder than the
manufacture of artificial Powers have
If you do not believe it look ; each some sjKvinl branch; thus, one makes
summers.
at a thermometer.” The following is also
only roses, another wild flowers, a third
Tin* U‘sf and most exjiensive
leaves, etc.
“One
from his
years ago the
used to have a

Several

been cured

no

were worn

Mi*y

taxation.

a

years, who has
and lives again in the

of

who has

1

made use of in the manufacture.
The leaves and the jetals an? usually
The material to
made of silk or cambric
1)0 shaped is folded several times, laid ujwn
a leaden
table and a stamp is driven
man who would give flOO just to look at
i through it
tiaufferingirons are made use
it.
The man immediately interposed: ! of to hollow the
|*etals; veiners. as the
“I should like to know who is big
name implies, arc used to vein the leave.**,
a
**11
is
r*
fool
to
that
the
burui.-dn
and
are einployixl to give
enough
give
price?”
The
blind man up in Milan,” was the answer. j the ]K'tals a polished
appearance.
Are, told him that he
certain amount, about
give
fo, and a very tine compensation. Mr.
Collin thereupon replied that he knew a
the

him

would

The Weakness
of a Woman.
woman

ELLSWORTH. ME.
C'oni moncpit

sizes and shapi*s. stamps gauffering irons
of different kinds, molds called veiners
and agate or glass burnishers are the chief

ifUbical.

A

they

MR.

L1WORTH,

Hancock County Savings M,

for ornament.
In 17-8 Scguin, a botanist and chemist,
began the manufacture of Powers in Paris,
employing parchment for the flowers and

sions

/

MA /.V STRRRr.

them made of gold and silvi r
During the middle ages Powers made of
metal, satin, silk, wax and pajH-r were
used in the Roman Catholic church with
symbolical significations; on festal occa-

not to a
Pc
man.
not hesi9 tate about
Hi stating: tletails that
W she may
Hr not wish

souvenir of
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The ancient Egyptians made nrtiflein.
flowers of horn shavings, stained in vnri

woman,

to

!

certainly

colors, and leaves of j linted linen have
I-rom a
been found in tombs at Thebes.
remote period the ( hinese have used the
pith of a certain kind <>f ImhhIkmi fur making flower*. Crassus, one of the Human
triumvirs, was tin: first in H«>mo to have

p- n».
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Something About flu* M ay In Which They
Are Made.

was

John replied
tion table. The inquisitive man said no
more, but slowly edged to the door and
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ltnnklnir hour* from '*n.
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telling effect.

A short time ago he happened to
into a store w here a ‘‘raftieM on a

rusty pens

that a little salt
thrown in the stove will extinguish it?
Try it and see. And try this, too;
Did

but

very distant
and lie takes

some

and

fire.

was

trace of his
comes

sofa

our

goods,

remains.

people

scour

it that he

time of considerable of

of trouble and

give light.

can

etc.

continues to enjoy life in

still

and shiver

keep it filled, too.
Perhaps 1 can give a few helpful hints to
those just starting in this line of business,
Now these blustery
i. e.—housekeeping.
days are the days for the chimneys to take

one

little

that

I have been wishing for this column, for
it seemed as if it needed a column for the
farmers’ wives as well as the farmers, and
reckon

and

property had slipped from him, until

the

Dear Editor:

I

you

is sick ami needs motherly advice, ask
her to address Mrs. I'inkham at Lynn,
Ma$s., and tell every detail of her symptoms, surroundings anil occupations.
She Mill pet advice from a source that
lias no rival in experience of women's
ills. Tell her to keep nothing hack.
Her story

^

invalid wife by odd

painting, papering,

at

alcoholic line had

Don't let the
stay
A good, warm, light barn
these cold days
means good butter and more of it than the
old-fashioned dark stalls with here and
a

morally.

\

lane, almost in the heart of

Dame Humor has

horse that

cows

of Berlin, X. H.,
of his Sayings.

for himself and

sessed at

gets at the
No matter
corn or grain and overeats.
about saying that things should be taken
care of so that the cattle could not do such
a thing; they do it occasionally, contrary
to all good rules. Some say if an animal
eats corn or grain to hurt it, be sure not to
give any water for fear of swelling the
grain in the stomach; but is that common
sense? Will not the moisture of the stomach swell the grain anyway, and will it
not harden into a more compact mass
Will some
without water than with it?
one give the benefit of experience in this
A Hancock Farmer.
one matter?

there

one, so the articles
practical and useful.

easy

busy Berlin, N. H., lives an eccentric
character, John Collin, noted for his spoons, knives, forks, etc., which had
witty and peculiar sayings. He was born come in contact with the flames. On frenear Manchester, England, but has spent
quent occasions he showed his And about
the greater portion of his life in this the streets. Once he was approached by
Although nearly eighty years one of the leading men of Gorham, who,
country.
with the intention of purchasing it as a
of age. he manages to eke out a subsistence

glad

to treat

Make Attractive Screens**,
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on “Doing Bamboo Work
The illustrations make the task
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of following out t lie instructions a very-
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j tractive.

woman-

ji

there

am

February LaFour special
dies' Home Journal arc devoted to exhome atplaining t lie way to make t lie

/

<

girls just
budding in-

as

national UANIv

been be; modern man thHii it has ever
Pyle,
The historical pictures by
I fore.
Peixotto, Yohn, and other expert artists
! add t<> this impression of reality.

from physical weakness and periodical pain,
and young

well

riiisT

a

fascinating power of narrative. Senator
nearer the
j Lodge firings the Revolution

exempt

as

of Bunker Hill he reveals

battle

pages in the

—S. IT. Fomb.

average, with an even teaWhen the milk tastes
of salt.

Mix thoris soda enough.
oughly but do not make the dough too
stiff—just so it can be handled without
sticking; a few bits of butter may be
stirred in or not as liked; roll very thin,
then put bits of butter all over the surface
of the dough, double it over and roll to
Have the pan well
half inch thickness.
greased with butter or drippings, bake in
a
quick oven, and when done turn them
Housewife.
bottom up for crispness.
1

woman

the

i

}\

an

spoonful
sweet

No
is

ly

Nap

KRTABU8HKO 1887.

j

And this is the way,
They say, they say,
That baby conies from Sleeptown!

regulate the amount of soda, but a large
teaspoonful of the latter to a pint of milk
is

attending to
physical development.

I

guided pin

Away lie flics over By low bridge.
Through Lullaby lane i«> wander,
A ml on through the groves of Moonshine
valley
By the hills of Wayoffyomier;
Atul then does the fairies’ flying horse
Ttie sleepy baby take up,
Until they enter at Jumpoff Centre
The Peekaboo vale of Wakeup.

the pie and a deeper shade on
the biscuits, and if they are not voted better set this writer down as
An Old Fogy.
brown

j

That

j

Sweet young1 girls! How often thej
develop into worn, listless, autl hopeless women because mother has not
impressed upon them the
import a nee of

hood should

They say, they say,
baby goes to sleeptown!

a

Young Womanhood.

to

goodly quantity should l>e used in the lard
tor pie-crust, as this prevents the lardy By Twilight path through Nightcap hills
The little feet must toddle;
taste w hick is so disagreeable in fresh pieThrough the dewy gloom of Flyaway forest,
It should be used freely in anycrust.
By the drowsy (Kinks of Noddle;
thing shortened with lard, whether gin- And never a sound does
baby bear,
gerbread. biscuits or yeast bread, if good
For not a leaf does quiver

uanKiug.

Magazine and Hook No*‘*s.
Lodge’s “Story of t lie Kevohit ion” is continued in February Scribnt
with an account of “The Second Congress
In describing
and the Siege of Boston.”
Senator

|
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proclaims appimple by
proaching death. One day it is visible; periodically forced gorge-full of barley
Viewed with
is
and
it
another day,
gone.
meal
it is not surprising that he takes a
a
microscope it is terrible enough, but muddled and bewildered view of the one
distance
is
it
lost
looked at from a fitting
life to the end of which he is hastening.
tonight. Often it is solely a sign of unIt is thought that makes life worth livhealthy skin in one small spot. That is ing
Many of my readers will not be able

I

no

means

all.

Thus also with the startling murders
that reach our knowledge through a
Awful are their
microscopic “press”.
details and enormous seem their tendencies as t hey till out columns of space
to the exclusion from our vision of all
those things which are progressive and

i

to

agree

shall.

with

ITJBX1V%

MISS BEECHER'S

HAIR AND...
WHISKER DYE.

It contains

no

ON SALE

at once, but later we
thoughts make right acts
me

BANKER

and poverty breeds envy;
where,
beneath sanctimonious professions lust
rules rampant both within and without
the household; where boys are not taught

pride

womanhood, and where girls
taught to reverence themselves.
Surface complaints show themselves and
are treated;
chronic diseases too often
sap the strength until it is too late.
Against these let us be watchful, instead
of lifting up “holy” hands in horror at
some wretched yielder to anger.
to

reverence

are

not

sententious individual when asked
the time-old question, “Is life worth
vrv
“That
aptly,
living?” replied
depends on the livt *
.nether yon have in
True enough!
mind a jicrson or an organ of the body.
A

So mark you, lx*for
that in food there is

we go any further,
both life and death.

very elements that strengthen us, and
build our tissues, begin to jioison us unless they are removed from the body as
soon as their work is done, and in this
labor of removal the organ mentioned
above does quiet, uncomplaining service
The

great aggravation from some of ns,
unholy eaters of complex dishes. So far
as our bodily life is concerned, the world
is
nothing but a vast feeding-crib,
whereat we must linger, if we would
live, and whereby we are laying up painunder

ful

burdens to ourselves unless

wisely

we

eat

and not too well.

Hut just as the child is discontented
with creeping, after it once stands upright, so the joys of the world of thought
make us sink to a secondary place the joys
of the world of food, and the “liver’s” estimate of life and its worth is settled by
If he is satisfied
the thoughts he has.
with the thoughts of others and lets them
{miss through his brain like water passes

leaving
sluice-way
except a high-water mark
it is not astonishing that he finds life
Thought, like food, must be
empty.
made to surrender to us nourishment,
which tbercuj)on becomes part of ourthrough

nothing

an

open

Iiehind

—

selves.
If he takes of the thoughts of times {Mist,
holds on to them as though thought never
moved, swears by the knowledge he
gained years ago, closes his mind both

against the gaining or giving of new, progressive. helpful ideas, little wonder that
life seems like the mockery of daylight to
a blind man.
Thought, like food, must be
constantly added to and never retained
indefinitely without reacting upon the

WASTED

IN
Last

Knight,
CAREFUL

ESTIMATES

PLACE

AT

ESTATES.

John Colby Thorne,

making one of the most unique and interesting single estates owned in New England, and in many points of view unsur-

known

Mr. < tto Dornrr, chairman of the national ci.mmittn fi r highway i
jrnvcmint, League of American V hi lmru,
in an address, oil “i oi»i Road.
delivered at Lrbaua, Ills., said:
“A leading agricultural paper in the

DRY BRONCHITIS.

neither profuse nor watery nor purulent.
It is a glutinous kind of stuff, of a bluish
white or pearly gray color. The chronic
inflammation which causes it thickens the

membrane, thereby narrowing the
through which we breathe, and
shortening and oppressing the breath
mucous

tubes

Often tubes of considerable size become
this tough phlegm,
causing great diitieuly in breathing.
Of all the forms of bronchitis this is the

completely clogged by

caused by dry bronlining
the most insidious of lung
chitis
Those
suffering from it have
complaints.
at tir-t only a slight cough; it may be
only a trifling coughing sjk-11 in the morning; they have a chilly sensation in the
forenoon, and toward evening are feverish.
There is always a feeling o! more or less
of the
It is

lungs,

oppression in the chest,
which is relieved from time to time by
a
coughing up
quantity of tlie tough,
jelly-like matter Indore described. Someon in paroxysms,
comes
the
times
cough
attended by great oppression and distress,
tightness and

like asthma. On inquiry of
affected if he has any lung
will almost certainly answer

a

person

so

trouble, he
No, and yet
will
conversation
perhaps
during your
hack and raise tiiis jelly like mucus half
a dozen times.
Here we have a lung disease w hich directly tends to consumption, and has most
of the symptoms of that disease, and yet
When it ends
is not consumption at all.
fatally, as it often does, an examination
of tin* lungs reveals neither tubercles, ulceration. nor the bacilli of tuberculosis.
In such cases death generally results
from suffocation caused bv a sudden attack of congestion, which, supervening
on the chronic disease, tills the lungs with
viscid mucus that the patient, in his
weakened condition, is unable to raise.
Bronchitis is not generally treated with
success, because the proper remedies are
not applied to the diseased tubes within
the lungs. 1 had the good fortune some
and successfully apyears ago to discover
for this and other
ply a local treatment
lung complaints. I made the air which
the patient breathes the carrier of the
remedies which are necessary for his cure.
Instead of sending them on a roundabout
and general
way through the stomach
into
system, I introduce them directly
of
the
lungs, where
the air tubes and cells
the disease and all the danger lie, and I
know by ample experience that tiiis treatment is the only ho|** there is for the cure
of any form of bronchial or lung disease.
(To be continued.)
signed) ROBERT HENTER, M. D.
Specialist in Lung Cases,
No. 117 West 45th St., New York.

old

Readers of The Americ an who
work will
art interested in Dr. Hunter’s
lbs books FREE by addressing
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him as above.
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sixty-two years.
evening recently,

was

the cost

f marketing their oats,
wheat and barley. This figure is
indeed so stu]«'udnuB that it is not sur-

row

com,

so-called

If you

grand

The

supper.

by Luther P. Wass, who
seventy-nine summers.

seen
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and
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less

was

of

Maine’s

by

Mrs.

sic.

She

remarkable

Howard
to the

goes

cats

flagged,

shore, sits

you

is
Ar-

floe, Mini when a fish comes in sight,
dive, catch the ti.ih every time and
take the prize to the house for inspection.

I

will

The

Ocean

all

house, one of the
Kennebunkport, was
Sunday entailing a loss of $75,000.

burned

t he past ten years the hotel
under the control of Gibson &

lias

been

lication

Saturday, after

pears in

t

he last
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a

hii

issue of

the

which

ments for
from

carrying

satisfactory

to

on
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ap-

Chase & Sanborn’s

Package Teas.

arrangeare far

Every
coast is of

ist,
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Maine
lighthouse along the
interest to the summer tour-

because it is pure.

Libby’s island, near Lubec, has special claims to distinction,
according to t h** Lubee Herald, in that
but that at

|0ne pound makes

its lens came from a lighthouse down
in Galveston, Texas.
It was stolen by
the confedeiHtes during the war and
buried in the sand at that place.
After
the war it was taken no ami put in t tie
Maine lighthouse.
The scars can still

be

They only come in pound
land half-pound leads, and

either the publisher

the readers.

or

seen on

Charlts

over 200 cups.

it.

Nason,

S.

mechanical
gor

be,

ask your grocer for

paper, the
discontinu-

publisher says the reason for
ing the paper is that the present

everything

tea should

perfect

a

existence of

notice

[|

carefully

A tea that is

Daily News suspended pub-

about six weeks.

bcst,||

be assured of gettea that is

can

and

Shevereli,
of Haverhill, Mass. The building and its
furnishings were insured for $30,000.
The Calais

the

injurious adulterations
ingredients;

at

For

want

A tea that is free from

Bluff

hotels

largest

ij

tea line.

ting a
selected,

on an

ice

prising its correctness sir nld have In n
questioned. Figures of this kind deserve
tola- subjected to rigorous criticism,
and I am glad to say that these figures
are based
upon the highest authority

-or\

Here’s a symbol of puri-

a

led

was

owned

for

*
years
Ban- ;
at Ban-

many

superintendent of the

& Piscataquis rail-ond, died

|

Friday night. After the lease of the I
B. & P. by the Bangor & Aroostook, Mr. |
Nason was made mechanical superintendent of that road and held t lie position i
until 1875, when tie resigned.
lie was !
well known
to ra’load
men
of this
section, and had a great number of |
friends in eastern Maine. Tiie cause of j
death was consumption.
His age was,
sixty-two years.
gor

|

|

Too

The

parish

new
was

Much Sermon.

minister
a

just called to

young

man

of

a

rural

exemplary j

character and pleasing personality. There
was
much contention among the various
families under his charge as to which
should have the privilege of '•hoarding
The honor it was at length decidhim.
ed should tall to a couple of spinsters old
enough to he the young man's mother and

devoted to flu* church and its interests.
The minister was duly installed under
their roof and lor several weeks the countenances of the spi liters relleeted the delight they lclt at their good fortune.
Kit her the
Then there came a change
delight was less <>r the spinster* *ho\ved it
What was more, they became irregless
ular in their attendance at church
Toward spring the minister announced
his engagement to the prettiest girl in the
parish and it wasn't long before he took
Tin* spinup his abode m his own house.
sters. unlike Calypso, were riot inconsolable at hi* departure. They really seemed
to revive after he had gone, w hile their at
tendance at church became more regular

—

—

—

one day diplomatically asked
them if t hi y didn't miss the minister
•Well. yes. said the elder spinster, "wo
do. but 1 tell you what—it's a great relief
to be able to go to church ami not knowjust exactly what the sermon's going to ho
Now, I m fond of sermons, but listening
to them for the first time from the pulpit's
one thing and having them talked at you
during break last, dinner and supper for a
full week beforehand s another ’'—New
York Sun

Somebody

••

SOME FOOLISH PEOPLE

one

of

Harrington one
party of sixty, not one of whom
I ban fifty years old,
enjoyed a

1>ounds;

1

dealers

In

wheat that farmer

t

can

J
1

Old glass bottles, which are more or less
useless, are now ground up and employed
as a substitute for sand in the preparation
of mortar

j

The Norwegians were originally called
Ynglings or vonths

raise:—

|

produces the finest

%

bread that cook

\

can

I
■

E

Sold In
and

bake.

bags and barrels

by grocers

flour dealers everywhere.

!$
A. COOMBS,
Coldwater, Mich.

/M.

MADE ME A MAN
AJAX TABLETS VO.-ITIYELY CURE
A L1j Nervous />.'v«—Failing Mem*
ory, I m potency, Sim; tmssnoss, etc., caused
Abuse or other E-'vssea and Indiscreticns. ’Thru vahi.i/; and surely
reetoro Lost Vitalii* in oi l or young, and
lit a man lor study, I
ir.ess or marriage.
Prevent Insanity ami Consumption if
taken in time. Their use shown immediate improve*
meat and effects a CLliE whore all other fail
InHist upon having the genuine Ajax Tablets.
They
have cured thousands and will euro you. We give a posfc/

which
IJrasher $10 gold piece,
The
New burg. N Y. in l?»ti.
was struck at
which
*K
Cluribus
the
lirst
was
upon
Unum” appeared
'*

—

nec, “fully one-half of the people are
found, on careful examination, to have
thickening of some portion of the mucous

is

partial

a

Watervil le Friday, after a short
pleurisy, superinduced by hic-

coughs.

••

Hunter's Lectures on the Progress of Medical .Science iu Lung
Diseases.
There is another form, called dry bronin
which
matter expectorated is
the
chitis,
Dr.

with

illness of

has severely eri eised my statement that the farmers f Wisconsin,
where I live, might, by the construction
of good roads, save*.',500.000each year

passed for varied scenery and surroundings in the country.
Already $20,000 ,have been expended
upon the property and when the plans
and will bear the most careful analysis.
Thought ! ! 1
outlined by the owner are completed,
The United States government, through
Great is thought and happy are they there will be more than
fbO.UUO laid out
I its bureau of road inquiry, has made tin
who give it full play. They joy to follow on this wild and uninhabited
'piece of
extensive investigation into the cost of
others until some pinnacle is reached, Maine’s
This tract efi
rocky sea coast.
and then fearlessly they leap upward yet
hauling crops and has found ns the reland has not been acquired by Mr. Moore
higher, finding in thought and its materi- with the idea of developing this part of sult of replies to its circulars, coining
alizations the bringing to light of life in the State into a summer resort to rival from 1,200 different counties, that the
all its grandest possibilities.
average cost of marketing a ton of farm
Bar Harbor or to imitate the defunct
produce in the United States is somePetit Menan project.
His object is to
thing over $8. The Uni Uni States census
ELLSWORTH MARKETS.
have a private estate near tbe home of his
ought to be pretty good authority as to
birth
and
on
the
land
as
a
where
he
very
Wednesday, February 2, 1898.
the amount of crops harvested in each
WRIGHTS AND MRA8UHR8.
KAINK LAW RMiARDINO
poor boy shot sea-birds, hunted game or
state.
With these two authorities as a
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60 fished for cod or halibut,
foundation, it was easy for me to estipounds, ami a bushel of Turks Island sail shall j
On
tbe
of
Schoodic
feet
470
Point,
top
weigh 70 pounds.
mate the cost of hauling those four
The standard weight of a bushci of potatoes, above tbe tossing Atlantic, he will begin
crops, which is about $8,250,000.
in good order aud lit (or shipping, Is 60 pounds.
in the early spring the erection of one of
“The progress of the good roads
The standard weight of a bushel of beaus In the most
unique private lodges in the movement has
good order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds.
brought about can ful inOf wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60 country as a lounging place for his famas
to the jMissible saving
pounds; of corn, .V’. pounds; of onions, 5*2 ily and guests in summer. By the power vestigation
of carrots, Kngllsh turnips, rye and
from good roads. Both the department
ndlan meal, 50 pounds; of barley aim buck- of bis VHst resources he intends to make
of agriculture and the secretary of the
wheat, 48 pounds; of oats, 3*2 pounds, or even
this an ideal summer retreat far from the
farmers* national congress agree that
measure as by agreement.
I noise and excitement of Wall street.
It
the cost of hauling farm products might
('ountry I'rodiu-**.
will tie one of tbe sights of Maine’s many
be reduct*d by two-thirds through the
I trails.
summer resorts and entirely in keeping
Iinuroved Yellow F.ve. oer bush.2.50
buildiug of good roads. Two-thirds oi
2.25
with tbe wealth of a man who can draw
Pen, ham! picket I, per l»u..
$8,250,000 is $5,500,000, as any schoolI Van:
bis check for f'JO.OOO.OOO, made in a comboy can readily figure out. The paper
j Improved, per bu (seedl.2.50 paratively short period by energy, push in question would Ik* amply justified
in
; Butter.
and talent in financiering.
attacking those figures if they were simCreamery per lb.—.25
Last fall Mr. Moore gave directions for
l>alry .203.22
ply my own, and if it were not for the
tbe building of an ocean drive to the top
Cheese.
fact that they are based upon careful inN.
j Best factory (new) per .12 3.16 of Schoodic. The road hugs the shore tbe vestigation conducted by the United
Best dairy (new).15
entire route and at times swings abruptly
States government, impartially made,
hutch (imported).00
through the forests to open ocean points for the simple
F.gic*.
purpose of honestly asfar above tbe stiore regarded as the wildFresh laid, per doz .20
certaining the facts.
! est and most dangerous to mariners on
II ay.
“In the same way we are able to asBest loose, per ton..10 n 12 tbe entire coast. Tbe changing views are
certain a few things with regard to tinBaled..12 «14
| magnificent, disclosing in the road’s easy losses from bad roads in Illinois. The
Nt raw,
1
ascent the surrounding country and far
United States censusef 1800 shows that
Loose .7 «.*»
Baled.10 312
the farmers < f Illinois harvest annually
| distant ocean marks.
Vegetables.
Prom the summit of the mountain the
over 280.000.(>(i() bushels of corn, or
.HO Carrots,
.<>2
Beets, per bu
On a clear day or
view is interesting.
something more than 8,000,000 tons;
.03 celery,
.f.Hg.jo |
Cabbage,
.05 CmnlM*rrles,
.08 3.10 night can be seen eleven
onions,
lighthouses nearly 2,250.000 tons of oats, nearly
.50
1.20 Turnips, bu
Potatoes, bu
about
this
of
dangerous part
5.000.000 tons of hay, considerably
sprinkled
Groceries.
tbe Atlantic.
Tbe surf dashes against
more than 1,000,000 tons of wheat and
Klee, per tb
.06g.08
Coffee—per tt>
.153‘20 Pickles, per gal .40g.60 the abrupt shore in time of storms to the
enough rye and barley to make more
Klo,
.35 olives, per qt
.353-75 height of 100 feet.
Mocha,
At this particular
than another 100.000 tons. This makes
N lnegar—per gal
.33
.lava,
Here on
a
total of nearly 10,500.000 tens, and
.20 point, old ocean is never still.
Pure elder,
Tea —per lb—
.05
Cracked
wheat,
.403.60
.lapau,
mountain
does not include many other crops, snelj
; this commanding and scenic
.05
.253.60 Oatmeal, uer lb
Oolong,
Quaker rolled oats, .05 I plateau, Mr. Moore is to build a mag- as potatoes and tobacco. It is safe to asj Sugar—per lb—
.05 i nitlcent
.06 Buckwheat,
Granulated,
lounging place, within sight of sume that 12,000,000 tons of these are
.04
Coffee—A A B, .05*, Graham,
hauled to market, and this costs tin*
.05
live
.04 j bis cottage at Grindstone, three miles
C
meal,
Yellow,
t >11—per gal—
Molasses—per gal—
and of the smoke curling from the
farmers of Illinois, according to the
.35 Linseed,
.60 3*65 away,
Havana,
United States department of agricul.45 Kerosene, per gal
.13 quaint farmhouses of Steuben, where be
l’urto lit CO,
.15 dreamed bis
*60 Astral oil,
ture, just about $80,000,000. This, of
Syrup,
boyhood’s days away.
.253.30
Maple syrup,qt
John G. Moore was born in the little course, does not represent cash, but is
Lumber anti Building Materials.
the value of the time and effort expendHis parents were
town of Steuben.
Clapboards—per M
Lumber—per M—
farmers in fairly well to docircumstances,
00 311
24 326
K.xtra spruce,
ed each year by man and beast in travHemlock,
Hemlock boards, 00 gli
17gl8 and his early education was obtained in
Spruce, No. 1,
over the roads as they exist today
Clear pine,
12gl6
35g60 tbe little village school of bis native eling
Spruce,
K.xtra pine,
15 320
35360 town.
Spruce floor,
Parly in life lie drifted to New If it be true, as the department of agri12gl5 Laths—per M
Pine,
York city where he engaged in the lumber culture estimates, that two-thirds of
2.00
Matched pine,
15glS
Spruce,
business. Soon be became able to handle
the cost of hauling might be saved
Nalls, per lb
.043.1*6
Shingles—per M
2 75 Cement, per cask
160 large contracts, and incidentally became
Cetlar, extra
Union tele- through tin* building of good roads, it
interested in the Western
.*<5
2 00 Lime, per cask
clear,
2*1 clear,
175 Brick, per M
7 311
graph company, of which he Is at present means that the farmers of Illinois an*
extra one,
150 White lend, pr lb .05g.08 a prominent official.
His first
great each year unnecessarily expending $24,No. 1,
1 25
victory in finance was his wrestle with 000,000 worth of time and labor in
.75
scoots,
Gould’s opposing telegraph company,
Jay
1
25
Spruce,
hauling their crops to market.
in which he came out a victor and suc1 25
Hemlock,
ceeded in merging tbe two companies
“Equally large* amounts might be
Provisions.
into one.
This fight naturally brought saved in other states through the con.08
.15 3.25 Trl|>e, per lb
steak, beef, lb
into prominence, and
Steuben
the
boy
.00 3.12 Honeycomb tripe,tt» .10
structie m of g< mkI roads. The department
Fresh pork,
later be entered tbe banking business
.123.14
Lamb, lb
.O83.I6 Ham, per lb
of agriculture estimates that in the
.083.16 Shoulder,
.Oitg.lO where be has risen to the top of tbe
Veal, per lb
United States good roads would save
.083.14 Mutton, per lb
.063.10 ladder.
Roasts,
lbBeef, corned, Vb .063.08 Poultry—per
over $500,000,000 each year in tin* cost
.15
.14 <j.15
Fowl,
tongue,
The Audibility of Thunder.
of hauling crops, and the estimate made*
.08
.18
Salt pork, per fb
Chickens,
lard, per lb
.083.10 Turkeys,
.183.20
In connection with the proposal t*» es- by the secretary of the fanners’ na.10 Bologna,
.10
Pigs feet, per lb
tional congress results in the same <•?>..r.
.10 tablish a number of government stations
Sausage,
.16
Cooked barn, !b
reporting the phenomena of thunder mous amount. While a great deai of
j for
.14
Boneless bam,
storms it i> stated that while lightning
effort has been expended on our public
Fish.
may be seen and its illumination of cloud*
roads, very little actual improvement
SaltFresh
ami mist may be recognized when it i>
.05
.07 3-10
has been made in them, and I doubt if
tod,
Dry cod,
-'no miles distant, thunder is rarely
even
.05
.04 3.05
Pollock,
Haddock,
audible ten miles. The thunder from very tlie cost of hauling crops by wagon has
.10 3.12
.30
Mackerel,
Flounders,doz
.12
Halibut ilns, .100.12
been reduced one-third since the close
distant storms therefore seldom readies
Lobsters,
Halibut heads,
.12
.05
l’i'-kerel,
if every thunderstorm
the ear
lb
\
f the war. We can today ship a bushel
.2o
Boneless
cod,
.083.10
Clams, *|t
has to be reeorded. a large number of *ta- of grain from Chicago to >h v, York for
Tongues and
.403.75
oysters, qt
.08 3.10 i tions will be needl'd;
.35
soumls,
probably one for just one-liltli f what it cost to ship it
><:allnps, <jt
.10 Smoked—
Smells,
square mill's would not he too
in 1 s(»5, at:-!, while we t ran rly paid
.12 every
.12 3.16
Halibut,
Halibut,
A lew -tations would sulTiee. at
many
.25
Herring, box,
10*2 cents tor carrying that bushel of
.10 ! lea.-t for the nighttime, for the reporting
Finnan haddic,
grain from Now York to J.iwrpi.ol, the
of the direction ami ihovcmcnt of every
Fu**l.
freight aero>s the water today amounts
Wo«>*l—per cor*!
Coal—per ton—
ea.-e of distant lightning.
»»25
hrv hard,
SoOgHOO
Broken,
It is fortunate lor tinThe reason uf t!;e great uneertaint; in t-i on 1 v 1 <-t
6 25
2 0*) y3 50
Stove,
hry .-oft,
the audibility of thumler is not bard n» farmers t ihelmtid Mate?* that tin*
6 25
Kgg,
Roundings per load
6
25
100 3125
Nut.
! understand. Ir depends nor merely mi il.e cost of transportation has thus decreased,
| initial intensity *»t the crash, but quite
fur, with Jii rapid growth «.f agrirulFlour, Grain and Feed.
i much on the surroundings of t he observer, urn* in this
cnimtry. we mu.-r «i-•}>« ini
.s',
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb—
e\en as in the quiet country one will oii!
.'.hi
more and na.-iv up. a f* reign marl:* ts r«»
*',0036 50 Mixed feed, bag
Straignts,
t he ear in a
feeble
sounds
that
serve
eseape
1
to
St. Louis roller,
.Middlings, bag
of <«ur grain products and must
ti uo 36 50
noisy city. Perhaj.s the most euri«>u-. ai.d dispose
Patents—
rendition of audibility is that certainly depend upon these foreign
important
*» 75
Winter wheat,
markets t * t*.»n:r«.1 tin* ]>ri*• of grain
the thunder wa. »• of sound shall not 1" re7 on
Spring wheat,
fracted or n tl»« ted by the layers of warm even here at hmne. If American wheat
Corn meal, per bag .85
Corn, full weight per
and cold air between the observer and the
is to successfully compete ill tin* cities
.H5
hag
lightning or by the layers of wind, swift- of Europe with grain imported from
Oats, Western, per
above and slow below, so as to entirely Russia, India and Smith America, where
.38
hu
Sound,
Hides and Tallow.
puss over or around the observer.
land and labor are cheap, it i> of the
in its wavelike progress obliquely through
Hides—per tb—
Tallow—per lb—
greatest importance that tin* cost of its
Ox,
.01*; layers of air of different densities, is sub
.05*;
Hough,
.03 ^
to a minimum.
.05 S
Cow,
Tried,
ject to refraction, and this refraction may transportation he reduced
.05
Hull,
Thus, ob- This applies not only to freight rates
occur at any time and place.
Calf skins, green
.25 ®.75
from Chicago to New; York and to
servers at the topmast of a ship frequently
Pelts,
JW3.6O
hear fo$ whistles that are inaudible at sea Liverpool, but with equal force to the
lambskins, .40g.75
levels; those on hilltops hear thunder that cost of hauling that same grain from
Seeds.
cannot be heard in the valley; those in
the farm to the railroad.
2 00 Clover—per tb—
Hfrdsgrass, hu
front of an obstacle hear sounds inaudible
.18
.12
Red,
Kcdtop, per tb
“The greatest improvement in our
to those behind it.
.18
.13
l^iwn seed, per tb
Alsike,
roads is the
The rolling of thunder, liko that of a system of building country
Dried Fruit.
and prodistant cannonade, may be largely due to plan of state aid as advocated
.10
.123.20 Tamarinds,
Figs,
.10 Currants,
.08§.12 special reflections and refractions of sound. moted by the League of American
Dates,
.06
.08§.15 Apples, string
Raisins,
Again, the greater velocity of the air at Wheelmen. This is the system under
.1
Pruues,
.log.14 Apples, sliced
considerable altitudes above the ground which the famous stone roads of New
distorts the sou mi wave and shortens the
have been constructed by a divi“Tell me, Claudia,” he whispered, “that limit of audibility to the leeward, while Jersey
sion of their cost between the state, the
you love me.” “I love you,Constantine,”
increasing it to the windward.—Pittsburg
county and the adjoining property ovnishe murmured. “Are you sure of it?” he
Dispatch.
The farmers in New Jersey today
tv.
asked. “Yes,” she replied, “1 am positive.” “How do you know you love me?”
Are hauling loads over these state aid
he continued. “Because,” she answered,
roads which are four times as large as
“if I did not love you I would be disgustAllow a cough to run until It gets beyond the
over the old
ed with the perfume you use.”
reach of medicine. They often hi\\ ‘‘Oh, it will those formerly transported
wear away,*'but in most cases It wears them
dirt roads. Tin* essential feature of this
awav. Could they lie induced to try the successstate tax levied upon city
Only one remedy In the world that will at ful medicine called Kemp’s Balsam, which D system is a
sold on a positive guarantee to cure, they would and country taxpayers alike, thus enonce stop Itchiness of the skin in any part i»f
see the excellent effect after taking
ail city property holders to couthe body; Doan’s Ointment. At any drug store, immediately
the tirst dose. Price 25c. and 50c. Trial size abling
50 cents.—Advt.
□*ibuto to the cost of roadbuilding.”
free. At all druggists’.

horse

died at

east

in

The loss

fS,GO),

and

insurance.

$500,000,000.

AT DRUGGISTS*.
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Nor.sen.se.

contents.
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New*,

of

Winnowing*
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Sbbrrtiscmcnts.
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Wednesday the store of D. E.
at Garland, was
burned with

most of the
THE

AMOUNT ANNUALLY SUNK IN THE
MUD

TO

Novelty

—

fflcSical.

From

within ourselves is the outcome of
thought; every betterment of men’s conditions onward from the cave-dwellers to
our modern comforts, has first taken form
in some man's mind; every straining upwards of the race towards morals or towards God
is
Thought ! Thought ! !
or

SUM

MARKETING CROPS.

sulphur or I earl. Clear dye
large bottles.

and

side

STUPENDOUS

—

Right
right acts make life worth the strug- Will ISeautify the Region of Hugged
gle of seeing it through. Very few of us
Sohoodie Point.
stop to reckon tin* influence of thought on
Hanker John (». Moore, of New York,
the world. Every improvement of nature, has
purchased the large islands, Hit*
every artificial change in the surface of Moose, Little Moose and Welches, near
the earth, is the result of thought taking Hchoodic
Point, three miles ilong the
healthy. Believe me, tin* powerful poisons shape in the brain of one man or generacoast from the village of Winter Harbor.
in
be
found
in our national life are not to
tions of men.
Every political privilege, This places in the possession of Mr. Moore
these fierce blotches, unsightly though
every fight for conquest over enemies out- a tract of land comprising over5,000acres,

be y seem. There 1 more danger beneath
the smooth skin «-f a false civilization,
where selfishness rules employers, and,
in turn, dominates the workers as well;
where men lose sight of their obliga
tions to one another; w here purses breed

Week’s

One

if he holds himself ready to
stuffed with opinions quicker than ho can
digest them—like some unhappy turkeys
that I remem her in my childhood as being

l»awe A Tabor. |

KITTKKV

COST OF POOR ROADS.

less.
Or

A

attitrtiBnnmta.

world we live in—or we stagnate in mind
and income sluggish and ultimately use-

KA>lllMN(i TllOf(HITS.

fj-y

-i

•]
■
A1
>.
\ ^*-*7
—%

itive written guarantee to e!?:n a cure
in
PTC
Bach case or refund the money. Price
Vl»i per
package; or six pkges (full treatment! for $2.f»0. By
in
of
Circular
mail,
plain wrapper, upon receipt
price.
treo

AJAX REMEDY CO.,

h-KTi?'

For sale In Ellsworth, 'It*., by
(ikoRtiK A. Pakcmki:. hruggist.

;

i
I

This big P stands
for the Praise and the
Patronage of a grateful
People bestowed upon
our Powerful alleviator of Pain for almost
a century; also for the
Proclamation of the
Piper to all the world,
that in the Past, as
well as the Present, it
has Performed very
many Perfect and Permanent cures which
Physicians had Pronounced to be Past
any Possible hope of

;
1

!
|

[
|

|

|

rauiation.

■

inousanus

of cases of Painful
inflammations have
been Penetrated, relieved,soothed healed
and cured by this good
old remedy which
he house for the many ills
as long as life has woes.

lyne Liniment
late Dr. A.

hysician,

to

ail old
all ailments

Johnson,

cure

n; such as asthma, abscesses,
3lds, coughs, croup, catarrh,
»rbus, all forms of sore throat,
me back, mumps, muscular

lere, scalds, stings, sprains,
colic and whooping cough.

Sold

by Druggists.

1. S.

Johnson & Co.,

for Diseases,” Mailed Free,

22

every bottle. Price 35 cts; tix $2.
Custom House St., Boston, Mass,

COUNTY GOSSIP.

S1)C vl-U »uun'th American.

winter old-fashioned enough for

Is this

4 Lot

\ Mi

,\l.

I'lii,.

n ,m.

.idURNAL

EX-GOV. PLAISTED

you ?

Died at

_

PI’HI 1SHKI*

AKTERNOON.

WEDNESDAY

EVERY

Sullivan
way of

BV THE

hat she

w

service,

Sullivan has

once more.

asking for

mail

a

wants, and of

getting it, too.

liAMOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
E. w. Rollins. Editor and Manager.

Bluehill and North

Residents between

Hrookaville

year; $1.00 for
Subscription price—#2.00
el\
h-; ;x) cents for three months; 1f
75 and 38 cent-*
in
-irh-ilv
$1
advance,
50,
paid
All arrearages arc reckoned at
respci tiv.-i>
the rate oi $J per year.
ir.itcs—Arc reasonable, an will
Ad\on
be made known on application.
a

h

happy

and feels

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

has direct

now

for

petitioning Uncle

are

and ask

post-office,
Sedgwick.

a

West

him to

Sam
it

name

The Lewiston Journal flatteringly says
The American's Southwest Harbor cor-

_

Buslm
nnunlcatlons should l»c addressed
to, and 11' ... order-* made payable to, The
•
Hanom k
st\
Publishing Co., Ellsworth. Maim-.

who contributed the “ode to

respondent
w

«

week, ‘‘could

inter” last

‘thank-ye-marm,’
pie.”
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 1898.

or

poetry in

see

in

romance

a

a

mud-

j
,

_

Clerk of Courts J. F. Knovvlton has just
for the state registrar of vital
statistics, a statement of divorces decreed
in Hancock county for the year 1897. The
whole number is twenty-nine, in twentyone of which the wife was the libellant.
for
Ten were for cruel treatment, ten

prepared

heap Newspapers.
The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satist

tu

n

ium

***»•

y

»*

*«»

**t

cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser nerd expect nothing but cheap
results. Lawreueeburg (Ind.i Press.
—

DEAD.

Hangor Home After a
Long Illness.
Ex-Governor Harris M. Plaisted, of
Hangor, died early Monday morning,
after a long illness.
Gen. Plaisted was born in .Jefferson, N.
H., Nov. 2, 1828, the son of William
Plaisted. Until the age of seventeen he
1
worked on the farm and attended district
school. In the next three years he at- I
tended academies in the spring and fall,;
and taught school in the winters, lie en
tered Waterville college, now Colby, in
1849.graduating in 1853. He graduated from
the law school at Albany in 1855, with the
highest honors, winning the first prize, a :

was

only

a

porary affair and would soon subside,
leaving the country in a worse condi-

their

previously. The iron trade,
barometer, is a sure indication of

as a

the

general

tilled,

business condition of the

steel enter into all lines and branches
the country over, from the
office of the Wall street broker to the
The
kitchen of the small farmer.
Pennsylvania railroad alone has ordered 100.000 tons of steel rail, and the
Washington county railroad in this
State has ordered 12,000 tons. Orders
for cars, railroad supplies, plates, bars,
and structural material are reported

unusually large for the

a

after

man

ith other

he

He
his

when

he stubbed

into

the

had

not

gone

toe and

fell,

gutter, with his jug

little ways from him.
During
the stopper came out of the jug.
ardent

man

Good!

if

as

it

Good!" He

was

opened

his

a

“Good!

half-closed

!

which furnished a remarkable example of grit and indifference to

physical suffering, happened at the court
house in Ellsworth
Friday afternoon. 1
Tlie free-traders are doubtless pre- Jacob S. Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, who i
is nearing the eightieth milestone of his’
paring to scream exultantly over the life, fell on the
:
narrow stairway to the
will
which
doubttreasury deficiency
hH»ftne»'t <>f the court house.
He was
less appear in the

January

statement.

he hot

near

The January earnings will probably

f

on

t

he stairs

he

that

so

far. but the fall was sufficient
considerably
j to sep rate the ligament of the knee-cap.
of December under the present law, Mr. Mayo -«t on the lower step of the
showing a steady increase in its earn- i stairway, and vn it bout assistance, brought
ings, but owing to the heavy interest the knee-cap back. Then he tried tot get
the narrow stairway, and, had nearly
payments and other unusual demands up
reached t he top when he was discovered
upon the treasury, which always ocand assisted to the county clerk's office.
cur at the beginning of the year, it is
Here he called for a narrow board, and
be
that
the
will
more
receipts
probable
gave directions how his leg should he
than balanced by these extra ex- bound to this
himself
in

be

in

di<1 not fail

of those

excess

splint,

assisting
physician arrived
are preparing to make capital out
of and looked at the leg he thought the
the situation.
operation must have been performed by a
Mr. Mayo coolly remarked
“I
surgeon.
The eastern democratic leaders de- am not a doctor,and don’t know anything
about these new-fangled medicines, but I
clare openly that they no longer conNevertheless,

penses.

sider it
art

tirwl

a

wise

iiia

policy

vinarlt*

to

free-traders

the

rtf

1 ft

t

r»

ther co-operation and fusion with the
democratic party, claiming that Brywas

To

creed.

stolen

going

sea

on

sixty year for nothing; I’ve seen a naked
leg afore now.” Mr. Mayo will be unable to use the leg for some weeks.
He
has
been removed to his
home. In
spite of his years he seems to have suf-

1

the middle-of-the-road populist leaders emphatically declare against fur-

an's free silver

a

haven't knocked around the

support Bry-

it*i rir»i

When

operation.

fered

no

other ill effects from bis

disinterested

him

supported
searching

for

in

raw

Isiifi,

let

they

alone

cause

greater

recruits to swell his

inconvenience

more

pecuniary

loss than

a

and

rainstorm,

ranks.

lias a depressing effect, a snowstorm has
just the opposite effect. There is someTroubles
singly. Fol- thing constitutionally wrong with the
lowing the fearful accident on the man who does not feel the buoyancy, the
Maine Central at Orono on Saturday cheerfulness, of a rousing snowstorm. In
aie two other fatal accidents on the
no city can be found a more stolid-faced,
same road, for which, however, the indifferent crowd than in New York.
On Perhaps you have heard the advice of an
road is not m the least to blame.
Monday Edgar II. Crosby, principal of observing man to a friend who was afraid
he would appear countrified in traveling
inthe Deering high school, was
never

stantly

killed

come

by stepping

in front of

around New

a

On the same day Eugene
Skowhegan, was struck by a
locomotive and, together with hit
And then
horse, instantly killed.
came

of

the blizzard.

cantly
there
j

he

curious coincidence that the
Omaha exposition is making the prosperity of the country and especiallj

prosperity

in the couutrj’.

the

car

and

look

as

though

else in the world.”

than half

right.

But

And
what

snowstorms? Juf«t
this. The Gossiper was in New York on
the memorable morning of March 12,1888,
when the city w’oke to find itself tied up
in the worst snowstorm of its recent history. Usual well-groomed New York ap-

a

of Nebraska its greatest feature, and
yet that W. J. Bryan, whose Unitec
States home is in Nebraska, shoulc
fail to discern any symptoms of real

across

was no one

was more

has

It is

York.

“If you want to look
like a New Yorker, when you take your
seat in a street car, if you haven’t a paper
in which to bury yourself, just gaze va-

locomotive.

Frye,

this

to do

with

1

|

April

still

others

back

go

to

(only county paper)

two weeks

twenty-two deaths, ten were printed
weeks before, and
five one week before, and of the remaining
seven, five of them were printed in The

It is estimated that there is
two and

one-half

feet

of

the

on

Ellsworth, while in the woods
there is three feet. In the woods further
up river there is said to be
feet of snow

after

same

day they appeared

Record.
To summarize: Of the forty-six events
printed in last week’s Record, twenty-four
—more than half—were printed in the only
county paper two weeks before, thirteen
were printed one week before, and five
simultaneously by both papers.
Isn’t this a curious way for the “leading” paper to lead?
The Enterprise pays so little attention
to this important feature of newspaper
reporting that a comparison is not worth
making. The “leading” paper leads the
“best" paper, and the only county paj er
b *:its them both.
in the

Delicious Drolled Oysters.
large, fal oyster*, lay them out
board, and dry with a soft cheese-

cloth.

Dust

enne.

Toast

them

neatly

lightly

with

salt

ami

squares of bread,
on

the

platter.

cay-

arrange
Put the

oyster-broiler, and broil
quickly over a dear tire, broiling lirst on
one side about three minutes, arid then
turning them on the other. Pour just a
I nt le v\ a ter around t be edges of the toast,
arrange three oysters neatly on each piece,
put over a little melted butter, and serve
Ladies’
Mrs. S. T. Rarer in
at once.
Home Journal.
oyster?,

in

an

Stewing Oysters.
Drain fifty oysters; put the liquor over
Strain it
the tire, boil and skim it.
through two thicknesses of cheesecloth
a saucepan.
Add the oysters, bring
boil, and skim again; add one pint
six
whole
pepper corns, half a
milk,
teaspoouful of whole allspice and a blade

into
to
of

Tuesday

Watch this carefully until it
the boiling point; add a taof butter and a teaspoouful
of salt, a dash of pepper, and serve at once
with squares of toast, or oyster crackers.
—Mrs. S. T. Rorer in Ladies* Home
of

mace.

Journal.

____________

Salt thrown on coals when broiling
steak will prevent blazing from the dripping fat. When contents of pot or pan
boil over or are spilled, throw on salt at
It will prevent a disagreeable odor,
and the stove or range may be more readily cleaned.
once.

gestion, biliousness.

AlPdruggists, 25c.—Advt.

16th SEMI-ANNUAL

SALE

AT

c.

L.

MORANG’S.

Following

morning

dawned

wild

a

on

im-

Klondike,
country,
The air was
agination has pictured it.
full of snow still falling, or drifting in
tne northeast gale.
Tue streets were
blocked with huge drifts, and were alas our

impassable for man or team.
day Tuesday Ellswor h was

All
from

communication

With

cut

off

stage left Ellsworth, though all made
attempt. Not a mail was received at
or left the Ellsworth post-office Tuesday.
a

tbe

trains

getting straighUned

out

OKVER A
A.

a crew

of

roads and
ill

now,

t he

see

men

work

at

w

alks

on

all t he

prin-

But Ellsworth was not alone with tbej
storm. AH New England felt it.
From
all parts come reports of damage by the
storm—lives
railroads
lost,
blocked,
w ires down.
The most serious effects of
the

storm were on

lives

lost.

number of vessels lost

Rollins,

as near

Whitney.
Sl’B-COM

of Bath, coal laden, went ashore
Nahant, and crew of eight was lost.
Gloucester, Mhss., estimntes the loss of
vessel property at £200.000. Over a dozen
vessels are ashore, and others were badly
Nick-

missing.

ashore

vessels

at

Hough's

bodies

have

are

Neck,

been

reported

Gloucester.

washed

ashore

The sloop “Daniel Webster” went
ashore st Pigeon Cove. Three of t be crew
Several vessels are misswere drowned.
ing, and are believed to have been lost
with

entirely stopped, and the city was completely cut off from outside communicaThe damage to wires
tion by wire.
throughout Massachusetts and t he southpart of New England, where the snow
was wet, w as worse than in Maine.
The storm was not severely felt in New
York city, though considerable -now
fell.

ern

The man with a welt lit on hi- leg can’t hope
win in tin race. A man with a weight on his
health i-an’t expect to compete in lire ami l.u-i
ness wiiti those who are
not handicapped
If
hi* hrain i- heavy, and his lilood
in*.
not sue-,
cause "i ri.u-tipaiioii. he will
in
doing anything verv well.
onstipation i- the
of nine tenth* ol all *h'km*-s.
eau.-e
>ymptoms of it arc sallow:u*-8, ll.-tle.-»sne-», p<-orappetite, had taste in the motit h. diz/.ine«-», bilious,
ne.-s ami lassitude.
Constipation can bo cured
easily and certainly by the use of I>i*. Pierce’s
Pleasant Pellet-. The. are not at all violent in
their action, ami yet they are more certain thun
many medicine- which arc -o strong that rhev
put the system all out ot order. The great ad*
vantage of the “Pleasant Pellet*” i* that they
cun* perma tit /if/1/.
Send *21 oue-cent stamps to cover cast of rnalling only, and g- L hi-great book, The People’s
s,.,|-o
Common
Medical Adviser, absolutely
FKKK
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical
Association. No.
Main street, Buffalo. \. Y.

G. A. Parcher.

On

'YeM end Union

Order

I^ISII

J. ().

H.

PERMITS

^INRAVELING
X
complete

Stratton, II.

Hlank

Floor
Aids.

>

SHrorrttsniirnts.

Watches—|2.60 to flO.
Clocks—$1.25 to $12.

Ware—anything
on

you

most

Oils.

spaniel pup. light brown spot over
each eye. Finder please return or send
information to American office. Liberal reward

1>l'P-

V

Special Xoiicrs.
NOTICE.
tin Ice P. a III of (ampwe
put in a stock of
be
prepared to furnish customers
with large or small quantities during the
coming season, shall ul-<> be prepared to til!
private ice-houses bv the job. t.«n .*r cake, or
cut ami load the ice at the pond.
Office with
Frank S. Lord, Slate St
Frank S Loan.
(iEOHuk F. .N ew man.
Ellsworth. Jan. tM, 1KW.

purchased
bell A* True,
shall
HAVING
ice and

FKKKDOM AC % OEMV.
I reedoio. >|t*.
EH 1 s I n-tltutlon w ill be re .qxm.d Tuesday.
.'larch 1, ’t*X, to continue ten weeks.
J.
Ib*' iiilji er- of till.hjI have been fortu
unci'In MM-urlr.g the-erv b*.*- of W W. Rich, a
dl-tiiigulsheit aid wi ll know-!, teacher. who
ui'l hive -ueh a- i-luncc a- the needs of the
school require.
Elementary, preparatory and commercial
work will i»e taught
Any who wl-h to learn
stenography and typewriting can have a com.1 \V. limn.
petent teacher.
S«-e*y.
-•

j

Ecgal Xoticrs.

1

NOTICE

OK

IOltM

l.oCruTT^-^

'IVrHKKEAS

Samuel I
Tre.d,
Eden,
Hancock countv, stale ..r Maine bv
hia mortgage deed dated the first na-. «»f
September. a. d. isftf. and re.-..rded in the Regis▼

?

‘*to

Maine, in book 27-.*. pag,
...
mt.
undersigned.
itherine i>
.,f Kllsworth, Hancoek county, state «.f Maine, u
certain lot or parcel of lurid
.ved in that
part of Kden, kn.-wn as liar Harbor, in Han
cock comity. State of Maine, ami bounded
and described as follows, to wit:
beginning
at James Richards southeast
corner
bound
(.m the west side of the « romwell
Harbor road
and runs southerly by said road
eighty feet i..
a stake on the north side of a
new street, now
known as First South street; thence western
on said street six rods;
thence northerly at,
parallel with the first mentioned line cubr.
feet to the said Janies Richards south n,thence by said James Richards south
•.
six rods to the place of beginning; being the
the

GREELY,
JEWELER.
Silver

S.\LEsM\N to sell
line of
lubricating

lost.

Manager

Smith, of Frederickstow n,
Mo., was troubled with chronic diarrhcea
for over thirty years. He had become
fully
satisfied that it was only a question of a
short time until he would have to give up.
He had been treated by some of the best
physicians in Europe and America but got
no permanent relief.
One day he picked
up a newspaper and chanced to read an
advertisement of Chainberlain’a Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhcea Remedy. He got
a bottle of it, the first dose
helped him
j and its continued use cured him. For sale

stumpAge
office,

American

Greases. Specialties, etc. on the market.
Liberal terms to proper party. Address The
Atlantic Refimni,
o.,
le'veUnd, Ohio.

Mr. Ward L.

the

goods.
Novelties—in great variety.

A "Boston"

Bonds

makes

have been sold by us in the United States and
Europe since lssfj, all of which have proved

Companies, Colleges, Schools, Secret and
Charitable Societies and Associations, and
many other careful investors, and can recommend them as being among the safest and mo*t
desirable investments on the market. We now
offer $100,000, 5 per cent, gold bonds, secured by
first mortgage on well established water works,
and also guaranteed, principal and interest.
Correspondence solicited. Full particulars may

a

_A.

or

"Pans” Shopping Bag

useful present

at

any time.

W. GREELY.

F. A. COOMBS,

ance

The

Only

COUNTY

Hooks, Stationery, Paper.
Wall

Paper.

THE AHERICAN.

office.

PAYSON^fe
Established

Portland,

MAINE.

jfor salt.

of Dancing.
and

safe Investments, always promptly paving Interest and principal. We have sold these bonds
to over thirty National and Savings Hanks,
Trust Companies, Fire, Life and Marine Insur-

H. M.

ridge

river

MARKET in a busy «it\ of J.'i.OOO
population. 10 nub s from Hoston. Mar
ket has central location on Main street; old
stand doing ♦*.(■*! cash hutiness per vt-ar
Owner going to Klondike.
Address J. I
Charles, 17*< Moody St.. Waltham. Mass.

want—prices depend

GUARANTEED

at our

he

M.I.4WOIITII.

E. K. Hopkins, S. K. \N nil mg, 2d, H. YV.
Cushman, C. H. ilriimniH, II. E. Davis.

$7,000,000

be obtained

t

M. J. DRUMMEY,

Decorations.

lin,

I

In-

keep

RIGHT PRICES.

mittf.es.

Robinson, P.

Jfinantial.

Water Works

and sell them at

On Accommodation and Entertainment.
A. W. King. C C. Burml, II. J. Joy, F.
H. Gould, G. R. Cun n ing ha in, H. E. Ham-

crews.

The fishing schooner “Lena Young”, of
Matinicus. is ashore at ltockland.
Portland reports no damage to shipping in t he
harbor, but it is feared there will be other
wrecks to report along the Maine coast as
later reports of the storm are received.
Boston was paralyzed by the storm.
Street ears and steam railroad traffic were

F.

I

ause

RIGHT GOODS

Greely, C. L. Morang, I L. (Iain an, K. K.
Hopkins, M. S. Smith, Meadames L. A.
Emery, J. A. Peters, jr., A. P. Wiswell, E.
K. Hopkins, S. I)' YViggin.
On Arrangements at the Halt
H. E. Davis, F. YY\ Rollins, F. S. Lord,
E. J. YValsh, 11. YV. Cushman.
On Supper.
Dr. G. A. Phillips, A. I. Saunders, C. II.
Drummey, A. YV. Greely, J. YV. Nealley,
Mesdumes A. I. Saunders, A. W. Greely,
C. H. Drummey, G. A. Parcher, Miss M.
F. Hopkins.

erson’’ which arrived at Gloucester Monday and anchored off Ten Pound inland,
unknown

Ire*

the

PAGE

On
K.

My

instantly

<

A. 1*.

Briggs’’,

Four

is

creasing

On

damaged.
The Bucksport schooner “Bertha

stand.

o»d

the

trade

Inritations and Printing.
STUM
permits for sal** at I'm:
Wiswell, C. C. Burrill, 1L E. Davis, single or in quantities
J. B. Redman, J. A. Peters, jr., A. W.
fn.wtcti.
King, F. W. Rollins.

100.

a

STOKE,
at

F. W.

wrecked

at

is

liKlHI'.UV

Saund*-rs, A. I.
W hit ing, S. K. 2d.

The three-masted schooner “Charles A.

of

keep

O. A.

places the

were

One estimate

It

GEN EGAE

if**,
Robinson. E. F.

the const of Massachu-

setts, where many vessels
and

Phi 11

you buy

that

I continue to

hip

Morang, C. L.
Peters, J. A. jr.

STORM ELSEWHERE.

is

keep

King, A. W.
Knowlton, J. F.
Lord. F. S.

To-

one

will t»e for your intereat to

Greely, A. W.
Hopkins, E. K.
Joy. H. J.

break-

clearing walks.

resolu-

form, the

tionn you

COMMITTKE

I.

Right.

Among the good

F. Wiswell, chairman.

cipal streets well cleared.
THE

The New Year

C. II. Drummey, secretary.
M. Gallert, treasurer.
Burrill. C. C.
Cushman, H. W.
Davis, 1L E.

however, Hiid to-morrow will be running
regularly and on schedule time.
No attempt was made Tuesday to clear
sidewalks, but early this morning Mayor

morrow w

BEGIN

HALL.

GOVERNOR'S

from

are

law

plow

made h trip over the
Bangor to Mt. Desert
Ferry, reaching Ellsworth about noon,
but no Httempt was made to send out a
train. The llrst train through from Banreached
Ellsgor since Monday night
worth at 19 o’clock this morning.
The
snow

the

his case, while t he fact of whether
has been insurance effected on presales or not, might not beconclusivv
what whs done in this particulsr
instance, it whs admissible on t tie
quest ion of probability or improbability
of the contract being as claimed
by
the plaint iff.
ns
irshould
not
be
excluded
Testimony
relevant which ha-* a tendency, however
remote, to establish the probability ««r
improbability of the fact in controversy.
Except ion* and motion overruled.

except by wire. All trains on tbe
Alt. Desert branch were canceled, ami not

The

from

party.

world

railroad

rescript

'ilitjrrtisnnrnts.

sustained.

In t
there
vious
as to

outside

the

is the

been

Oftentimes when the issue is whether a
particular contract lias been made between the parties, and the evidence is
conflicting as to w hat ttie contract was, it
is competent for a defendant to show the
value or character of the property whicn
he was to receive as compared with that
in the contract claimed by the opposing
party, as tending to show t he improbability of the contract as alleged by such

began to

veritable

a

court has

lower

the

liver 111*, biliousness, IndiA pleasant laxative. All

1ruirif!*t*.— 4dvt.

court, which is by Judge Foster:

snow

a

just reaches
blespoonful

wind

the

of

until

earnest

cure

previous trial. The case was
again appealed, and this time the verdict

began to fall faster and
crannies, and before midnight
a well-developed and lusty blizzard was
abroad.
howl, tbe

Four

the

Then

in

Hood’s Fills

gestion, headache*-

terest since

four

nearer

to sift into

there.

on

begin

not

dark.

most

January

the

first tried at

case was

pealed, and the law court set aside verdict
and ordered new trial. The second trial
resulted as did the first, plaintiff securing
verdict for f95.50, which included in-

about

now

snow-

in

in The American two

American

This

ol.B*$M»N,

\\

\

>mi ;
Y livv Public.
^ „_1
llali'- ( atarrh 4 ure 1- taken Intft-nally. and
I v on Ihe Idood and mueou- -urface4
net* dlr<
Semi for p'-tlmonlal* free.
uf the -v-tom
I .1 4 II KM \ A. CO Toledo, 4>.
Sold hv Oruuci-t**. v
Hall's Family Fills are the heat.

fell.

snow

level

<

was

term, 1896, in Hancock county, plaintiff
securing a verdict for fS9.51, full amount

1843, when eighteen inches

storm in

•••

notify Mr. Wood or his agent later.
No word was received, and the oil was
shipped without insurance.

an

of

.•

the

would

April, 1888, there was n storm that
equalled this; others speak of a big storm
and

that

result

particular

case

mentioned, with
defendants said they

the

ing out

peared
boots,
but, greatest change of all, wearing an
Catarrh In the head, that troublesome and disexpression of real interest in itssurroundAt the bridge and ferries, the gusting disease, may be entirely cured by a
ings.
crowds, usually restive at the least delay, thorough course of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the
great blood purifier.
stood for hours in a jostling, good-natured crowd.
Financiers, to whom the
Hood’s Pills cure nausea, sick headache, Indiin rubber coats and rubber

The Maryland legislature has elected Mr. McOomas to succeed Mr. Gor- storm meant the loss of thousands of dolsenate.
man in the United States
j lars, joked with the laboring man, to
Barring his politics, Mr. Gorman if whom the storm meant a job shoveling
said to be one of the most useful mer ! snow on the city streets. Oh, yes, there’s
cheerfulness In a snowstorm.
Senate.
in

the

121

38

claimed that

this

memory to recall another storm equal to
this in severity, and some of them have
in
Others say that
admitted failure.

of

j

in

matter of insurance

the

fall.

a

wake of

the

days of the winter. The
have ransacked their

the three coldest

Davis bad

Of the
before, and six one week before.
fifteen marriages in the county, twelve
were printed in The American two weeks
before and two one week before, and of

on a

’Twas

in

but

bill

oldest inhabitants

H,7.»0
*26,ooo

Drain

ob-

night, following closely

IS.ftoo

we

American

from their

real, old-fashioned, cheerful
We say cheerful advisedly.
servers
it would appear that Mr. snowstorm.
Bryan lias a difficult task before him It i.i a peculiarity of snowstorms that they
tend to produce cheerfulness.
Though
in swinging into line even those who
own

rt

have remarked
before, The
American is not the only paper printed
in the county, but it is the only county
paper; the others are merely local papers
that is, papers that have no considerable
circulation in the county outside of the
towns in which they are published.
far
The
As an illustration of how
American is ahead of the “leading"
county paper, take the vital statistics in
the Record last week: of the nine births
recorded, two were published in Teh
As

An accident

season.

1*2

kms

ter.

the

“I know you are good,
eyes and said:
but 1 am too tired to get where you are.”

INCHES.
74
32

This shows that The American had
Hancock
letters from post-offices in
county outside the place of publication
numbering more than twice as many as
those of the other two papers together;
and of course more in inches and in mat-

As the

saying

is the record for Jan. 26:

liar Harbor Record,
Ellsworth h'nterpixe,
The American,

fall

escaping it sounded to

was

fallen

the

blizzard, struck Kllsworth Monday

a

_

onto, riTT of Tolkin>, M
I,('CAN I’Ol'NTV,
Frank .1. Chfnm make** <>ath that ho i4 the
d
4'iifnfv A
senior partner of the firm *.f I
1*». conn
<»
iloli.c huslne*** In iho < Ity of T>
I that said firm will
ly and Mate-aforesaid,
I »• * I. I. A U-s
< >'s F
NlHCKI>
Ml
e
of
II.
sum
pa\
'jr \HH'l ihaic,innot
for each ami ever
UF,
r a Mh ll 4
II a 1 T*s
lie cured hy the u-e
H:\NK .1 « II KN KY.
sort Inal In my
Sworn to l»efor.1 mo and
iin r,
l». 1SSB.
presence, this nth oa -.i l'•*»■
state

claimed they bad a
standing agreement with the agent who
sold them the oil that all goods shipped
Plaintiff
to them should he insured.

proportions

A storm which assumed the

Times.

Defendants

Bucksport, by shipwreck.
admitted

of

circulation is dear at any price the pubWithout circulation
lisher may demand.
there can be no results, and without results the money which the advertiser inLeavenworth (Kansas)
is
lost.
vests

transit between Boston and

for oil lost in

CRIPPLED.

blizzard did

i*. o.

having his jug
preliminaries,

AND TELEGRAPH LINES

mantling

pro-

common

far

rolling

industry

of

w

started for his home.

Manufactures of iron and

country.

occasion

one

t

tempertown, the inhabitants purchased
“O be joyful” by the jug-full.
On

ance

tion than

ago, long before
made Franklin a

TRAINS BLOCKED

NEW ENGLAND

ton in

Here

Many years
hibitory law

tem-

THROUGHOUT

GENERAL

STORM

THE

Tbe storm began Monday, when snowfell in a dilatory way all day, but the

and 19.

incident to the election of

McKinley

President

interesting question in school law
is reported from Brooksville. Neal Dow,
who lives three miles from the nearest
An

ELLSWORTH IN COMMON WITH
MAINE, RCRIED IN SNOW.

in 1886.
1

days.

year and seventeen

a brigade in the siege of Charles1863, and in the great campaign of
1864-5 against Richmond and Petersburg,
best citizens, it is true, have been men
j in which his, “the iron brigade,” had men
and women who could neither read
school-house, has two boys, aged seven j killed and wounded on fifty-nine different
nor w-rite, but it is also true that at and nine
years. There are no other small days, losing 1,385 out of 2,698.
the present time the great majority children on the road, and the
His command never moved to front
boys are too
of illiterate immigrants reaching our small to walk to theschool. Not being able without him. He was twice promoted for
shores constitutes the riff-raff of Eu- to make satisfactory arrangements with “gallant and meritorious conduct on the
rope and are highly undesirable. The the town authorities to have the boys con- j field".
(Jen. Plaisted returned to the practice of
recent discussion in the Senate on the veyed to the school-house, Mr. Dow notitied
He was
immigration bill now pending before visedStateSuperintendent Stetson,who ad- j law at Bangor in May, 1865.
him to get legal advice. The outcome twice a member of the legislature from
unanimous
and
tlie
republi- 1 is assailed with interest.
Congress,
Bangor—1867, 1868. He was three times
can vote in that body favoring the
elected attorney-general—1873, 1874, 1875
passage of the bill, show- where the
(Jen. Plaisted was elected to the fortyreports business booming
republicans stand on this subject. It inStonington
In 187S he left the rethe quarries there.
John L. Goss em- fourth Congress.
will be remembered that a similar bill
men in his two quarries.
This j publican party, and he was nominated as
sixty
ploys
was passed by Congress last year and
number will work all winter at good pay. j the fusion candidate for governor in 1880,
presented to President Cleveland for His quarry on Moose Island has been and was elected for two years. He was the
his signature, but received instead his closed for the past month, and a new democratic candidate for the V. S. Senate
From July, 1S83, he was
veto.
With President McKinley in boiler placed in the works. This one will in 18S3 and 1S89.
editor of the New Age at Augusta, now
hearty accord with the republicans in open again the first of March at full blast, j
edited by his son, Frederick \V.
Congress, there is no danger of the At Crotch Island forty men are now at !
a
work
out
of
large
getting
quantity
a
such
fate.
measure again meeting
The Only COt'NTY Paper.
Goss & Small's quarry on Thurstone.
Statistics continue to show that Thk
low’s Island employs 100 men or more.
The statistics of the iron trade give They have plenty of work, having a con- American’s claim to being the only real
citizens
the lie to those
wearing tract to furnish 100 tons of stone per day county ]>a{>er is well founded. We have
the record for Jan. 5. 12
smoked glasses who asserted that the for the Willis avenue bridge, New York. already printed

prosperity

I

longest term of married life thus ended
was forty-six years, and the shortest, one ; liamsburg. Fair Oaks and the Seven Days

The repu ■lican party is and always
has been the advocate of education
and the best citizenship. Many of our

Hancock County Chbp of W oo<l
vs. Pinson X llrown.
The case of W. A. Wood A Co., of Boston, vs. Pinson A Brown, of Bucksport,
after twice going to the law court, has
finally been decided in favor of plaintiffs.
This action was brought to recover bill
In file

Ills

He studied one year with
gold medal.
Hon. A. W. Paine, of Hangor, where, in
1856, he began his law practice. For three
years he was a member of Gov. Lot M.
Morrill’s staff in 1858-59-60.
In August, 1861, Gen. J’laisted enlisted
for the war in the 11th Maine regiment.
He was commissioned lieutenant-colonel
Oct. 30. 1861; colonel, May 12, 1S62, and
commanded his regiment in the Peninsula
campaign of 1862. taking part in the
siege of Yorktown, the battles of Wil-

Many advertisers forget that advertisacing space in a newspaper is valued
cording to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without

LAW court decision.
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Subscribe
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JUST MISSED HANGING.
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official

Ellnwortli IhmI week

(’apt. Edward
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and

he

capacity

^ft'crnni

an ex-

have, and lived

which few

whs

respite

morning
day before
that set for the execution, and all hope
had been given up by t he condemned men,
when the queen’s messenger, who had
respite

panned through

of

the

tel!

to

Cnited Staten inspector
buildings.
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have

hope

no

escaping

of
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The governor

The

Manchester
behind

names
But it

any

'iit

the clone of the civil

At

them

that

endure.

any love of him, nor
to bis fate that O’Meagher

concern rm

added

not

was

the

to

ho died for Ireland

men w

will

left

not due to

was

Condon

have

martyrs

list of

November morning in 1867.
He had faced the danger as well
of his comrades, the

same

bleak

that

on

as

any

sentence which

them to the gallows had also been

sent

that

The worst train
of

COURT.
Presiding Justice—l.ri ilius A. Emery.
Clerk—John F. Knowi.ton.
Sheriff—Lewis F. Hooper.
Crier—William I*. Hiuoins, liar llarhor.
THE

bid

his

pronounced against him, every prepara-

hear the carpenters at work on
so far this term.
the scaffold, and all that night their
The work for the juries will probably
slumbers were broken by the shouts of
the mob on ttie outside of the jail, who ! lie finished this week. The court anhad come to gloat over their unfortunate nounced
Tuesday that it would adjourn
victims.
“Rule Britannia” and
“God over from
Saturday to Tuesday, when the
Save the Queen” were sung in chorus by
court would hear divorce cases and other
the half drunken men who gathered in
anticipation of the execution.
j matters which usually fill a day or two at
About 8 o’clock on the following morn- tlie close of tlie term.

its

taken

Still

lie

SNOW

The
liort

case
VH.

VS.

MAINE CENTRAL.

George

of

Mniiif*

flu*

H.

Snow,

(Vtitrul

of

Bucks-

ruilruarl

for

$5,000 damages for personal injuries,
tion for doing him to death had been against hope, and when a few minutes went to t he jury Friday morning.
The
|
the chaplain entered his cell, jury was out about four and one-half
made, and it was only the day before be afterward
|
the prisoner begged him lo intercede hours, and returned verdict for plaintiff
had been doomed to die that he found
with the governor that he might he alin sum of $2,650. This is said to he the
that, unlike hi* comrade*, lie had a coun- lowed to bid
good-bye to his companions. j largest amount of damages ever secured
try which ould avenge him and which
“They have been calcined and buried in j in a similar case in Hancock county.
CARTER VS. CLARK.
quicklime fifteen minutes ago,’’ was the
was powerful enough to save him from
answer

sea (fold.

t he

quarter of

a

Manchester,

century ago, which

a

raised the drooping spirits of the Irish

Kelly

rebels and rescued

prison

the

Deasy

and

from

van, and which resulted in t tie

accidental shooting of Police Sergeant
Brett, who was in charge of the prisoners,
will ever interest.
The world is aware bow, when the van
bearing the two American Fenian cap-

passed

tives had

that spans

railway

under the

Hyde

the

road

arch

Bellevue,
point midway between the city ami the

ft

at

jail, an attack was made on it and
the prisoners rescued.
The driver, who was accompanied by

Salford

live policemen on the box, four on
after the van, ami one inside the

cab,

a

van

in

charge of the prisoners, suddenly saw a
man standing in the middle of the road

pistol
driver’s head,
with

place,

hand aimed
to

shouting

There

“halt”.

ft

in his

a

of

saw

the wall

over

of the van, hut as the effort was fruitless,
one of their number put his revolver to

keyhole

and

tired, for the purpose of
Brett, who was standing in front of the keyhole, received the
contents of tlie pistol in his body and was
blowing it apart.

killed.

engaged In

Those

arrested.
put forward a

ing

police

to

court

attempt of

One of

were

was

the
few

rescu-

prisoners

the

days

later

in

the

charge

to the

answer

of

He
Sergeant Brett.
gave the name of Edward Shore on being
arrested.
His fellow prisoner, Michael
O’Brien, who was subsequently hanged
murdered

having

for his

participation

in

the

rescue,

gave

William Could. On October
23, 1867, after having been returned for
trial by the lower court, while bound in
the

name

of

chains,

Allen

Condon

and

Larkin, O’Brien, O'Meagher
a soldier named
Maguire,

put on trial for murder.
convicted in short order.

were
were

All

five

Condon, when asked the customary
question, whether he had anything to
say why sentence of death ought not to
be jia-iCil upon him, answered, hs
his
companions had done, that he had done
no wrong
ami was not guilty of the
crime

which had been laid at his door.

The account* of the affair at the time
him hi being “more of an orator

speak of

of

thrtn

any
him," and

who

those

clergyman.

the

slightest

preceded

had

converse

had

Condon

with the three

were executed up to the day before, ami he says that they bore up with
remarkable fortitude and never showed

kissed each
the

bolt

sign

other

words “God

save

O’Meagher

faltering.

They

the scaffold

before

of
on

drawn,

was

and

Ireland”

Condon

died
on

J

their

remarkable
speaking
“We have
fluency, grace and vigor”.
been found guilty,” he said, ‘‘and, as a
matter f course, we accept our death as
“with

to di*
“Nor

st

as

possible.

We

arc

am not.”
“Nor I,’’ “Nor I,” shouted

his companions in tin* dock.
Condon continued: “1 am
th

•'’ate of

Ohio, but I

am

that

ing

are

ill be sorry
but my best
w

loving

for this.
wishes

to

name

say
L

belong

in

sorry

My
my n •me is not Shore.
Edward < >'Meaglv.*r Condon. I
Ohio, and there

hearts
1

of

citizen

a

1S7.S,

when he

Plaint iff claimed title under deed

have noththem,
them

I

Tin* best feelings, and
die hsh Christian and an Irishman,
and that I am not afraid or ashamed of
anything I have done, or the conse-

and

assure

can

You will
quences before God or man.
send us
before God, and l am

soon

perfectly prepared

to go.

I have

nothing

I
regret, or to retract, or take back.
can only say, ‘God save Ireland.’
His companions joined in the chorus
and “God save Ireland” rang through the
to

The newspaper men, who
court-house.
attended the trial for the London and
provincial papers, at once drafted a memorial to t he home secretary, pointing out
that there was not the slightest evidence
to connect Maguire with the attack, and
after a few days he was set at liberty,
notwithstanding the sentence of death
which had been passed upon him.
Secretary Seward cabled instructions to
C. F. Adams, the American minister in
London, to demand a respite in the case of
Condon. It was refused, and a second reof a similar character met with like

quest

perempthird cable making
in Condon’s
tory demand for a respite
were
case reached the cabinet while they
considering his case, and were six in favor
)f a respite and six against. The cable

success.

A

a

dated

exhibited deed from
Ha ile person dated 1839, and claimed further title by adverse possession.
The jury returned verdict for plaintiff,
1829.

lips.
the

was

liberty

set at

on

Defendant

journed

the

condition that he would nut set foot in
Ireland for twenty years.
His term of
banishment ends this year, and he
to revisit the place of his birth.

rebels to

English

rule

have

never

Monday

been

___________

liriK'll

NOTES

FREE BAPTIST.
Rev. ('. E. Woodcock, pastor.
Friday, 7 p. m., prayer meeting.
Sunday-Preaching at 2 p. m. by the
pastor; Sunday school at 3 p. m.; gospel

p.

C hristian

m

record-breaking

a

Bros.

$150.

to
T.

vs.

day,

Verdict for

G. Condon.

This

Verdict for full
amount of bill, with interest- -$204.30.

Endeavor

of team.

VS. CHASE GRANITE CO.

CAM I’ll ELI.

Rev. C. E. Woodcock will

The case of George A. Campbell, of
Ellsworth, against the Chase Granite Co.,
BAPTIST.
of Bluehill, for personal damages, went on
Rer. ('. S. Me Learn, pastor.
trial Tuesday morning.
In April, 1897, two hoys of Mr. CampMonthly church covenant meeting Friday evening, 7 p. m.
bell—George, Hged seven, and Arthur,
Sunday services -10.30 a. in., morning aged five- were struck by a team owned
sermon; 12 m., Sunday school; 6 p. m., V.
by the defendants and driven by Frank
P. S. C. E. prayer meeting; 7 p. m., praise E. Maddocks, of Bluehill.
Arthur’s
and preaching service.
thigh was broken, and George was badly |
UNITARIAN.
| bruised. The accident happened near the j
Rec. Walter Reid Hunt, pastor.
western end of the Main street bridge,
|
I
Regular morning worship with sermon and at the time the steam road-roller was (
by the pastor, at 10.30. Subject of ser- working there.
mon:
“Two Kinds of Religious AspiraThe case is on trial as The American
j
tion.” Sunday school in the vestry at goes to press. It will probably go to the
11.45.
jury to-night.
Concert by the pupils of the school in
The evidence so far introduced Ims been
the church at 7 p. in. See programme in
very contradictory. The plaintiff introanother column.
duced witnesses who testilied that the I
Attention is directed to notice of “Par- driver of the team did not use ordinary
|
liament of Protestant Religious Denomi- precaution; that he bad been warned by
nations” in another column.
Mayor Davis who was looking after the j
CO NO R EG AT ION AI..
running of the steam roller with a view
Rer. David L. Yale, pastor.
to preventing accident.
The defense on
Friday evening, 7.30, prayer service. j the other hand, introduced evidence to
Conference and talk by pastor on “The show tliHt the driver was careful, that the
Fruits of the Christian Life”.
horses were used to steam machinery and
Thursday evening. The entertainment be had no reason to fear they would be
announced for this evening is postponed
the road machine; that the
I frightened by
two weeks.
driver did not stop on the bridge, and
Sunday -10.30, morning worship and that just as the horses were abreast of the
road machine it started, causing the
sermon; 11 15, Sunday school; 7. People’s
service.
! horses t> jump, and the driver to lose

preach Sunday morning

Ht 10.31).

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

momentary control

Rev. !. H. IP. Wharff, pastor.

Sunday

Morning

service

at

10.30.

S
Sun-

day school at 11.45; Junior league at 3;
evening praise service at 7. Everybody
invited.

Friday evening
imcting, in charge
league.
(>n

at

7

of

Seaside Loral

liiverview

deavor,

Local

l

general prayer
the

Epworth

I iiiou.

nion, Christian En-

society at Lainoine
l'he meeting
Tuesday, Feb. 8.
promises to be one of great iielpfulness.
Following is the programme:
will meet with the

lo.CO.
10.15.
10.30.
11.15.
1.30.
1.50.

Singing and prayer.
Welcome,
Raymond McFarland.

2.00.

Discussion. Miss Phosle HigOught church membership to l»e
the basis of membership in Christian
Endeavor societies.
Paper. Rev. E. L. Wall. Rise, development and result of Christian Endeavor.
Kev. L. M. Bosworth.
Social service,
R. II. Young.
Service of Song,

2 30.
3.00.
T.uo.
7.30.
7.45.
8.30.

Devotional.
Reports of societies.
Praise service,
Business.

l>ea. W. II. Rice.

Paper.
gins.

Scripture quotations from memory.
Rev. .I. M. Frost, Bangor.
Address,
Prajerof consecration,
Rev. J. E. Lombard.

Ml/, pah.

months ago, Mr. Byron Every, of
Woodstock, Mich., was badly afflicted
His right leg was
with rheumatism.
swollen the full length, causing him great
suffering. He was advised to try ChamThe first bottle
berlain’s Pain Balm.
helped him considerably, the second bottle effected a cure. The 25and 50-cent sizes
are for sale by (». A. Parcher, druggist.
A few

;

fense

placed

accident

the
the

of

I'he def

tlu-

r

the city
proper precaution for the prevention
of accident.
Mayor Davis, for the plaintiff* testilied
on

authorities had not

|!

them.

responsibility
city, claiming

that

a

man was

wreck

used

in constant attendance at

for

before

reaching Orono depot,

St.John, left

plunged down

cars

embankment.

a

One

stantly killed,

and

live

twenty-live

foot

after

soon

day morning.

Many

others

The locomotive did not leave the

coupling between it
breaking. The private car
was on

the

or

but

were

day

is ttie

from

Many were
bruised and bleeding from being throw n
about the overturned cars, or cut by the
sengers

the

and the

townspeople lent
the injured.
Those

assistance to

able took the electric

were

assigned

about

sixty,

taken

Calais,

dead

was

when

Daniel V. Cunningham, of Troy, Me., died while being
carried to the town hall, which had been
turn into a hospital.
Mr. Cunningham,
from

the

the

Mrs.

wreck.

husband

of

injuries.

was j
woman,
I
suffering terrible j

this

taken to the town

hall

In bis delirum he

called for his

lay dead in an adjoining room.
1 le died at 8 o’clock in the evening.
Kev. Matthew H. McGrath, pastor of
the Catholic church in Winn, was taken

to

ho

w

the

of

home

Father

Uenereaux,

There have been
the

no

other deaths

present time, but several

ical condition.

Snow v M
Hamlin.

Bridges

THE

a

DEAD.

critical.

Howard

Maddocks,

L.

fracture of base of skull

logical seminary;
behind

bad

ear,

neck, bruises,

245$.

Martin v Cleaves. Hurley; Bunker.
dict for plaintiff, $1.3.9;}.
Stafford v Condon. Clark; Dea-v.
dict for plaintiff, $204.30.

VerVer-

248$.

Campbell v Chase Gr Co. Peter- King,
Chase. On trial.
2514. Stewart v Goddard. Googlns; Clark. Continued.
2630. .Joy v Joy. King; Stuart.
Equity
203.
2145.
2838.
2147.

fracture

of

long circular cut

on

cut

left

shock.

fracture; also severe bruises.
A. B. McLearn. St. John, N. I>., ribs
fractured, spine bruised, severe shock;

painful

ribs
Treat,
Entield,
broken, lingers erushtd, scalp wound,
Mrs.

John

injury

to

2034.

Blllington
lin.

v

Lord.

Hurley ; Hale A Ham-

Buttons One Cent a Card,
Regular price from 10c. to 50c. per do/.
C. L MORANG’S.

Landing.

from Green’s

Rot KLA.M> —Md Jan 27, sell M H Reed, Mills,
New York
NX 11.mi
ton, N C Ar Jan 28, sell Jennie F
Willey, Bulger, St Pierre, Mart
X I.n'eyard Haven
In
port Jan 27, sell
Fiheman, for Bar Harbor
Sld Jan 25, sch Carrie E Look, Yeazie, Jacksonville f'»r Boston.
Ar Jan 26, sell < alvin P Harris, Green’s Land
ing for New York
(.11 a RLh stun
sld Jan 2‘.», sell Josephine
Ellieott, Murphy, Bo-ton
Galveston—Sld Jan 30, sch Jerome B Look,
—

M. P.

A.

M.

BANGOR TO

5 45
9 25

A. M.
1 40

5 5S

BAR HARBOR.

Hodgkins, Pascagoula

I*am'at»t>f la Ar Jan 20, sch Alice J Crab
Won-ler, Mobile
l’HILABELciii a— ( Id Jan 2o, sell Fred Gower,
Sargent. New Bedford
X Jan 30, sell Carrie T Balano,
Sax'annaii
Hagerthy, Norfolk
Foreign Ports.
Barbados—sld Jan 12, sell Nimbus, Bryant,
Turks J -la ml
Mai oris -Sld Jan 2o, sch Lillian Woodruff,
Perkins, New Y ork
t 'ARDEN vs
a
Jan 28, sell Abide C Stubbs,
Coombs, Mobile

P.

Boston.

M. A.

M. A.

7 00

Portland.

11 00

11 20

m.

a.

M.

8 00

p.

m.

BANGOR.
6 45
8 40 4 35
t; 50
8 551
4 40
Bangor, Kx. St.
Brewer Junction.
6 57
9 05;
4 47
Holden.
t7 17 9 40 t5 07
Egery’s Mill. to 45.
Lake Hou-e.
fT 23 ♦» 50 f5 13
Greer Lake.
r7 32 10 05
21
Nicolin
5 30
f7 41 M0 20
Ellsworth Falls
7 54 10 40! 5 40
ELLSWORTH.
7 f9 11 00
5 46
Franklin Road.
8 12 11 38
5 57
Hancock.
8 20 li so t6 05
8 23 12 0o
6 08
Waukeag, Sul. Fy.
Mt. Desert Ferry.
8 :>«» 12 10
6 16
s 50..
Sullivan.
Sorrento.
9 25
BAR HARBOR.
9 55
1 (Xt 7 00
..

tStop on signal or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.
Tickets for All Points South and West
on sale at the M. C. R.
R. ticket office,

tree,

Ellsworth.

1

j

Passengers art* requested to procure tickets
before entering the train, and especially Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEORGE F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.
BOSTON AND

BANCOR

Steamship Company.

COULD,
xvlio now keeps the Htore bo lonjf occupied by the late J. W. Coombs, is
prepared to till every want that can
be supplied by

Choice

WINTER RATES.

Confectionery,

Fruit, Nuts and the like.

by
is

a

man

a

Mr.

Bryer,

—-

ok

a

KEITHS 1NG.

From
From

__

TOBACCO and CIGARS.

day

at

Bo-ton, Fridays
Rockland, via
about;

5

at 5 p m.
\\
landings,

Satur-

m,

u

Agent, Bar Harbor.
ArsTi.v, Gen’l Supt., Boston.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.
Moksk,

Cu.vin

HENRY

Euj"
McAvoy, Bangor.
uiduetor.

a,

s

K. 8. ,j.

st udent C. of M.

Wilbur Grant. Kingman.
Mrs. Weymouth, Oldtown.
John

FARES.

Steamers will leave Bar Harbor at 10 00 a in,
Mondays for ><-nl Harbor, Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor and >toidngton, connecting at Roeklat with -teamer for Boston.

MEERSCHAUM PIPE.

Jones, Orono.

IN

on

(.’lark, Calais.

J. S.

KF.DICTION

xvho smokes

BOX of CIGARS

sLICiHTLY INJURED.
v.

GREAT

appropriate purchase

An

arms.

GOULD.

BLOCK,

PETERS

rp«l

ELLSWORTH.

i

u r.

4

v

/ \ |

aUi

<■'

I’l’rn

in,

i

Charles

Harry

baggage master.

Ki

M iss A

nit

s,
s,

<

>kitov\

o

i..

in

t

uni

\

or

di'li\ eml

your lioiiK'.-.

Jones, Springfield.

Wadleigh,

Oldtown.

Ol

In

quantities.

O.

SACRIFICE SALE

After another short

Bangor he received the parish at

Winn,

where

since

been

sta-

Rev. J. I). O’Brien on
transfer to the Catholic parish here.

He was thirty-four years of age.
Julian 11. Merrill,traveling salesman for
of
Millikeu-Tomlinson Co.,
Portland,
who is wed known in Ellsworth, was on
the train, lie did good service in rescuing passengers. Then he went to the Be-

CARRIAGES.
For the

riages
room

days I will sell cargreat sacrifice to make

next ten

at a

for

....

SLEIGHS and PUAGS.
Drop
postal and I willjcall for
your vehicle, repair it and return it.
me a

M. E.
South Street,

Bicycles Stored

reasonable

rutes.

SKATES
IN GREAT VABIETY.

OF

Bortland, where he

has

A. CROC K1TT,

Manager and Proprietor, Rockland.
G. W. HIGGINS,
Agent, Ellsworth.
•Flag landing.

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

term at

he

small

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.,

Rev. Fr. McGrath, who was among the
killed, was known in Ellsworth, having
been located at Bangor several months
ordained in 1889. He
soon after being
remained until 1894.

or

KINDS.

Saturday.
Through tickets sold on board. F.aggago
through and freight hilled through.

Varney, Hallowed.
Carson, St. Martin, N. B.

to

large

AI.I.

Fall ami Winter A rrangeinents.
on and alter Monday, Nov. 1
steamer Rookland will leave Ell-worth evcr\ Monday and
Thursda v :,t on a. m., Sui ry at
’,n. 1«>r Bluehill,
♦South Bluehill, •Parker’Point, Brookliu,
l-le, Doer
Sedgwick, sargi-ntvllle, Little I »«•.
1-le Nurthivi-! Harbor;, Dark Harbor (Islesboroj, and Rockland.
RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday and
checked

Mrs. Isaac

Bangor

Soft Wood

Dry

1 ianforth.

Stanley Bean, Bassadumkeag.
John Cyr, Oldtown.
C. C. Whittier, Skowhegan.
Oscar E. W. Hinckley, Oldtown.
J. B. Buzzell, Oldtown.
E. A. Moulton, Limington.
W. K. Thompson, Bittsfield, l’a.
Frank V. Jenkins, Vanceboro.

went from

lu- mill
at

wi,..tit,!.i

Mrs.

Robert

STEAM HO AT LINE.

Brewer.

Pierce, Oldtown.

u

SALE

u.

(lldtown.

Harry Johnson,
KufusS.

FOR

Dudley, Bangor.

Miss Louisa

his

Stuart; Hurley, Burn-

M.

Portland.
Boston.

case.

tioned, succeeding

Byrnes.

Parker,

fracture
Hallowell,
of left clavicle, bruised about abdomen.
J. E. Leavitt, Oldtown, lower jaw
fractured in four places, one a compound

Gray

v

BANGOR.
A.

bomestie Ports.
Boston —Ar Jan 30, sell Mabel E (Joss,
Green’s Landing
Delaware Breakwater ar Jan 26, sch
"■ L Newton, Coombs, New York for Bruns.
xvlek
Mobile—Cld Jan 27, sell Alice J Crabtree,
Wooster. Pascagoula
New York— sld Jan 27. sc.h Willie I. Maxwell, Jacksonville
Ar Jan 27, sell s (J
Haskell, Pressey, Fernandina
Ar Jan 30, -db Irving I’ Harris and Rodney I

in

side

severe

McFarland v Kingsley. Deasv Wood.
Cox v Burrlll. Peter*; Burrlll.
Continued
Halman v Trcvitt. Deasy; Bunker. Defendant defaulted.
ham.

HARBOR TO

Varney,

Isaac

Kt

BAR

BAR HARBOR.
7 30 10 30 3 10
8 o.
Sorrento.
3 45
Sullivan.
4 10
Mt. Desert Ferry.
8 30 II 20i
4 35
8 4u 11 27:
4 42
NVaukeag, Sul. Fy.
Hancock.
8 45 fll 30,
4 45
S 57 11 381
Franklin Road.
4 55
KLLSWORTII.
9 22 1152
5 )0
Ellsworth Falls.
9 3u 'll 57
5 15
Nicolin.
fit 48 f 12 09
5 .‘10
Green Lake.
In05tj2 17 t5 40
Lake House. tlO 15fl2 25 15 48
Fgery’s Mill. fit) 20. |5 51
Holden.
10 30>12 31
5 65
Brewer Junction.
11 00
12 48
6 13
Bangor, Kx. St. II 10 12 57 6 22
BANGOR, M.C. 11 15 1 00 6 25

MARINE LIST.

Skowhegan,

and

mestoid region of skull; case regarded as
serious.
D. F. Atherton, student Bangor theo-

a

Steamboats.

Commencing Nov. 14, 18?>7,
TRAINS RUN AS FOLLOWS:

ZUmcrtisnntntg.

SERIOUSLY INJURED.

head

anb

Maine Central Railroad.

—

Stanley Bean, Passadumkeag, fracture of
base of skull, contusions of body; case

Wednes-

$04.87.

2451.

liailroabs

Fr. Matthew H. McGrath.

Kev.

Gruger, Boston.

It It Co. Fellow-. Hale A:
Verdict for plaintiff, $j,*50.
j
Dorr. Fellows; Dea-y. Defendant defaulted for $25.
Carter v Clark. Deasy, French, Hale A
Hamlin. Verdict for plaintiff; damage,;
**•
Brooklin Co v Hanker Co. Hale A Ham- j
lin; Boynton.
Verdict for plaintiff,,

And all forms of
Impure blood.

-----

Cunningham, Troy.

Daniel V.

Hindi,

C

a

Mrs. Jennie 8. Murray, Calais.
Mrs. Daniel V. Cunningham, Troy.

E. S.

v

in

Following
injured so far as known:

dead and

J. T.

>-<al

up to

critlist of the

are

is

of

disi

in

Orono, where lie died Sunday morning.

Mrs. Moses P.

2433,

2355.

of

list up to

every
who

gor, or resumed their journey.
Mrs. Jennie S.
Murray, aged
of

it power
To feed the nerves.

Pure, giving

—

a

for Ban-

cars

The blood rich and

Mrs

wreck.

broken glass of the windows.
The village of Orono was turned into

Sarsaparilla,

Dyspepsia, rheumatism,
Catarrh, scrofula,

the.wreck

to

Hood’s
Because it makes

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
Cures nervousness,

contemporaries.

from the
village in helping the less fortunate pas-

Mrs. Dr. I*. H.

noon:

2432.
2441.

record

Jan

nerves

And makes them strong.
The great nerve tonic is

the

escaped injury
injured assisted

slightly

those who hurried

Blood feeds the

I>IKI>.

_.-

t..

the

the

GRA ^ —G ASI’KR—At Surry, Jan 29, by Rev II
F Hay, Miss Fannie I. Gray to Eugene G Gas
per, both of Surry.
TRACY—ROBINSON —At Bar Harbor, Jan 19,
by Rev T F White, Miss Bertha K Traey, of
Franklin, to Harvard G Robinson, of Bar
Harbor.

—

ants.

Following

before the crash

M\mtiKi>.

ANDERSON—At

M iss 1 )av

cases on

was

success

Everywhere. Nerves
Depend simply, solely.
Upon the blood.
Pure, rich, nourishing

just behind
killed, and

Surry, Jan 23, to Mr and Mrs
Medbury Candage, a son.
DORR—At Surry, Jan 22, to Mr and Mrs Ever
ett Dorr, a son.
I It's R \ N I»
A
Sedgwick, Jan 27, to Mr and
Mrs Thomas (J Husband, a daughter.
MKKItll.E At Blueldll, Jan 2<>, to Mr and Mrs
Frank I* Merrill, a daughter.
PERKINS At Penobscot, Jan 25, to Mr and ;
Mrs Charles M Perkins, a son.
SITRI.IMJ-AI Cranberry Isle*, Jan 29, to Mr *
and Mrs Warren A ^purling, a daughter.

Manof

rear

Julian U. Merrill, Portland.

LIST.

and
of

Are needed for

Otis,
Joanna M
27,
train, left the track, hut did not go down
Anderson, aired 72 venrs. lu months. A davs.
the embankment.
President Wilson, of j BUTLER—At Easlhrook, Jan 25, Aldeti Butler,
I aged 67 years, inonihs, 22 day s.
the Maine Central with his wife, was in COULTER—At
Surry, Jan 27, bora M, infant
daughter of Mr ami Airs Henry Coulter, aged
this car.
6 days.
I
The cause of the accident is unknown, II UTCII INS At Penobscot, Jan 25, Mrs Clar
Issa lluteldns, aged 80 years, 5 months,3 days.
hut the theory
most generally accepted
M’FARL\Nb— At Sullivan, Jan 25, Thomas II
McFarland, aged 60 years.
is that the rails spread.
I’EASLEE— Xt sedgwiek, Jan
22, Marlon
The Htorv of the wreck hh told hr the
1’easlee, aged 60 years, 2 months, 2 days.
passengers is about as follows. The train SOBER— At Orland, Jan 26, Mrs Ursula W Soper, aged 76 years, 10 months, 26 days.
was running about twenty miles an
hour, TIIEBExU —At
Sedgwick, Jan 15, Florence
and the signal had just been given to
M Thebeau, aged 2 years, 1 month.
stop at Orono. Suddenly the train began
to sway, and a moment later it was slipThe American prints more vital staping and rolling down the embankment. tistics
births, marriages and deaths—
Then arose cries and groans from the
than all the other papers printed in the
imprisoned and terror-stricken passenand most of them it
gers. After the first struggle to escape county combined,
prints from one to two weeks ahead of its
from the wreck, those who

vent

it was running, to preaccident.
I John A. Peters, jr., appears for plaintiff,
E. 11. Chase and A. W. King for defend-

I

of locomotive, mail,

the

Evans, which

ager

coach

nerves

re-

—

baggage, smoker, day coach and Pullman,
private car of General Manager

tram

ordinary

injured.

are

will

—

and the

track,

Heat in the

that he

Mr. Merrill occupied

BORIS.

being

wreck, and two died Sun-

Evans.

expected

Strong, steady

CANDaGK—At

in-

was

taken from the

The train consisted

It is

few days.

a

occurred

passenger

ditd

one

in

of the women who
left only a few minutes
to go into the smoker.

track just

the

the machine while

THE ASSIGNED

a

the history

in

Bangor

wife,

action

rent

cover

one

Maine Central railroad

the

hospital,

brought by Stafford Bros.,
tlie Bar Harbor liverymen, against T. G.
Condon, a summer resident, for one
was an

month’s

7

was

Stafford

j

will

meeting.
Dollardtown

a. in.

cases

notes, amounting
plaintiff, $13.93.

service at 7 p. m.
At the evening service,
Rev. G. W. Avery, of Ellsworth Falls,

preach.
Tuesday,

at 10

being tried.
Brooklin Packing Co. vs. William Haaker & Co., of New York.
This was an
action on account.
Defendants claimed
goods were not as ordered, and were not
shipped according to directions. Plaintiffs obtained verdict for full amount of
Dill with interest, $91.87.
Til lie E. Martin vs. Arno W. Cleaves.
This was an action to recover on two

three

hopes

few.
<

Monday

until

THREE TRIALS MONDAY.

Mr. Condon was born near Mitchelstown, county Cork. Ire., a district where

there

to send

a

day lo Millbank, and nine months with damages at $1, the sum agreed upon
later to Portland, where he was kept in ! by the parties.
At 2.30 Saturday afternoon court adpenal servitude until the latter part of

not afraid

least I

I,”

action to decide title to

an

strip of land at Southwest Harbor.
The parties to the suit were Byron I*. Carter and Hannah K. Carter,
plaintiffs;
Henry Clark, defendant.

«

gracefully

was

small

with the

removed

was

This

next

driver

the

they took to their heels ami ran as fast as
their leg* could carry them.
The Fenians crawled through the grating in the van to hand out the keys, so
that the door could be opened, but Brett
refused. They tried to hatter iu the roof

the

who

liooimr !

was

the

policemen

swarming

men

at

men

hut few houses in the

were

and t lie moment the

crowd

of the

been enabled to

The story of the attack in
about

course.

em-

Orono Saturday afternoon at 1 o’clock.
The Provincial express, bound
from

could

|

an

at

Deputies—Kohert It. Jov, Gouldshoro; John
M. VOOELL, Cnstiue.
Stenographer—1. r. Clay, Portland.
Messenger— Harold II. Clark.

re-

down

INJURED.

WEEK.

the

ing Condon, in his cell, beard a hoarse
shout from the crowd on the outside,
which told but too well that the law had

plunge

TERM WILL RUN INTO NEXT

thin

in

war

out

cars

BANKMENT—MANY SERIOUSLY

pointed
coffin, or rather the rude box which was
to do duty for a coffin, had been already
This has been another busy week for
country, where Captain Condon won his made in
anticipation of his death, and
title,he went to Ireland and noon made use expressed bis regret that there should be the Hancock county supreme court. Five
of the exelumat ion, now mo often repeated, any doubt about Condon’s occupying it. cases were tried, and the sixth is now on
j
The poor fellow, like his companions, trial. This makes tlie eleventh case tried
*4(»od nave Ireland.”
I
of

five

TRIAL—THE

was

he

FATAL WRECK ON MAINE CEN-

his back.

Condon, entered his cell and
to the governor’s office, where

O’Meagher gallows. He risked to he allowed to
his companions good-bye, but be was

a.n

THE

TRAL TRAIN AT ORONO.

THREE TRIALS ON MONDAY

informed of the decision in his
ea**e.
They took care, however, to inform
hi it that it was only temporary, and that
he

IN

3bbrrtisnntnts.

nobscot Exchange in Bangor, saying be
felt all right.
A little ;later, he was
obliged to go to bed and send for a doctor. I)r. Edmunds came, and found Mr.
Merrill suffering from a severe injury to

FOUR KILLED.

COURT HOUSE.

for

Ellsworth in him

in

HANCOCK 8. J. COURT.

been sent down from London with the

EXPERIENCE.

vi.ltora to

a

ANOTHER BUSY WEEK

the

was

took him

Among

matter and

granted.

was

It

A NO TOLD THE STORY OF HIS
THRILLING

from t lie American government, hacked
of both houses of

by R joint reaolution
Congress, settled the

MALONEY,
Ellsworth.

ELLSWORTH
Franklin St.,

BICYCLE CO.,
Ellsworth.

Drs. CALDWELL & POLLARD,
Veterinary College.
of the Ontario

Veterinary Surgeons and Dentists.
Cream or Milk tested by the Babcock Lactom,
and Gravimetric methods.
Office, School Street. Telephone, 88 2.

eter

COUNTY NEWS.

The American haa subscribers at lOt
116 post-offices in Hancock county,
aUl the other papera in the county com

•/

the

lined do not reach

ao

VW additional

ICAN ia not the only paper printed i?
Hancock county, and has never claimed U
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
erly be called a County paper; all th<
The circula
rest are merely local papera.

1

Went

si

Massachusetts

last

j
!

Mr. Pay, though not a member of
the order, has taken a deep interest in its

night.

and has been

principles,

the order in

for the widows and

providing

orphans

of

Capt.

The funeral of

B. Freethy,

Samuel

whose death was reported in The American last week, occurred Thursday afterServices were held in the
noon, Jan. 27.
Baptist church, Rev. H. F. Pay officiating. Surry lodge, A. O. U. W., of which
the deceased was a member, attended in a

sawing
1

people feel glad tc
run through their town

Franklin

and after the services at t he

church,
they feel sorry for those towns near bj | went to the cemetery where the very imthat were disappointed because of the !
pressive burial service of the order was
Franklin
route chosen by the company.
was
at the
that

do not claim

people
located

but

road,

the

body,

performed

influence

their

the

that

I

route

grave.

seafaring

a

by

be missed

Capt. Freethy

of great activity and will

man

whom

with

those

he

asso-

best, hence ; ciated. He was a member of the Surry
the choice. 1 am glad that East Sullivan
Baptist church and a friend to education
has concluded that the railroad is an and all social improvements.
«sured fact, but smile to think that
G.
Jan. 31.
nothing short of a mule could convince
Deer Isle.
|
them.

through

their town

was

the

TIN WEDDING.

OF

ROUTE

Monday evening, Jan. 24, Capt.

THE SHORE LINE.

and

Mrs. Everett B. Haskell celebrated the
of The American who
tenth anniversary of their wedding-day
once lived in Franklin doubtless would
most pleasingly entertaining in their
like to know the route of the Washington ; by
a large
number of
their many
Franklin. home
railroad
through
county
1 friends.
Here it is, with the names of those who

Many

readers

occupied the land thirty years
Coming into town near

I
I

ago:
the

of

the “cove

darkness of
,.f

n.nono

a

wintry night,
♦

o.w.<v

!

There

from

gaiety within.
and music, choice

charades

were

friends

rva

the

mar

nor

plentiful refreshments, words of
greeting, congratulation and hope, with
Many
many presents of various kinds.

I brought
1

the usual

tin, while

and

appropriate gifts

number of others clubbed
their “tin” and brought a very pretty
piece of parlor furniture.
of

I

bride

in

assisted

was

1

the Calvin Dyer, Richard Scammon and
Oliver McNiel places.
The road crosses James M. Blaisdell’s
home lot near the Methodist church,
then crossing land of John West and
Others it crosses the county road close
by the James Hartwell buildings, where
the station is to be.
Continuing in an
easterly direction it crosses the John
French place, then lands of Henry Snider,
Orrin Fernald, George Bunker, W. H.
Card (home lot), O. C. Donnell and
others. It crosses Hog bay stream near

Hooper place, then towards Schoodic into No. 7, through the Washington
county towns to Calais.
Jan. 27.
Ch’e’er.
the Asa

passing mark of time in their

No. 3 school closed this week,
Clara Allen teacher.

Miss

Richardson.

Jan. 26.

_

At this writing there is every indica• am

iuml

frozen

reacu

rjt'gcinugk'iii

over

and closed

the rest of the

to

win

navigation

uc

for

Deer li«le.

TheEpworth league had a very interesting meeting Tuesday evening with
Mrs. Lucy Robbins, the first vice-presiepidemic

An

bad

almost

enough
grip, prevails
here, and combined with the severe snow
it
storms
keeps people pretty well housed.
The storm of Sunday, Jan. 23, was the
be

to

most

called

of the

severe

the

There

season.

were no

services in the church and on Monday
but very few pupils attended the school.
broken out

were

on

Monday,

Tuesday travel was resumed but
Wednesday’s storm blocked the roads
again.
Only three pupils attended the
and

he forenoon and

school in
the

as

in

It

re»iimed

was

the after-

suspended operations,

teacher

nearly all of the scholars

home.

were

on

ill

at

Thursday,

the
mail
was
carried
however, and
through, but the snow is so deep that
only those who are obliged to do so
venture out.

North

Ego.

I.aiiioim*.

Austin, of Portland, is visJohn Austin’s.

Mrs. Adella

3htjcrtiscmrnts.

iting

at

Coleman

Plo

colds,

of

_

Jan. 31.A. H. S.

Cripe

Hagen

is

home

from

Massa-

visit to his parents.
Ten of our good grangers went to Hancock on Thursday to attend the county
chusetts

Wli*-;i > >m: rake Flood’s Pills. The big. old-fashtoned, s r.-ir '-n-i’-’d pills, which tear you all to
:i
in : with Hood’s.
•pieces
Fasytotake

on a

short

grange.
School closed
It has been
Friday.
taught by Miss Emma Austin, of this
place. This is her third term here.
The question was asked in last week’s
issue of The American if anyone had an
older coin than that in the possession of
Mrs.

Grover, of Marlboro.

that Mrs.
has

one

i.

N.

I

would say
of this place,

Salisbury,

dated 1779.

Y.

Jan. 31.

W. H. Rice is recovering from the

Mrs.

W. Avery and wife, of Ells-

Rev. G.

£

QUICK CURE FOR

COIGHS AND COLDS.
VALUABLE

JVERV
THROAT
f
£

OR LUNGS.

Large Bottles, 25c.

* DAVIS & LAWRENCE CO.,
Lim.,
Prop’s of

3J
S. I).

1
•

2

worth

1

remedy in all *

|
%

Perry Davis’Pain-Killer.
FOR SALE BY

J

WFGGIX, Ellsworth and Bar Harbor.

of the death of his younger
Mr. Petteiigill’s son

news

Edward.

brother

Elmer,

who

lives

Franklin,

in

is

also

n

long

Guy Colson, who has
time, died Sunday night.
ond

been

ill

This is the

that Mr.and Mrs.Colson

son

few years.
Guy was a young
spotless Christian character. He
was twenty-one years of age.
Mrs. Sandy Taylor returned from the
Portland hospital
last
where
week,
she

Falls,

Miss Marcia

profitable

Sunday.
King closed a pleasant

were

had

for

treatment

her

G.

Mount. l>enert Ferry.
Miss Lou P. Moon has gone

Lowell,

Flossie Colby has returned from Cranberry Isles where she has been teaching.
The young people are making arangements for a drama which they will present

soon.

George Moon, employed in the Maine
Central railroad yard, cut his finger quite
badly one day last week.
Mr.

by young

term

and

of school in this district

Riverview local union of Christian Enwill meet with the society here
Tuesday, Feb. S. A good attendance is
deavor

for.

hoped

Lamoine grange is enjoying a literary
contest and much interest is manifested.
Many

■

w

members

have

been received.

!

HOME DYEING

2
3

•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

of the death

of

2
3

•
•
0
•

2

•

2

WASHES
at

and

DYES

one OPERATION
..

ANY COLOR.

The Cleanest, Fastest Dye for Soiled
or
Faded Shirt Waists, Blouses,

Ribbons, Curtains, Underlinen, etc.,
whether Silk, Satin, Cotton or Wool.
No Muss. No Trouble.
Sold in AH Colors by Grocers and Druggists, or mailed free for 15 cents:
Address, THE MAYPOLE SOAP DEPOT, 127 Duaae Street, New York.

J
2
3

•

J
•
•
•
•
•

••••••©•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••SMS

Brooklin last week

place, reached here

murfc

sleigh
K.

on

his neck at

the

Maine genreturned about

h,

a

rid t

that he

was

in

excellent

bought he could go aloft

as

When

near

the home of

about

one

and one-half

Richard
miles

made

a

detour into and

bott’s

yard,

time.

Capt. Young

around

Mr.

Ab-

pump, breaking
the handle, returned to the road, upset
the sleigh, throwing its occupants into
the snow.
The horse ran about threefourths of a mile towards home, and was
ciught by Frank Can iage. Mr. Abbott and
others who witnessed the accident went
to the assistance of Capt. Young. Charley
Inman with his teAm arrived at that

this

weeks ago.

was

and carried home.

He

put into his sleigh
was

returned

A

out of t he

wot ds

the

who

called

was

illness of his

“professional” tramp

here

wife, has
his ap-

made

pearance here recently, calling on the selectmen for food and lodging.
Both were
provided him and he went on his way r*lie
anxious
to obtain
was
not
joicitig.
work.

were

pained

to hear of the accident which

befell him recently. He was a former
resident of this place, and has lived here
most of the time for the past
year.

Dunham

is

PILLS

Tuesday.

Lewis Jordan,

recently by

came

known

peaceable fellow’.
speedy recovery.

here as a
All
wish

steady,

his

for

Jan. 31.

H.

SICK HEADACHE
Positively cured by these
Little Pills.

Th^y also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in the Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORFID LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. 1‘urcly Vegetable.
Small Dose.
Small Pill.

_Small Price._

U««€€€«««€<C<««€€«$»»»»»»»»»»»»g

i

DO YOU FEAR WEAK LUNGS?

a

We can give you some good advice :
Get to the station before your train starts.
A
It is very annoying and often disastrous to be even a minute too late.
It’s just so with that terrible disease consumption. If you wait
g
A until it has started, it may be too late, and the results may be most
^ disastrous.
a
Better get ready to meet it. Be prepared, then it w ill not harm you.
We mean just this:
A
The germs of consumption do not thrive well in healthy tissue:
J they must have inflamed or bruised tissue in order to gain a footA hold.
Colds, coughs, bronchitis, weak lungs, prepare things nicely.
£
A After, or
accompanying them, the germs take a sure hold. But they
Then prepare
A will not do it if the system is in a normal condition.
j§j for the attack.
•
•
■
A
•
.1
«

has

Sold by
^
X

all druffirUt*. fine
Aneu-r
hemlcai

And

$1.00.

If you nr*> Interested In «nr Kmnlstnn, send ua
«•- «ill mail you free*
rnur
adilmi ainl
**
copy of our book entitled
lluUdlnit a New lludj.1’

Alls ton District, lk» tun.

unconscious.

by I)r. Littlefield, of Bluehill, and Dr. Hagertby, of Ellsworth.
Most of the time since last Saturday

from New

returned

York.

morning he has been delirious, but has
lucid intervals. The physicians last evening thought bis symptoms a little more
favorable.

W. A. Estabrook, of Bangor, went to
Alligator lake Saturday. He was accompanied by a friend.

a.

Will Harper, of Castine, is occupying
theJ.S. Archer house near the blacksmith shop this winter.

o.

u. w.

Tuesday evening, at a stated meeting of Arcadia lodge, degree of honor,
No. 14, the following officers were installed by Mrs. Frank H. Binder, G. C. H., asLast

Mrs. A. E. Mace and little daughter
Doris, of Aurora, spent several days with
her mother, Mrs. Asa Williams, recently.

sisted

by Mrs. George Snow and Mrs.
George Pillsbury: Mrs. Addie F. Grindle,
P. C. H.; Mrs. Annie Ridley, C. H.; Mrs.
Eliza A. Binder, L. H.; Richard Greene,
son, is in town to-night. They will go to ;
U. C.; F. H. Binder, recorder; Mrs. Eliza
Middle Branch Monday.
Greene, financier; Mrs. Fannie E. Long,
As yet there has not been much activreceiver; Mrs. Minnie Marks, usher;
in
bark hauling here.
Will Harity
Mrs. Mary A. Cousins, I. W.; Howard
per has several teams at work on A. K.' Greene, O. VV.
Haslam’s bark, and a beginning has been
The following officers for the ensuing
made on the Buzzell & Rice bark w hich is |
► ear,of East Bluehill lodge A. O. C.W.Ne.
to be hauled by Martin Laughlin, of East
>9, were then installed bj' F. H. Binder, 1).
Eddington. A few teams have been at D., assisted by Henry
Phillips and Dr.
party of fishermen from Bar Harbor,
which includes Capt. A. E. Conners and
A

1

j

work this week.

Jan. 30.

j

Flossie.

fflrhiral.

Sorrento.
Mrs. N. A.

Abbrrtiermrms.

Bickford is quite ill.

Bartlett and wife had a house ;
warming Saturday evening.
They received many useful presents.
Fred

Miss

Mary

Workman

has been

East Franklin for

a

visiting
few days.

Cnitarian society of Sullivan liarservice last Sunday at the home
of S. R. Downing.
The

cauter

Donnell, who,recently had a
from his face, is quite

removed

feeble.

of

the

winter.

Nancy Hutchings, of Steuben, is
stopping at Capt. Bickford’s for a few
Mrs.

weeks.

Miss Minnie Hall is still improving, and

hope

again soon.
Mrs. Nellie Moore is gaining slowly.
Mrs. W. H. Lawrence and daughter
Belle are coming home from Castine for a
to

see

three wreeks’

Jan. 31.

her out

visit about March 1.
Breeze.

Gouldaboro.

Mrs. E. F. Whittaker is spending
Sorrento with her niece,
Minnie Hall, who is ill.

a

days in

few
Miss

James Libby, who has been at work in
woods, fell Thursday and was quite
badly hurt.
School

urday.
Morse,

of Them. But so

in

It

district No. 8

who had

a

pleasant

weeks.
Jan. 31.

term

Sat-

C.

of

B.

eight

Jem.

Seal Harbor.

George Stebbins

about an acre
on the Sea Cliff drive east of the new
Durham cottage, to Rev. William Adams
Brown, professor in the Union theological seminary, New York.
has sold

HOT WATER

great many of them.
Every {taper has its share.
Statements hard to believe, harder to
are a

HEATING

I.

Statements from far-away places.

people

say in

day

but at

night.

I

took

medicine

for

one kind, but it did not
last I got Doan’s Kidney
Pills at Wiggin’s Drug Store.
After
using them for a little while I found they
were doing me good so I stuck to them
and was awarded with complete relief. I
make it my business to recommend Doan’s
Kidney Pills so that others may have a
chance to know all about this valuable

the

J APPARATUS.

Michigan.

Public expression from C alifornia.
Ofttimes good indorsement there,
But of little service at home.
Ellsworth people want local proof.
The saying ofj neighbors, friends and
citizens.
H o m e i n d or se m e n t ’counts.
It disarms the skeptic, is beyond dispute.
This is the backing that stands behind
every box of Doan’s Kidney Pills; here is
a case of it:
Mr. George W. Perkins, farmer, of
Grant’s Corner, says:
“I am seventy-four
years of age, have worked hard all my
life, and can w ork yet but 1 know well
that if it had not been for Doan’s Kidney
Pills I would have done very little lately,
as it is I am not much afraid.
I had been
troubled with kidney and urinary complaint for almost live years and if out in
the cold or if I caught cold I suffered
more than usual.
My back ached until I
was miserable and the urinary weakness
caused much distress not only during the

*

ELDRIDGE’S.

S

Crockery Jf
lr.

Do the Hood’s

srreat

variety.

Sarsaparilla, Royal

Baking Powder, Pears’ Soap
Beecham’s Pills people
stop advertising to see

or

ever

whether it “ pays” ?
Not a bit of it.

trouble, only

cure me

closed

taught by Rev.

was

-AM)-

Ellsworth

Want.

People
There

What

work in the woods the remainder

all

There Are Others.
GOLD CLARION RANGES
Different
Plenty
Local Proof is What

and at

remedy.”

A

a

*
a
A

§
J
A

J
A

A

§

y
y is the great preventive.
§ If you naturally have weak lungs, if this is the weak spot in your v
history, do not neglect the slightest attack.
g family
The oil soothes and heals inflamed tissues. It gives the whole V
V
system vigor and great resistive power; power to throw off disease, y
V It is a germ conqueror.
Therefore, put ycur faith in our Emulsion. Take it if you have
y
^ a cough, a weak throat, or if your lungs are sensitive. And eonV tinue its use until
you are again in perfect health.

He is attended
I’ntufl,.
A. B. Haynes

|

Abbott,
iiis

the

struck

ill,

Reid, who

from

residence, he was struck with apoplexy.
horse, being without a manager,

The
young man was steward on a Rockland
vessel, and
was drowned off Boon Island Dec. 25. Mr. Robbins was an adopted
son of Capt. A. Robbins, of
Bar Island.
He will be missed by many friends.
Jan. 31.
D.
some

a

on

The

by drowning

O. Robbins, formerly of

May Katie,

riunnic

quickly as ever. Early in the afternoon,
accompanied by Mrs. Nellie Ridlon, he
started in his cutter for Bluehill village.

invitation.—Ed.]

news

Alvin

inn

vacation, remarked to the writer last

healt

quarters at Providence.

of

kiiu

dibtcu

Friday morning

foreign lands? [The American

the
•

Snow, Fred Martin, Lillian

Capt. Byron Young, master of the fourmasted schooner “Nimbus”, a man over
fifty years of age, and who is at home on

Capt. Eugene Sprague, Mate Gardiner
Stewart William Robbins, of
schooner “Laurel”, are at home for the
winter. Capt. Sprague’s vessel is in winThe sad

11.

condit ion.

Cannot “E. V. L.” favor The American

ter

the

Music by Monaghan’s orchestra.
Forrest Snow, Miss Emma Jean McHowell, Mrs. John Phillips, Miss Josie

a

letters

Feb.

academy

hospital in Port land,
His face is still badly
four weeks ago.
swollen, and his health is in a precarious

entertainment and supper given at
the hall Jan. 13, for the benefit of Rev.
A. D. Moore, netted over fl2.
fine

prize exhibition by

a

eral

An

his

be

Biuehill

IVER

Wnltliniii.

The many friends of George Dunham

Capt. Frank Cousins, who had a painful
operation performed on one side of his

Mr. and Mrs. William O. Hodgkins, of
Bar Island, are receiving congratulations
on the birth of a son.

of

Hoston last week.

Edwin J. Carter’s boy Byron is very ill.

Cove.

one

re-

Ka»t llliielitll.

School is in session, taught by W. W.
A. Heath.

travels in

Ralph

Moses

Jan. 31.

Yankapoo.

•

A Pleasure at Last.

There will
students of

face and

readers with

and

ride.

pupils.

Jan. 31.

lamps for t he Congregational
a great improvement.

family.

went to

School closed in district! last Thursday,
teacher.
Miss Moon has
taught there for three seasons, which is
proof of her abilities and the satisfaction

Seal

are

Ellsworth

tine time.

a

Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Merrill accept congratulations on the addition to their

Myra Moon

of the

new

turned home from

and old.

L. l\ Bragdon has gone to Amherst to

Jan. 2S.

The

nuurri

Parsons delivered au able and
interesting discourse at the school-hpuse
He is liked here
yesterday morning.
very much

week, and report

Howard Stevens
to

|

Melvin

Several Odd Fellows went to
last

vestry

Mass.

home

E. Barrett, who has been confined to the house, is out again.
Mrs. Lizzie A. Watson, of Hrooklin, it
the guest of Mrs. John M. Snow.

The family now has diphEvery precaution is being taken
prevent the spread of the disease.

Jan. 31.

expected

Mrs. E.

little child.
to

is

Mayo

Hattie

from Hoston this week.

theria.

William

in town

Miss

a

has

J

ITTLE

sec-

have lost

of

man

Make Lj*onnm!.>*«• l*otHtoe».
cold boiled potatoes into dice, i’ut
of butter
into r saute-pan R tablespoonful
the
and one onion sliced; shake until
To

Cut

CARTERS

very ill.

bor held

measles.

A

the sad

relatives at

Lanioint*.

j

this

G. W. Pettengiil had a dispatch from
Swan’s
Island
Saturday
conveying

dent.

Jan. 27.

season.

Pond will be all the rage

Lamson and

South

noon

Rev. E. S. Drew, assisted by his father,
Rev. E. K. Drew, is holding special evening meetings in Sargentville chapel.

Port-

month.

seconds this

The roads

Sargent vi lie.
H. W. Sargent spent last week in Boston and Portland.

wedded

journey.
1

Abbott has gone to

land.
Tunk

other page•

nee

Capt. Isaac Closson is ill.
Mrs. Augustus N. Osgood is ill.
Mrs. Eva Hinckley returns to Walthan

in

is

a

pleasingly
pond”, following the shore down to the
and caring for her guests by
f«at of “rocky hill”, where it crosses entertaining
Mrs.
A. A. Herrick.
Capt. Haskell and
•fecbland road. Then crossing the Swan
i his bride of a decade are most deservedly
■lace, Charles Macomber’s home lot (the
friends
and their many
I
CapL. Springer place) across Otis Spring- very popular,
to remember and notice this
er’s farm, James M. Blaisdell's lot, and were pleased
The

Sara

Mrs.

County Xetrn

j

overseer; S. Watson Cousins, recorder;
in the
P. R. Green, financier; W. II.
Ridley, onion is a golden brown; throw
will come in
receiver; Richard Grindle, guide; E. A. I potatoes so that each piece
Toss and cook
contact with the butter.
Webber, I. W.; Arthur B. Wood, O. W.
browned,
is carcfu'ly
was public, and it is es- ! until every piece
The
installation
j
I then turn on to a heated dish, sprinkle
this week.
once.-—
Rev. R.
at
timated t hat 300 were present.
serve
and
j wit ii chopped parsiev
Frank H. Hinder and wife went to Deei
L. Olds made a short address, and then Mrs. S. T. Ilorer in Ladies' Home Journal.
Isle last week.
all partook of a bountiful supper served
in the banquet hall. After refreshments,
Miss Fannie Hinckley returned froir
the members of the two lodges, with
Hoston Saturday.
their guests, repaired to t lie lodge-room
H. H. Harden went to Aroostook Iasi
declamations
: and listened to readings,
week in
the interest of the Morrisor
and music, after which there was music
medical company.
by Atherton’s orchestra, and dancing; all
Addison Ralph
has
returned
fron
who desired “cripped the light fantastic
J
Southwest Harbor.
All went
toe” to their heart's content.
home satisfied that they had enjoyed a
Mrs.T. Stover, of Kansas, is expected in
pleasant evening.
town next week.
G.
Jan. 31.

Sullivan.

J. T. Moore is quite ill.
Miss Josie M. Strout, of Orono.

and

mill

the

gathering

and

villa

! streets, did not deter their

ing house, crossing the millpond, strik!
ing the eastern shore about seventy-five
rods north of

The

West

•ranch meadows, and crossing the East
Branch ridge, a little south of No. S’s
aOuth line, crossing land of Daniel Clark,
Striking the southern shore of Taunton,
Great pond, at “southwest cove”, running easterly across Jacob Springer’s
farm about twenty rods below his dwell-

<*br additional

Emery, of Surry: A. J. Grindle, P. M.
W.; George A. Snow, M. W.; Isaac W.
William
Dawe, foreman;
Thompson, i

Hluelilll.

Mrs.

within

members.

its deceased

John P. Gordon has bought stuinpagc
of Mrs. M. J. Springer of 100 cords ol
heading wood. Coombs and Rollins art

close observer

a

accomplished by

of the work

has commenced.

Sunday

his church

at

United Workmen

The measles is very generally
tributed and some are quite ill in consequence. Those not having the measles
have bud colds, closely allied to the grip

have the railroad

home

Rev. H. F. Pay delivered an interesting
address in behalf of the Ancient Order of

dis

While

called

was

week by the
death of her father, Capt. S. B. Freethy.
from

other pages.

the stock to the mill and

Nina Freethy

Miss

|

COUNTY NEWS.

town.

Eugene Allen, a young man from
Sedgwick, is canvassing this town with
a colporteur’s library.

ErHiiKlin.

putting

Went

ing.

COUNTY NEWS.
County News

! Several from our grange attended the
| county grange at Hancock last week.
Jan. 31.
H.

Surry thermometers registered from 20
to 26 degrees below zero Saturday morn-

lion of The American, barring the Bai
Harbor Record'« summer list, is largei
than that of all the other papers printet
in Hancock county.

fbr additional

County

other pagen.

nee

Surry.

The Amer

many.

Xews

Doan’s Kidney Pills are for sale by all
dealers, price 50 cents. Mailed by FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. V., sole agents
for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no substitute.

keeping

everlastingly

AT IT
their *ucctj*. It will
bring
Now is the time. your*.
hu

brought

vou*

make
opportunity.

V
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^

yielded

t lie palm to Buffalo, was
largest lumber market ill the world.

GREAT NORTHWEST.

FRENCHMAN KNOWN IN

A

BY

TRIP

FROM

LAND

AND

I

MAINE.

Detroit is said to be the oldest white
settlement of t lie West older than Balti-

WATER

PAUL.

BOSTON TO ST.

the ;

Philadelphia or St. Petersburg. It
trading post of the French as early
as 1679, and
was permanently settled in
1701, by La Moite Cadillac, a man of abil-

:

THROUGH

Til K

BUFFALO

I

LARKS

GRKAT

TO

was a

FROM

JOTTINGS

DULUTH

ALONG TIIK WAY.
Written tur Tilt A
•lage, «*t llronkiti.r,

hill.)
We left Boston

trip

St.

to

l»y It <». K. ( anlonm-ily of Blue-

MUMi an

August 26, 1807,

Psul, Mi. n., to attend

Farmer's

national

returning

vm

ami

a

the
and

eongresa, going

11. •

Chic-g<».

through

for

Lakes, Duluth
journey to Albany,

(iteit

The

Msssachu.-etts,

wthit rn

Buffalo,

uss

The grand
holding

Army

of

Republic

the

was

encampment and annual
festival at Buffalo. The city was beauti-

triumphal

for

occasion,

the

subsequently employed in posimilitary service of

was

with

arches

across
prominent
hotels, restaurants, Hide-

kiliac, where he remained live years.
Cadillac
became
that
convinced
punlic conveyances were filled
I ueiron, miner man any oi me more
x soldiers highly enjoying
with happy
! not hern stations, was best located for the
meeting old comrades, talking over army ; control of the fur trade ami the proteeexperit m »«, sml glad to take each other ! tion of the Indians friendly to the French.
1
by the hand on their annual outing and With that in view he went to France in
1700, and returned in 1701 with a grant of
gala da>
streets.

The

Niagara Falls, twenty-two I
mills north of Buffalo, and renewed our wherever

Detroit river the new
established, and with
promises of military ana other assistance.
He arrived at Quebec, went to Montreal
fort

water-

visit Niagara more tlmn
its mighty grandeur and
sublimity. We drove to Goat Island, Niagara park, crossed the bridge to the Canadian s
from which place we viewed
the Grist Cataract and
brought away
with us vivid memory pictures of that
fall.

(ini- -hould

once

nrpents square” (1,900 acres)

land “fifteen

We visited

of that world-famed

THK

wat

to drink in

the

on

be

should

place by

and started from the latter

the

Ottawa and Lake Huron route, with fifty

fifty

soldiers and

>

Canadian

traders Hiid

level, and is computed to cover an
32,000 square miles—equal to the
area of t he State of Maine.
There are two towns named Saulte St.
of

in the month of June to found
settlement in the woods. On July 24,

of the upper lakes, “which are so many
1852 to include Black Rock.
city is situated at the foot of I^ake seas of sweet water” rolling on to mingle
Erie; has eleven railroads centring there, with the distant ocean.
is the terminus of the Erie canal, has a
The borders of the strait, lie said, “are
good harbor, with five miles of water vast prairies, and the freshness of the
frontage on the Lake and Niagara river, ; beautiful waters keeps the banks always
and a population of about 300,(XX).
Natural
orchards
It has green.
laden
with
Hti extensive trade with the lakes by vesfruit abound; the ambitious vine, which
sel, and is the largest lumber market in never wept under the pruning knife,
the world.
builds a thick roof with large leaves and
Btiffalo elaims to he the cleanest, bestheavy clusters weighing down the top of
which
receives
lighted and healthiest city in the Cnited i the tree
it, often
1
Its streets are broad, and for the stifling it wit h its embrace.”
States.
mod pari cross each other at right angles. !
The
“The woods are full of game.
The

They

onameuted

an-

with

lined with

imposing punlic

buildings,

ami

electric

system.

car

Hre

ON

steamed
which

out

LAKH

tin-

of

and

by

traversed

Friday, Aug. 27,

Oil

shade

the

trees,

private
a

fine

KRIF..
at

10 30

harbor

searchlight

of

p. m. \%e
of Buffalo,

ship,

our

|

forest trees

sun.

|

merous

Many

enemies

this

to

when

them

for

which they crowd
are none the less
great abundance.
truth could

be

so

en-

neces-

peninsula

the

private

affairs took

until

him

1710,

from

the

Afterwards, from 1711 to 1717, lie
governor of Louisiana, and later was
employed in France, where he died in
was

1?20, aged seventy-three years.
Madam Uregorie,
granddaughter
in Maine at the close

was

of

c’ the

Revolutionary
granted

war, and claimed the lands
to her ancestors at and near Mt.

The general court of Massachurecognized her claim,naturalized her
and her husband, and gave her title to
the lands, except such as had been taken
Desert.

j
i

setts

up and had settlers upon them.
Detroit was French up to 1763,

English to 171*6, American to 1812, English
again in 1812, and finally American from
; 1813 to the present time.

and

clear at this port, and here many are
built fur the lake trade.
We were driven through the principal
streets, including Euclid avenue, said to
be one of the finest residential avenues in
the country: broad, long and lined with
beautiful private mansions sitting well
back from the street and fronted with
broad and well-kept lawns. The hotels,

nu-

colony.

in 1796 by (Jen.

enter

take

establishment,

the affairs of

Cadillac,

vessels

of

so

are

destruction of the throne of Satan.”
at Detroit and was
the chief figure in the settlement and in

sights of the city.

harbor.

None but
emies

the

Cadillac remained

Duluth, 1,065 miles, in three days.
In the morning at 8 o'clock we were at
Cleveland, whore we stopped an hour and
a half to exchange passengers and to take
on coal.
We utilized the time in seeing

good

their

at

the

ito

Moses Cleveland, for whom it was named.
It was incorporated as a village m 1814;
as a city in 1836, and now lias a
populaIt is a place of
tion of about 300,(XX).
manufacturing
great commercial and
importance, on the southern side of l^tke
Erie, and a seaport of the lakes, with a

for

fish

fixedly

sary to the increase of the glory of the
king, to the spread of religion, and to

Itant.

laid out

in

and the

arrows, and
the courage-

river

might

one

in the reeds

delicious

“Northwest” and “Northland”,
ships of the Northern steamship company’s line, are 386 feet in length, built
of steel, fitted in yacht style to carry 500
first-class passengers and no freight, and
make the run between Buffalo and

was

that

| together,

The

Cleveland

in the

swans

as

Above

looking

soars

The

lilies

“Northwest", lighted for us, hound for
Cleveland, our first landing, 183 miles dis-

the

eagle

!

the

size.

prodigious

of

ous

straight

are

LAKE HtRON.

I

|

The passage through Detroit river to
Lake St. Clair is interesting ami pretty,
its shores

dotted

are

with

pleasant

ap-

t lie

Pacific railroad.
There are two canals
with locks a mile in length, one Ameri-

ly

Marie, one on each side of t he river, with
rapids between, but connected by an
iron bridge constructed by the Canadian

modest stack in the game or h lormi
put. in more monc> '1 he pinyers an- in

we were on

the broad

and clear waters of
no

nat-

ural

breakwater, and was well filled with
steamers and sailing vessels, giving to it
Halt”.
Duluth is in Minnesota, on the north
side of the lake, on the Hide of a hill
which Tines gradually from the level of
the lake to the height of 600 feet, with
Old

parallel

the streets
race one

to the water front ter-

above the

other.

elevators, flour mills,
and dumps on a large
It has many flue

residences,

It

coal

has

and

ore

grain

bins,

scale.

business

not

blocks and

and

until

settled

more

than

200 years

The elevated streets disclose fine views

harbor, shipping, Superior city,
and the lower part of the town. A ride
in the electric cars along its parallel
the

streets

gives

one

idea of its residen-

an

pushing

merchants

and business

this young giant of the West.
The distance to Duluth from

by

is 1.S6 miles
way, the
an

mi

the Great

men

St.

of

Paul

Northern rail-

greater part of the way through
and wild country
until

interesting

the banks of the Elk river
where there is

a

change

are

from

approached,
sterility and

We made
poverty to fertility ai d thrift.
this journey by train which left at 1130

deeffect
faced wails of buildings in the residential
and business portion.
We started again on our journey, and
steamed away across Lake Erie to Detroit.
is

noticeable

'Pl.lob-..

H.u

on

the

mil lu

Auli

hawks ami smoke on the horizon from
funuels of steamers hull down in the distance, forcibly reminded us of the great
salt

Erie is 240 miles long, forty wide,
It is 565
with a mean depth of 120 feet.
Its area is about
feet above sea level.
9,000 square miles. The Erie canal connects it with the Hudson river.
We were behind time at Detroit so had
but little time to sec the city, hut bad a
tine view of it from the deck of our
steamer in passing its nine miles of water
trout, and Belle Isle, its island park, laid

by Frederick

Law Olmsted.

of the Detroit river are
The
half a mile to
deep, and have a width of
three miles. Through it, it is said, passes
annually mure cargo tonnage than crosses
seathe Atlantic from our whole eastern
Detroit is situated on the river
board.
the New
aptly styled “the Dardanelles of
head of
World”, eighteen miles from the
foot
Lake Erie, and rl-st tubes fr» m the
of Lake «t. Clair.
of beauty Detroit has few
In
waters

point

rival-.

..

has broad streets and avenues,
and is adorned with tine

shaded,
puoi: and private buildings.
well

I

k

sweet.

It is the
busicentre of many railroads, has vast
of some 300,ness interests, a population
when it
000, and until a few years ego,

lake

There

very clear, pure and
upwards of 3,000 islands

are
are

ill the lake.

Champlain visited l,ake Huron in 1615.
LaSalle in the “Griffon”,the first vesselto
plough the waters of the lakes above Niagara, passed over it in 1679.
We reached Mackinac island, the Miehllimackinac
of

sea.

Lake

out

|

this

of

my

of

geographies

the

boyhood,

miles

320

from

Detroit, at noon Sunday.
Mackinac,
Lake
at the northwest extremity of
Huron, is a high island, twelve miles in
circumference, with a good harbor; a
fort 400 feet above the lake, and a pretty
It is a
village on the shore beneath it.
popular summer resort, where victims of
hay-fever resort and find relief from that
malady. It has two churches, several
hotels, and a population of 1,000.
This island is now the property of the
state of Michigan, to which it was ceded
by the United States for a park. The history of the island traces back to the days
of the Hudson llay Co. and to Father Marquette, Cadillac, the French traders, and
Here John Jacob Astor had a
missions.

trading post

at the outset of his

career as

the J. J. Astor house of
trader,
to-day, whose kitchen is said to be the

a

fur

trading-house,

old
of

and

him and

of

is

a

perpetual

the post

he

reminder

here estab-

lished.

Passing on from Mackinac, our course
lay among islands of picturesque beauty,
narrow channels, into the Saulte St.
Marie river, to the foot of the rapids, sixty or seventy miles from our last “top-

and

w

in the

international competition and a prize will
p. m. and arrived at St. Paul,
passing In- awarded for the best work on the soluat
7.30
a.
m.
through Minneapolis
tion of a problem in which not only the
( Concluded next week.)
profession, but. more or less, every mortal
is interested.
“I'ptothe present time no infallible
WASHINGTON IN TIIE MIM E I
test for distinguishing apparent from real
death has been discovered, in consequence
The Stately President Danced at the
of w hich horrifying cases of persons buried
First Inaugural Hall.
alive occur from time to time and are narMrs. Hurton Harrison
an
shows in
rated in medical journals and daily papers
article on “With Washington in the The committee of physicians and laymen
Minuet,” in Ladien’ Home Journal that organized to gather ami sift the material
the “father of his country” was fond of ! realizes that the first step to remedy such
i
be to obtain modificadancing, not giving up the pastime until conditions should
tion of the Laws relative to the limited
some time af er he had retired to private
of
time
allowed
for bodies to be kept
space
life.
before burial in some countries
It is
the
first
at
ball
New
Describing
York, clearly proved that the number of persons
in May, 17SO, Mrs. Harrison pictures the
buried alive- i> much larger in such conn
suspense awaiting Washington’s selec- tries Then-fore the members of this com
a
tion of
partner for the minuet, each j mission appeal to the heads of the govern
uu-nt* anil to all those whose position
belle earnestly b. ping that the honor
I gives them influence over the people for
should come to her. The chief, however,
I their support in a movement which cannot
made his choice without a second’s hesiIt is the inton
I fail to interest humanity
tation, and appeared “leading up to the I tion to start a periodical which will be
disk of shining parquetry, a sweet and
devoted to the furtherance of the matter
in hand
ingenuous young matron -the bride of a
•‘Burly this year the Italian government,
year, Mrs. Maxwell, born a Van Zandt,
daughter of Jacobus Van Zandt, chair- through foreign embassadors anil minisextended an invitation to other naters,
|
of
man
the
Ho-called
Revolutionary lions to take active
part in those branches
Committee of Patriots’ in New York.
1
of the Turin exposition which are of an
“Ami now, under the gaze of dowagers
international character. The main feature
and belles, envious in spite of themselves I of the medical department might have
of young Mistress Maxwell’s luck, Wash- i boon easily overlooked in the bulk of other
ington. laying his right hand on his interesting material

J

heart, executes a profound bow to his
partner, she blushing like a rose of

continual

of

his

the hero’s

muscles,
great frame is surprisingly pliant in the
bows
and
repeated
changes of posture demanded by the minuet.
His feet retain
something of the arch of youth as he directs them with precision through the
use

dancer’s fancy, but must be carried out to
tbe end like a mathematical problem in
A murmur of
order to insure success.
applause runs around tbe circle of ‘elegant females’, who follow him rather than
his partner, in the slow windings ami
steppings of this intricate evolution.”

The Bargain Sale.
sale is a pretty serious busi
in hnglaml
The Newcastle Cliron
icle recent ly contained the following item
A remarkable fatality occurred in Mare
A sale at
street, Hackney, on Saturday
was announced to begin
a local draper
in the morning, and a large crowd of
women assembW-d long before the dinirs
Some were there as early as
were opened
5:45 o'clock
Among them was an old
lady who succeeded in getting into the
shop and fell fainting at a counter while
A

bargain

ness

“1

like

the

amusements,”

very lieautiful.
the French take their

are

way
writes Miss Lillian

fiell in

Ladies' Home Journal. “At the theatre
they laugh and applaud the wit of the
the villain.
They shout
their approval of a duel and weep aloud
over the death of the aged mother.
“When they drive in the Hois they
smile and have an air of enjoyment quite
at variance with the bored expression of
English and Americans who have money
We drove in
enough to own carriages.
Hyde Park in London the day before we
came to Paris, ami
nearly wept with
sympathy for the unspoken grief in the
faces of the unfortunate rich who were at
such pains to enjoy themselves.
1 never
saw such handsome men as I saw in Lon!
don.
never saw such beautiful women
ns 1 see in Paris.
French men are insiguit1'*aiit ns a rule, and English women are
tu-efv mii
drt '-* like rag-bags.”
hero and

hiss

iiulduedd'is

dates hack to the
early ages. How to restore the hair is modern.
Hall’s Hair liencwer, the best product of
science, will restore H.—Adct.

nothing uow;

It

liens),

$149,539 00

Stocks and bonds, market value,
Loans secured by collaterals and

420,820

personal loans,

00

89,721 00
31.599 «2

Cash In office ami In bank,
Interest due and accrued,
Premiums In due course of collection, gross,

4,64956
13,725 31

•Surplus beyond capital,

1,257,04973

Aggregate amount of liabilities
Including net surplus,

THE

J*A.

$754,481 39

31, 1897.
$28,243 00
388,721 87

of liabilities, except
capital stock and net *urplu-,
Capital actually paid up In cash,
Surplus be> ond capital,
amount

$416,964 87
200,(KK) 00

137,516

Aggregate amount of liabilities Ineluding net surplus,

CO..

’fl9.
Commenced business, ’70.
French, President.
George E. Kendall, Secretary.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Real estate of company, unincumbered.
$
117,247 31
Loans on bond and mortgage
(tirst liens
655,001 99
Stocks and bondsgmarket value,
1,784.354 00
Loans secured by collaterals,
63,300 00
Cash in office and in bank,
177,270 29
Piem. in course of collection,
140,146 17
C.

Aggregate

assets at actual value,
$2,937,319 76
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net amt. unpaid losses ami claims,
$113,023 62
Amount required to safely reinsure all outstanding risks,
955,326 71
All other demands, viz.: commissions, etc.,
28,029 23

Total amount of liabilities, except capital stock and net sur-

plus.
Capital actually paid up in cash,
Surplus beyond capital,
amount of liabilities,
net surplus,

including

BURRILL &

$1,096,379
1,000.000
840,940

59
00
17

to lt«

to'your

Lt-uieut.

colored exhorter who was holding a
revival meeting m a Georgia town was ap
A

member of

proached by

u

sarmont las
Dey didn

night

tion, who said.
**Bro’r Williams, dey

his

didn't like yoh

t?“
•No, suh, dey didn t.
been de matter wid it?’
What
‘Why
“Well, suh, yoh took and said dey wuz
folks in dat congregation dat would be in
hell fo’ sunup.
Did 1 say dat?’
“Dat’s what yoh did 1
^
‘Well, I declar ter goodness, ex clainwd
the parson, “my intention wuz ter low
cm ten days: 1—Atlanta Constitution

count, tell

me one

thing—when

an-

my

freshness of youth is gone and the hand
of time has dimmed whatever beauty 1
possessed, when advancing years cause
iny cheek to fade and my charms to van
ish, tell me, count, will you love me then?
Detroit Free Dress.
The Count—1 do
—

;
;
►

t

V,

OF

HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT.
Incorporated In June, 1807Commenced business in Jan’y, 1872.
Chas. ll. Whiting, President.
Secretary, Jamks U. Taintok.
Capital paid up in cash, $500,0(H).
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Real estate owned l»y the corn$
puny, unincumbered,
58,959 48
Loans on bond and mortgage
(llrst liens),
207,350 06
Stocks ami bonds owned by the
company, market value,
1,705,0*8 08
Loans secured by collaterals,
1,750 00
Cash in the company’s principal
office and in bank,
120,433 98
I merest due and accrued,
18,229 38
Premiums in -iue course of collection,
177,559 94

Aggregate of all the admitted

as-

sets of the company at their actual value,
$2,349,371
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, ls97.
Net amount of unpaid losses
and claims,
151,505
Amount required to safely re-in
sure all outstanding risks,
959,900
All other demands against the
2,087
company, viz. commissions, etc.,

of liabilities, excapital -tuck amt net surplus,
Capital actually paid up in cash,

97

30
79
48

amount

1,1 14,093 56
5i-o,onotK)
735,278 41

amount of liabilities
net surplus,
$2,349,371 97
II VNCUt'K lOI NTV AGI N 1
GEORGE II
GRANT, Ellsworth, Me.
JOHN

II

N.

11

SWAZKY.
——i.

Ruekspirt. Me.
ii.

-■

-»

ILcrjal Xoticfs.
NOTICE

OF

FORECLOSl RE.

\If HERKA8 Georgia A. Black, ol BrookstV
villc, county of Hancock and state of
Maine, by her mortgage deed dnt. d the fifth
day of November, 1888, and recorded in book
227. page 357, of the Registry of Deeds for

Hancock county, Maine, did convey to mo
the undersigned, Emily M. Bates, ot Brooksville aforesaid, .1 certain lot or parcel of land
situated in said Hrooksville. and particularly
bounded and described in said mortgage deed,
to which
mortgage deed and the record
thereof express reference is here made for a
particular description of said premises, and
whereas the condition of said morigagi deed
has been broken, and now remains broken
and unperformed, now therefor. by reason
of the breach of the condition of said mortgage, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
and give this written notice of my intention
to foreclose said mortgage as is pro\ i led by
statute.
Emily M. Bates.
Dated Hrooksville, Jan. 12, 1898.

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof the estate* of
John
H.
Kurd,
late of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imD. E. Hurley.
mediately.
Ellsworth. Jan. 25, 1898.
trator

FIAIIE subscriber hereby gives notice that
X she has been duly appointed administratrix of the estate of Marcia !». White,
late of Amherst, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as th* law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired t<> present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imHelen M. Buzzell.
mediately.
January 4. a. d. 1898.
subscriber hereby
rpHK
X she has been

gives notice that
duly appoint, d ..dministratrix of the estate of Fannie E. Yose, late
of Gouldsboro, in the county of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment
immediately.
Sara S. Abbott.
January 4, a. d. 1898.
MESSENGER’S NOTICE.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock
is

HALES
HONEY
0F

What HOREHOUND
and
does
that mean?
TAR
Hale's Honey of Horehound and Tar
Isn’t claimed to cure
consumption, but it
will often prevent it. A positive cure for
a cough.
Sold by druggists.
1
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute. 3

J
J

LADIES

Proved.

Miss Oldgold—Before 1 give you my
swer,

:

$10,057,220 98

ss:
to

—

give notice that on the 22d
January, a. d. 1898, a warrant. in insolvency was issued out of the court
of insolvency, for said county of Hancock,
against the estate of Charles E. Whitmore,
of Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock

lungs

congrcga

2,002,597 14

ORIENT INSURANCE COM RAN

$2,937,319 76

that cough
1
or throat
j—-1
trouble

----

$4,454,623 79

Aggregate amount of liabilities
including net surplus,

SON, Agents,

fflctncnl.

:

exsur-

Surplus beyond capital,

rpHlS
X
day

making small purchase With the assistance of the police she was got out and
a doctor sent for, but life was found to be
The body was removed to the
extinct.
A large force of police was on
mortuary
duty throughout the day to control the
crowds, and at intervals it became necesThe excitement
sary to close the doors
did not subside until the place was finally
shut up at 11 o'clock on Saturday night
Some persons declared that such scenes
were never before witnessed at a sale.

70
09

subscriber
rpHE
he has been
X

Incorporated,

C. C.

amount of liabilities,
cept capital stock and net
plus,

00

52

$754,481 39

HAMPSHIRE FIRE INS.
OF MANCHESTER, N. H.

Aggregate

Total

93

including

Aggregate of all the admitted assets of the company at their actual value,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER
Net amount of unpaid losses and
claims,
Amount required to safely re insure all outstanding risks,

John

!

as-

sets of the company at their actual value,
$10,057,220
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Net amount of unpaid losses ami
$ 422,935
claims,
Amount required lo safely re insure all outstanding risks,
3,954,706
A11 other demands against the compuny, viz commissions, etc.,
76,892

Aggregate

Commenced business in 1794
GKOluiK G. ( uowki.l, President.
Secretary, A. B. Eaki.k.
Capital paid up in cash, $200,000.
ASnKTs DM EMBER 31, 1897.
Real estate owned by the company,
unincumbered,
$349,019 37
Loans on bond and mortgage (first
liens),
47,600 00
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value,
192,345 00
( a-b in the company’s principal office and in bank,
29,350 89
I merest due and accrued,
11,135 81
Premium* in due course of collection,
42,907 08
Other items,
92,123 24

NEW

Aggregate of till the admitted

surplus beyond capital,

incorporated in 1794.

Total

|

AMERICA,

OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
I n corpora ted in 1794.
Commenced business in 1792.
Chahi.es Platt, President.
Secretary, Gkeville F Frvf.h.
Capital paid up in cash, $3,000,000.
ASSETS DECEMBER
1897
Real estate owned by the com$
pany, unincumbered,
£41,084 ft)
Loans on bond and mortgage
(first liens),
2.386,743 49
Stocks and bonds owned by the
company, market value,
5,257.190 00
Loans secured by collaterals,
5,000 00
Cash in the company's principal
cilice and in bank,
779,947 W
I nteiest due and accrued, and all
other property,
158,870 81
Premiums in due course of colltctlon,
898,884 88

Total
cept

I

OF I’ll I LA DELPHI A,

I

5

$3,650,150

I04t!l ANM'Al. STATEMENT
NSC RAM E
COMPANY
OF
STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,

THE

HARBOR.

INSURANCE CO. OF NORTH

a

Mrunt

Womeii of I'uris

CO.,

I.OWEI.L, MASS.
I ncorporated and commenced business In 1848.
Levi Sprague, President.
Ei»w M. Tucke, Secretary.
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1897.
Loots on bond and mortgage (first

unusual

slot

MECHANICS INS.

OF

Against I'renmlurc Burial.
(’on-ill M,-infills, writing from Turin,
says ••Prominent physicians and laymen
are at promt busily engaged in preparing
an ex ha ii.-c ive report, with exhibits,
on
the subject of Apparent Death and Premature Burial
This report will lie the
striding feature of the medical department
at the national exposition to be opened
here in April, istis
“Reports of a similar-kind are expected
from all over the world
There will be an

port ions,occupied by dwellings of the

tial

a

TRADERS A

ie;

usually
an

io

BAR

j

after.
of

losers

GRANT,

ELLSWORTH.

Aggregate admitted assets at actual value,
$7*>9,954 48
The booster is really a poker agent on a
LIABILITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
50 per cent commission
He comes into
Amount required to safely re inthe game with a stack or two of the
pro
sure all outstanding risks,
$350,501 79
prietor s chips and plays to win, with the All other demands, viz.: commissions, etc.,
10,773 83
understanding that he will quit whenever
asked to make way for a moneved plaver
Total MaI)’lilies,
$'101,275 62
lie must then return the original
capital Surplus,
348,078 80
and one half of his winnings
His princiamount of liabilities,
48
Aggregate
$709,954
usefulness
Is
in
new
pal
starting
games
DEO. II. OKANT, Agent, Ellsworth.
yin cl filling vacant chairs in those that lack
O.
XV.
M’ALI.sTEK, Agent, liiu-ksport.
players lie comes around early when the
(inker place opens and hangs about with
FIREMAN’S KI ND INS. CO.,
others of his kind until two or three indeOF SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
pendent players turn up Then he In-gins Incorporated in 1863.
( ommenced business in 1863
to play ami makes what he can until a
I>. J. Staples, President.
nudge in the hack warns him that his
B. Faymonville, Secretary.
chair is wanted.
Capital paid up in cash, $1,000,000.
To the bcMister with his small stack the
ASSETS DECEMBER 31, 1897.
It means
game is a very serious thing
Real estate owned by the comfood, lodging and tobacco for the next 24
$ 379,200 00
pany, unincumbered,
hours.
Ho must always look neat and
Loans on bond and mortgage
(fimt liens),
403,484 85
prosperous, as if ho had money in rolls,
Stocks ami bonds owned by the
although he often sits down with a stom1,913,480 00
company, market value,
ach left empty merely that his linen may Loans secured by collaterals,
160,689 34
Cash In company's principal ofbe stainless and his shoes may shine
Of
fice and In bank,
359,836 01
course such a man is not above “running
I merest due and accrued,
9,803 20
up a set of threes’’ or dealing off the botPremiums in due course of collection.
375.324 68
tom if ho gets a chance, and his spare
All other assets,
21,01976
hours at home aro often passed in front
of the looking glass trying new tricka
$3,683,897 84
33,246 89
Though he is about the best short card j Less special deposit, etc.,
man
in the world, the booster rarely
of all the admitted asAggregate
makes more than enough for a day’s liv
sets of the company at their aclug The stake in the game is so small at I tual value,
$3,650,150 95
that
first
he does not get much of a chance,
LI A It I LITIES DECEMBER 31, 1897.
and later, when the game grows strong, 1 Net amount of unpaid losses and
$ 135,344 71
claims,
he has to make way for others.
Besides !
Amount required to safely re Inthis, the other players are pretty well sea
sure all outstanding risks,
1,232,756 51
somd and keep a sharp eye on the dealer
All other demand* against the company, vi/.. commissions etc.,
25,000 00
This, with the thought that a loss means
a hungry day in the street, takes away all
Total amount of liabilities, except
desire t<> plunge.—New York Sun
$1,393,101 22
capital stock ami net surplus,
1,nun,non m*
Capital actually paid up in cash,

Duluth harbor is at the head of Lake
a

GEO. H.

hence t In? “booster.

CITY OF DULUTH.

protected by

OF

or any kind of a
“kitty,” so the pro
prietor makes his money by charging each
player one white check every half hour for
new cards
The income of such a place
foots up to exactly 6 cents an hour to each
player, hardly enough to satisfy the ambitions of tin* sportsman who runs the place:

miles from Buffalo.

well

INSURANCE AGENCY

table

land in

Superior, large,

all

poor men, hut ns tie
their money and the* winners
floo worth of chips is not
sight on the table.
The law forbids the use of

can, the other Canadian.

It
was
pearing villages and hamlets.
midnight when we entered Lake Huron, spring. Mrs. Maxwell, in return dips
low till her satin skirts form a portentous
and we retired for the night.
Lake Huron is the third in size of the ‘cheese’; then, recovering her bulance,
public buildings, mercantile and business
are
structures
imposing and such as I American chain, it being 280 miles in places her little gloved hand in the
would ornament any city. The western
length, seventy miles broad, and 1,000 capacious one of the chief, who raising it
portion of the city is given over to manu- feet in depth. Its surface is nineteen above her head, takes the first steps in
facturing, from the chimneys of which feet above Erie, 352 above Ontario, and the prim but graceful old dance.
“From long practice, and through the
The waters
issue dense columns of black smoke, the ! 578 feet above the sea level.
of which

v

er

good hotels; it is the
marvel* us fall of water.
1701, they reached their destination, and a centre of several railroads, and its trade
Buff.-i o was laid out and settled in 1801; stockade fort was speedily constructed in grain, flour, lumber, iron ore, etc, is
whs bu nt by the British and Indians in
aud named Ponchartrain.
Log houses very large, as it is as near the East by
1813, v. no left but two houses standimr of with thatched roofs were built for homes water as is Chicago. Though settled but
1 *\o hundred which the
a quarter of a century, Duluth is a thrivvillage contained. of the settlers.
Cadillac was impressed with the beauty ing city of 60,000 and its neighbor on the
Congress appropriated $80,000 to compensate the sufferers for the loss they had of Detroit and its desirability as a home opposite shore, Superior, with like indussusf a ined.
as well as for its commercial and strategic
tries, has a population of 25,000 and is
A ter the close of the war of 1812, Bufimportance, and with eloquence he de- noted for its ship-building yards.
falo grew and prospered, and in 1832 re- scribed
the passage through which it
Duluth was visited by Lieut. Du Lutit,a
ceived a city charter, which was amended
flows, as “the living and crystal waters” French military officer in 1679, but was
in

evi

in* chi;
may buy a stark <>i *i»*
fur
50 cents and tela* Ins cl*.,-nice
Chipset.
cents each it
sr -m n r
small, but
as the feline is played mvari.iblv lor table
stakes the p-layer soon either l<> m>

Monday morning

GENERAL

California town there are numberless little poker rooms where open
games run day and night
There are a
few handsome places whe re it costs from
to >:f in a game, hut most ol the
$•*> to
places an- plain litiK* rooms whia .layIn

sea

area

artisans,
the

Insurance Statements.

BOOSTKR.

One Peculiar Product of the (Morion* Climate of California.

on the globe, the most elevated ol
five great lakes, is -100 miles long, 16C
wide, 900 feet deep, 655 feet above

walks ami

Impressions

ateamahip

the

!

tions in the naval and

its

fully decorated

the

largest lock known, raised
twenty-two feet ami then passed on tntc
the waters of Lake Superior.
Lake Superior, the largest body of fresh

the

his

esteem

where

Lake Superior, with
sight. Later the southern shore
France, and in 1092 he was sent to France was sighted, and coasting along it the
by Frontenac, governCc general of Can- chimneys of the Calumet and Hecla copTo the
ada, by request of Count Ponchartrain, per mines were pointed out.
minister of marine of Louis XIV., to ad- northward the blue outline of Isle Royale
vise in regard to the military affairs of was seen on the horizon.
For the rethe province in its dealings with New
mainder of the day land was in sight, and
Kugland and New York. In 1694 he was we reached Duluth at 6 o’clock p. m., 400
appointed commander at Miehilimae- miles from Saulte St. Marie, and 1,065
He

and

uneventful.

hut

pha-wot

in

held

whs

court.

from thence tlmoigh the Mohawk valley
to

S

ity,
high
by
sovereign, Louis XIV., and his ministers.
The first mention that we find of Cadillac in America was in 1687, when he was
married at Quebec, he then being in the
t hirtieth year of his age.
Two years after
he went to France and returned with a
grant of 100,000 acres of land at Mt. Desert, Maine, and vicinity, from the French
who

place,

taken into the

water

more,

[

ping

DO YOB JSC®

DR. FELIX LE BRUN’S

Steel | Pennyroyal Treatment
ia the original and only FRENCH
safe and reliable cure on the mar“k**t. Price. $1.00; pent by mail.
sold onlv by
C. A. FOWLER & CO.. Druggists*

Address
tJz r.B/.KCCR. ME.'

of

debtor, on petition of said debtor, which
petition was filed on the 22d day of January,

vent

d. 1898, to which last-named date interest
on claims is to be computed; that the payment of any debts and the delivery and transfer of any property belonging to said debtor,
to him or for his use, and the delivery and
transfer
of
him
are
any property by
a.

forbidden by law; that a meeting of the
creditors of said debtor, to prove their debts
ami choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a court of insolvency to
be holden at the probate court room in Ellsworth, in said county, on the 1st day of
March, a. d. 1898, at eleven o’clock in the
forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above
written.
L. F. Hooper.
t insolSheriff, as Messenger of the court
vency for said county of Hancock.
<

COMMISSIONKUS' NOTH I..
Hancock ss: January 24, I8iis.
'TIT’E, the undersigned, having In en duly
yy
appointed by the Hon. o. i*. Cunningham, judge of probate within uml tor said
county, commissioners to receive and d Me
upon the claims of the creditors of Janies F.
Davis, late of Ellsworth, in said county, deceased, whose estate has been represented insolvent, hereby give public notice that agreeably to the order of the said jud*,e of prosix months from and after Jan. -4,
bate
1898, have been allowed to said creditors to
present and prove their claims, and C at we
at tin ofwill attend to the duty assigned
fice of Benj. B. Whitcomb, in 1- 'worth, in
said county, at 10 of the clock in th. forenoon
of each of the following days, vio: Thursday, Feb. 24, 1898, Thursday, April 21, 1S98,
anil Thursday. July 7. 1898.
Benjamin B. Whitcomb, c.„„
C om.n I^K.lierH.
C‘narlks II. EMfcRV.
—

Tnv
1 II

Avvptrw
fcMl ATS

*-°° H-VPar* *1
1{ ^al(i iu advance.

cor NTY NEWS.
For additional Countif yetrs
8<>iil

hM«

see

other page*.

Marlowe has returned from
here she has been stopping foi

Bangor, w
time, and is
Mrs. P. O’Connor.

w

now

ith

her

sister,

drop dow n to Boston for a call.
Capt. Jacob S. Mayo who on Friday last
dislocated his knee and sustained other

injuries

in

fall

a

can

be

down

the court-house

Ellsworth,stoodthe journey

very well, and

as

is now

home

comfortable

as

expected.

In reply to the Marlboro correspondent,
possessed of a silver dollar of 1795, would
say that Alfred Brawn, of this place, has
one dated 1792, and J. B. Mason can go
behind that, with one silver dollar bearing the date 17Sh, another 1766, and a
smaller

coin,

see

other r.agrs.

l)H\ is

near

1774.

to

erect

h

School street.

Foster, assistant teacher in

high school, is quite ill at Frank
Spratt's.
The municipal officers close the accounts
for the last fiscal year Monday, and begin
preparing their annual reports.
Hon. \V. W. Stetson, state superintendent of schools, Monday evening delivered
C. E. Saunders, who left here some four
weeks ago to go to Colorado, writes that
his health

is

greatly improved.

He will

remain there.

ens.

When Algernon went to the dingy ofilet
that morning, to the high s‘o*>l and tlu
dancing columns of figures, his head seem
ed well nigh about to burst.

|

Plans for a $20,000 summer residence, to
built for Gardiner Sherman, of New
are

in the hands of the builders for

estimates. Plans
Messrs. Lamb & Rich, New York.
from

the office of

enjoyable events of the
season was a reception given by thirty
young ladies at Music hall Monday evening. The hall was prettily decorated.
Music by Joy and Mayo's orchestra.
One of the most

In

a

respectable flat

then*

The day dragged endlessly, but at Insi
lie felt letter in the evening,
Was done.
anil when he went to set* his Madeline ht
was almost to the point- of cheerfulness.
Yet then* sunned to Ih* a coldness that hail
not existed leforc. The frank, open, gotxl
fellowship stvmixl rot to Ih* so frank anti
When she spoke enthusiastically of
open

mu

uumt

prices

cannot be beaten.

We

have

lot of

which

you

have at your

can

We have also

own

a

line of those

new

Rugs,

which
that

offering

are

we

at

figures

wholesale prices,

less than

are

also

have, from the time of their
preparation, been a continuous
And
success with the public.
that means that Ayer's Pills
accomplish what is promised
for them;
they cure where
It was fitting,
others fail.

few

a

Carpet Remnants.

With

aet of

*

to

the

give you

we

a

BETTER

PLATED

or a

be recognized by the World’s
Fair medal of 1893 —a fact
which emphasizes the record:

sale

dollar

one

choice of

your

SILVER

cash

every

amount of

therefore, that the world-wide
popularity of these pills should

KNIFE,

hose

PLATED TEASPOONS

long

aw

they

an

la*t.

50 Years of Cures.
Come early and take your choice.

KMjSWOKTII kales.
H. Brown is ill.

Mr*. W.

!>.

J. O. VVhituey returned last week from
trip to tiie camps up river.
Rev. E. L. Hunt ttiul E. W. l>rnke

a

on No. 14 on Saturday.
year’s bark cut on No. 11 will be
tiHuled and shipped from here by car this

I have pur chatted tin1 Paint Stock.
Morrison, Joy «!t Co., and now

winter.

of

Owing

to

the

night, the sing

Monday.
Miss May

was

until

postponed

McCarty

Monday

storm

severe

Hastings*

carry

next

spending

is

week with Mrs. FannyJStewart

ENTlfiay

AN
Mrs.

and

tarter

Eilsworth,

of

visiting

Mrs. Sarah J<

West

v

for

Aurilla

have

employed

in

a

shoe

attain

mill

i*

lie

heard.

The

full

Moulded Brick for

fac-

:s*!o rt

wl

stock

my

Mantcfc, Tile. Andirons,

Fireplaces.
This

welcome him back.
of

to

l ire Sets, Pressed and

tory there for the past two years, but
moved lure to accept a position in the B.
E. Cole factory. His friends are glad to
At last the lcot

NEW DEPARTURE.

«ddtd

lidfs til.

been

Edward Carroll mid wife, of North
Adams, Mass., have moved here, and are
living in the Elias Armstrong house. Mr.
Carroll lias been

iitfe

I

days.

few

a

of the famous

full line

a

Slicnvin-Williams Paints.

this

H. C.

al

camp.

James

Carter,

Mason

Ellsworth.

PAINTS. PAINTS.

Last

Mrs.

TRIBOU,

F.

No. 2 Franklin St..

visited the camps

is

something

worth, and
spection.

the

mw

for Ells-

cordially invite

I

in-

manu-

facture of

spool t-ais v\its commenced in
good earnest Monday morning, and as
f.ras known will l>* carried on through
the v\ ml «r ami unt i] isle in the spring.
A
large quantity of w wud Iihh been
hauled in from the surrounding tcountry,
although ttie storms have made it very
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hard for the teams.
BAND MUSI CALF..

The dime musicala|given by the memof the band in the vestry on Saturday evening was well' attended.
The
seats were all tilled and some w ere obliged
to stand.
This was the first entertainwent of its kind and the boys are to be
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Huet..A Kincaid, Janies F. Lynch
Song.\ lbert W itham
Nellie Schotlische.Band
Song,“Old Oaken Bucket.”
Baritone solo.William Garland, jr
Booster King..A \\ itliain, N Moore, 1. Franklin
Bass solo, "Ben Hur". .I W Moore
Huet. tV Moore, J K Lynch
Song.W J Moore
•H°li».
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Band
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Avoid imitations.

licalin

poor
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your
nervous troubles also.
Be sure you get the

Kmeline

*

*1

Henry
”

Oils.

daughter, Mrs.
Thursday, aged

Sebago, Me.,
28, ’95. | |

-^peb.

:

..

employment.

her

11

consider ~fpr "'L. F." ^it- <
a
blessing to the ! !
overworked, both in mind and J ]
\ body, restoring the nervous func; Hons, building up the system,
! and giving in w life and vitality
n
| to the weak. 1Signed)
JOHN P. HILL.
[
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of which they take a large amount for
’■ash.
Guile extensive lumbering operations at
w ill Pc
abandoned, and
thirty mill hands will be thrown out of

Joanna

Street.

Experience of Others.
Past

relatives of Martin Kussell against F. G. Perkins & Co., for fo.OOO
damages, has resulted in the shutting
down of the mill.
The mill has been attached, and the firm announced last Wednesday that it would la* shut down pending the settlement of the case. 'lbs will
be a serious loss to the town, as the concern had just commenced
buying lumber,

^

Water

jW—»»>»»——#—##♦

Buckeporr.
The suit of the

Mrs.

lon<?.

1A

‘‘Hearing;*’ 11 h. m., bible school; 3 p. m.t
Junior C. K. S.; 7 p. m., song service,
“Lost.” A cordial welcome to nil services.

home of

stove

8 15

m.
Iril.

AND

VEGETABLES.

It KG ATI ON A I. CHI Kl’H.

business

PLACE TO HUY

MEATS,

Her. t'. L. Hunt, pastor.
Hillside Saturday, 7 p. m.
Church

Specialty.

a

P. H. STRATTON
(Old ftaud of the late James F. l>avla).

Overture, "Living Pictures".Band
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Pills

Ayer's Cathartic

j

NOT FOR EVERYTHING.

call at

bargains

Reversible

•-

■•.-

Bargains,
the

they started—50 years ago.

Since

»» uu.

<

for
see

Misses' and Children’s Garments,

N ears Ago.

dome
Should shadow the nations, polychrome
Here at the Fair was the prize conferred
On Ayer’s Fills, by the world preferred.
Chicago-like, they a record show,

he was concerned, was withered as the 1 if
of autumn, and he talked of the weather
and away from music.
But let it be >aitl the Algernon Mi Curry
His
\
was a young man of resource.
pedients t" reach a given end were gn at.
and. though he still loved Madeline Mr
Hn*gor with an undimini.-hed love, when
ho thought of t he night past and of |M»ssihle
other nights yet to come his heart grew

lives Madeline

McGregor and Algernon MeCtirry—Made
line at the first landing. Algernon at the
of school-reader fame, whose anvil chorus
second.
Madeline, who is *Jo, fair haired
drew a bribe from the rich but sensitiveand dreamy, had draggl'd out many moons
eared neighbor in case of removal. A simin the resj- table flat before Algernon
I
ilar swapping of houses has taken place
had come t" -rladden her existence and tc
Rev. Richard Owen gave a lectureat the
between our Norwood's Cove neighbors.
life for her. not a weary, loveless
make
I
The band boys and their able assistants Congregational church Sunday evening. j waste, but a glad heyday of joy, illumined
bv the adorn;
Mr.
Owen
will
looks of her new neighbor.
Puritans.”
“The
of
Subject,
sick witnin nun. m* iacc took a nam. sot
drama
presented the rather tragic
look, and his handsome gray eyes sivn.«*d
crowded give two more of these lectures—one Feb.
“Millie the Quadroon" to a
j
oulful eyes of Madeline, his
; face anil the
to fire with resolution. All next day from
house at Tremont ballon the evening of h, “A Review of Hall Caine's Work. ‘The heart
01.
wild
throb
and
then
stood
gave
! his high stool he thought, and his thought*
Jan. 19, w inning much praise for the ex- Christian’;” the other Feb. 13, “Lincoln.'’ still.
He, whose whole life was full of ! were those* of youth—long, long thougl t>.
the parts, a
B. S. Higgins has announced himself as ambition, wno had heretofore existed
cellent rendering of all
When Algernon MeCurry went home
goodly sum of money was added to the candidate for re-election as first select- mathematically and found most of his that evening, ho carried under his arm a
band treasury.
| man. Alonzo Higgins, of Indian Point, pleasure in 1 zing the balance sheet come mysterious looking stiff leather bag. large
at one end, smaller at the other, while in
! is a candidate for second selectman. L. right the first time, had at last surrer!
n. i’Ui n uuu
V.n^'1. J
dered to the tender passion—and at first
his hand he grasped a short, round bundle.
A. Austin is a candidate for third selecttwo
the
For
New York last week.
past
Stolid business ambition that had
sight.
“Mother,” he said, "ought you not stay
man.
C. F. Paine is candidate for treasmouths he has been in the employ of
persistently r 'fused to see aught of charm with Mrs. .Tones tonight!'”
in duck skir* l and shirt waisUxl femininMiller, Bull & Knowlton as supercargo urer.
“I have been thinking of it, Algy, dear,
from Baltimore
The Darktown minstrels, composed of
on the steamer “Stella
ity now dreamed solely of pink and white but I had almost decided to stay at home
nd
hair.
complexions
fluffy, sunny
to Bayonne, France. While there he visand do some mending for you.
They met and loved.
“Never mind the mending, mother.
These conited Paris and Harve, and sailed from Bor- concerts to be given soon.
had things progressed up to the
Gladly
Go stay with the poor
It'll worry along.
deaux by steamer “La Normandie” for
certs are to be given under the direction
time when a combination of circumwoman."
New York. He reports a pleasant trip. of John S. Ryan, whose character songs stances came so near
disappointing the
And then Algernon was alone with his
have pleased so many Bar Harbor audiSpray.
fair dream of true love.
It was on a Fri- thoughts, and his bog, and his short,
Jan. 31.
ences.
Patrons may be assured of an
toward
the
end
of
day night
dog days. round bundle.
When Algernon McCurry came down to
Cranberry Isles.
enjoyable entertainment.
The September night wore on. From
the
fiat
on the first landing, his heart was
are
R.
and
wife
the westward came the great, loud note of
visiting
Harding
Joseph
At the meeting of theC. E. societies Sunfull of joy. And Madeline, too, seemed the curfew's
his parents at Lamoine.
lessening, fading,
day evening, delegates were chosen to at- to be in an tin ..-ually jubilant mood. How the last echo warning.
Then
dies away to the east.
Schools have closed in four of the live tend the sixth meeting of the social union
sweet then d ! it all see in and how little out
upon the air. hardly yet still«*d. there
districts, Rfter profitable terms of ten of the Christian Endeavor societies and did they know of tin* dark days that were creeps an indistinguishable, indefinable
|
weeks each.
Epworth leagues of Mt. Desert island, at to follow. When they went out for a stroll ! something. It is not natural of anything
along the residence streets, it seemed as if I on earth, nor is it supernatural.
This union is
Now it
Mr. and Mrs. Warren A. Spurling are Manset, Saturday, Feb. 5.
n night wore never so full of love.
The
is a bhist, clear and resonant, a penetratreceiving congratulations over the advent composed of ten societies and two agues,
harvest
moon
round,
flooded
great,
silvery,
ing. all pervading bugle unto coining from
and a large attendance is expected.
of a daughter, born Jan. 23.
the earth with lovclighf. the stars of the space, ending in its birthplace.
Now it is
A ladies’ sewing circle has been orfirmament, t ie great dome of heaven,
The Bar Harbor band gave its first cona liman, a low. dull
monotone, telling of
ganized at Islesford to raise funds with cert and ball at (Music hall, Thursday seemed mad lone for the love of Alger anguish and grief, of a heartbreaking sadnon and
Madeline.
It was then that in
ne.-s. and imw fitfully dying away it he
which to build a meeting-house.
evening, Jan. 27. This band was organ- the fullness of her
young life Man :e
comes a slow, dragging, piercing note, like
Capt. John M. Bunker has taken charge ized a few months ago with F. E. Whit- told why her heart was overdo wing with the cry of a wild beast in
pain. It gatlu-r*
has gone to more as leader and Osmond Emery, busiof schooner “Rozella”, and
gladness.
strength, and now. in a weird minor.
ness manager.
It has made good proIn years gone by she had lived alone for
Portland for a load of merchandise.
lomlcrandcvorloudcr.it tells of infinite
a
gress, and presented
pleasing and music. Reverses had come upon them, suffering, of tho rack ami pinion ami
Rev. C. N. Davie is very much liked
she
and
had Iwen forced to give it up. to stake f martyrs and the wail of a soul
well-rendered programme to a full house.
by the majority of the people. He is now
surrender what was then to her her whole
An order of twenty dances followed the
eternally damned. Now it partake* of
trying to organize a Christian Endeavor
life, but now fickle fortune had ag;
the iia lotiy of a rusted wire, and now of
concert. It was pronounced a good time
,
society.
and the very next w. k she vv.:-*lo
smiled,
blunt stt« 1 scraping human bones.
N"\\
by all. The floor managers were C. E. have a new
piano. Her lot was in very it is the din and enu-h, the cannonade.
Capt. S. N. Bulger has arrived safely Whitmore and Oliver C. Gould.
truth an enviable one. In h* r fresh young
Frank A. Johnat Wilmington, N. C.
| mu.-kctrv. saber clashing, drum roll,
L.
Feb. 2.
|
enthusiasm she inured out all her ghi i i
charge, double quick, advance, retreat of
in
son has
the
gone cook with him
feelings, and Algerno 1 sympathized, am! a thousand luittlofields, and now it da s
schooner “Jennie F. Willey”.
he. too. was glad.
Atlantic.
away into the feeble wail of a pinir dying
That nigh.* when he sought his folding kitten.
S. C. Sanford, who went to Albany, N.
Dr. and Mrs. Small entertained Satur|
|
bed it was to dream of sweetest music, of
Y., a few weeks ago, to consult a physi- day evening.
Minutes grow into hours and hours into
fair, whit1* hands, dear hands, slendt r. i th
cian, went to Boston last week for medlapse of ages. A Train the long. cr<*p
Emery Joyce is repairing a boat fi r tapering lino:-. t.-nderly. lovingly wan- ing cable
stop* Again tin* watchdog bay*
ical advice, feeling that lie was not being
Dunham.
over
tr teh of ivory k vs.
!•<
Stephen
d-ring
the moon.
Again the di*’uut, *.:• -uri.an
benefit ted at Albany.
fancy he e > 1 1. nr h avc:.!/ strain- a
cock crows the waking light.
At la>» all
Amaziah Torrey is quite low with ganvonv intend r. soulful 1
e
Capt. William H. Bulger left for Boston grene of the foot, caused by putting a a sweet yt>:
is still.
Alg rnon MeCurry has lini*i.< d
il
for
so’g-—and
him.
Ah, A!:
his first music l-**oti.
today, expecting to go in the Chelsea strong acid on a corn.
liow little dal he reckon then of wi.at was
His
On Friday
night when dark haired
hospital for a serious operation.
to follow !
John Stanley in bailing out his well,
Algernon rail* on fair haired Madeline he
wife and John H. Pressey accompanied
tin Wednesday the people across t1, *wav
snake
drew up a large black
which
hear*
that makes hi* heart to
*omething
him. A. G. and C. H. Bulger returned to
sawa new j iano, brigiit and beam
:1.
beat faster in his b’-om. Madeline ha* dedanced a lively jig when thrown upon the
Bar Harbor today,
having been called
taken into the first Hour entrance <•! the cided that. after all, she doc* not care to
snow.
here to see Mr. Bulger before he left on
respectable fiat.
go in so much for music, and the n**w
Edwin C. Pettingill, formerly of Frankhis much-dreaded trip.
Algernon was kept at his office that night piano has lk*en sent back to the inst. !l
lin, died of pneumonia Wednesday, after by stress of business. From his high stooi Hit nt hou.-e. She intends to
Jan. 31.
R.
buy a biey «•
he east up longcolumns of dancing figures
a short illness.
He was forty-four years
And imw when Algernon MeCurry ami
Hast Franklin.
and
his dull, tired eyes actual and gr
of Hge.
Madeline Mn iivgor roast down theasplu.lt
G. H. Rutter has been in ill health
All the while a fairy vision 1
weary.
streets they «alk of bikes and bearings, of
One of the most interesting sights here
this week.
ered lietwceu him and the endless column*
narrow treads
and ram's horn ham.ie
is little Rilla Staples driving a huge black
—a vision of a dear, sweet maid, with
J. H. Patten and wife were in Ells! bar*, while melody and the old masters
Newfoundland dog, harnessed to a sled,
hair, seated before a piano, fixe a are far, far off.
golden
worth Friday.
Algernon is no longer
which, with the magic touch of Ivr liiy limited to three nights in the week, lor
j and as obedient and steady as a horse.
Pastor Lombard has
been
white
hands.
-,!ie
holding
Jan. 31.
S.
brought dulcet strains of Madeline and Madeline's mamma ha\o
meetings here this week.
heavenly melody. At last the final danc- heard an old. old story.
column
is
the big pile of slips
finished,
ing
M. C. Uranu and wife were in town Sullivan.
Among Algernon McCurry's treasim*s
that seemed not to have an end is exhaust
there i* a pale green ticket.
Far down on
Mrs. Mary A. Franklin has gone to
visiting relatives last week.
ed. and Algernon, with lagging footsteps,
North
Main -rivet, almost to ancient Hat
Miss Mary Workman, of Sorrento, Boston to spend the remainder of the goes to the ear and home.
How welcome tie row. there is a
over
window,
dingy
winter with her brother, George H in man.
seems his little fiat room!
How pleasant
visited her brother, F. A. Workman, last
which hang Mini* golden spheres.
In the
the folding lied!
How eagerly does lie \\ iinlo.v is a *ilw r bell cornet labeled For
Dr. F. W. Bridgham lias gone to New
week.
woo sleep and the dreams of his true love!
York to take a post-graduate medical
•Sale. ”—Kansas City Times.
Jan. 29.
S.
Rut what is this? What sound breaks
course
of
fourteen
weeks.
His wife
in upon the rest that is about to comer
South Itrooksvi Ilf*.
Tli** Falucat ion ef Marie Antoinette.
accompanied him, and will remain about
Rudely the midnight silence is fractured,
About 100 barrels of clams have been
Mi** Anna H. Hicknell contributes to
a month.
broken,
scattered
to
the
four
severed,
The Century an artiele on Marie Antoishipped from here the past two weeks on
I
Capt. C. H. Wooster and w ife left this winds of heaven. There is a preliminary nette asteamer “Fremont”.
Dauphine, which contains much
tinkle, a silvery, introductory ping. ping,
week. Capt. Wooster’s vessel, the barknew matter drawn from the state
papers
The schooner “Mildred
May”, Capt. entine “John S. Emery”, is chartered for a resonant, melodious pang, pang, and at Vienna. Miss Hicknell
says:
Condon, and “Commerce”, Capt. Orcutt, Auckland, New Zealand. He will sail then a long, harmonious ping, ping, ping,
Marie Antoinette .lost*]the Jeanne of
pang. ping. ping, pang, pang, ending in
are being put in readiness for a cruise to
from New York soon.
Utrraine, aivhdwrhess of An*
a grand boom, boom,
boom! Algernon Hap*burg
Cross Island, where they will load with
triaaml future queen of France, was born
Sullivan now has direct mail service
starts up in atfright.
gravel for Portland.
; on Nov. a (feast of All Souls). 1755— the
“Can this be she?
Rut. ah, it is over
to and from trains, instead of by
Wauafter the terrible catastrophe at LisJan. 31.
O.
Not yet. Again there is the tinkle and day
keag ferry, as was tried for a time. The
when that city was nearly destroyed
the ping, ping and the pang, pang and bon,
mail from west now reaches here earlier,
an
by
earthquake. Maria Theresa's daughthe
boom,
boom—boom!
And
then
again
fflcftital.
and leaves for west two hours later.
ter was taught the correct pronunciation
and again, and then louder and louder—
of French by two actors of'the Theatre
ceaselessly, endlessly.
Franca is. while the French A bln* de Vertil uelilll.
An hour passes, or is it a week?
Restmont! was
to direct her etiuca
Merrill & Hinckley on Saturday last
lessly Algernon McCurry tosses on his tiou, which,appointed
But if you have weak kidneys, bladder
however, was unhappily very
pillow.
trouble or distressing kidney complaint, bought H. W. Grindle's market, and on
The writers who glorify the
incomplete.
“Oh, mother!" he cries.
“Can this be
then Swamp-Root will prove to be just Monday sold it to H. H. McIntyre, who
maternal care and \ ig dance of Maria
true?
Oh, father, forgive her! Apollo,
Mr. McIntyre is a long-time
Theresa arc contradicted by the most trust
the renieriv vnn neeri. Ton frennent rie- will run it.
hosts of high Olympus, what
Calliope,
U’nrthv u-itnitcsiit: tKa tnml. nuimlm,
1...
sire to urinate, scanty supply, pain or dull resident of Bluebill, and is already well
means thiawild clamor?
Am I mad or is
that
the great empress, engrossed by her
ache in the back is convincing evidence known in this and neighboring towns,
nus
uui a «nru, nu.nuie ui^aiuma* mat
political cares, left her children ftir too
will not l>e driven away)’”
that your kidneys and bladder need doc- having for some years run a meat-cart.
to the discretion of
governesses
His many friends wish him success in his
But, hist! The din lessens. Something completely
toring.
and subordinates, who were neither very
that was is not.
The long, creeping table
There is comfort in the knowledge so new undertaking.
nor perhaps very conscientious.
beneath the car tracks has stopped
The capable
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer’s SwampDrawings were shown to the empress as
witching hour is here. The city sleeps, the
work
of Marie Antoinette which the
the
fulfills
Root,
great kidney remedy,
WKST ELLSWORTH.
but not Madeline, not Algernon, not any
latter afterward declared she had never
every wish in relieving pain in the back,
one in the respectable Hat.
Hours pass,
Miss Lena Grindal, of Ellsworth Falls,
touched, and this “make believe" system
ami then—oh. joy—it ceases.
kidneys, liver, bladder and every part of
**Silence,
seems to have In on carried on throughout.
is visiting Mrs. Octavia Stackpole.
like a poultice, comes to heal the blows of
the urinary passage. It corrects inability
The Abbe de Yermond directed only her
A watchdog bays the moon.
A
Services at the school-house Sund y sound
to hold urine and scalding pain in passing
French studies, but although a good and
distant
cock
suburban
crows
the
waking
it, or bad effects following use of liquor, mornings at 10.30 by Rey. C. E. Wotdwell meaning man. the results which he
light and Algernon dreams.
wine or beer, and overcomes that un- coc k.
obtained were far from creditable to his
And he sees a storm Great, black clouds
efforts. He does not seem to have had the
Miss Martha J. Barron is spending a few
pleasant necessity of being compelled to
mount up tin sky. Forked lightning, huge
art
either of interesting her in any serious
get up many times during the night to weeks with her sister. Mrs. S. R. McMaslongues of flame, darts hither and thither
pursuit or of acquiring proper control
urinate. The mild and the extraordinary ter, in Lowell, Mass.
in the blue black night. Mighty crashes of
over her mind and character.
Her handthunder test the strength of heaven's artileffect of Swamp-Root is soon realized. It
There will be a missionary concert at
writing even, as proved by autographs,
at his very feet he sees a
lery
Beginning
stands the highest for its wonderful the
was utterly unformed and childish at tie
Dollardtown school-house Thursday
path of glistening keys, pale keys like the time of her arrival at the court of France
cures of the most
distressing cases. If evening, Feb. 10, at 7 o’clock.
hue of death, and they stretch intermiand her spelling was defective.
you need a medicine you should have the
The Christian Endeavor held its consenably into the distance, narrowing into a
best. Sold by druggists, price fifty cents
thin thread of white light that seems to
cration meeting last Wednesday evening
A Curious superstition.
and one dollar.
You may have a sample
pierce the blackness of the storm. Now
at the home of Mrs. Martha Dollard, one
bottle and pamphlet, both sent free by
come two long, tapering, armless hands,
Among tl. superstitions of the Seneca
of the oldest members, as she is unable to
whose severed wrists are foul with clotted Indians was this most beautiful one:
mail. Mention The Ellsworth Amerimeet with them at the school-house. The
blood, and as he looks the two hands are ! When a yin n.r maiden died, they impriscan and send your address to Dr. Kilmer
until it lir>t began to
young people esteem it a privilege and a
four, and the four are eight
Now G,. re oned a y<
& Co., Binghamton, N. Y. The proprieare a million and as they dance upon the
try itspovversof song, ami then, loading
pleasure to listen to her loving counsel
tors of this paper guarantee the genuinecaresses
and
it
with
endless chain of keys the thunder grows
nie..;,p\ s, they loosed
and tender prayers.
ness of this offer.
its bends over her grave, ill ti e !>eiief that
in volume an l the crash is .s,.ul harrowing.
Jan. 31.
B.
it would not .old its wing n<.r close it.- eye
The white, tapering hands change to reOUTSIDE GARMENTS
land :■ ml
Is It a burn: Use Or. Thomas’ Eelectric Oil.
pulsive, horny tab n.-. with long and filthy until it hr. If' wn to tieHALF FKICE AT
nails. Now he seems himself in the midst delivered its precious bunion of affeetlou
A cut? Use L>r. Thomas’ Eelectric Oil.
At
lost
loved
and
one.
—Xich<
1,.
the
C. L. MORANGS
of the stoma urn-a tided bv th multitudes
to
your druggist’s.—Advt.
n

Fifty

Who could Imagine that this should be
The place where, in eighteen ninety three
That white world-wonder of arch and

j harmony and of how impatiently she
j awaited the time when she could letter
I know and appreciate the grand old mas
! tors, he only briefly assented. He could
not enthuse. Algernon was truthful. Hi?
opinion of the grand old masters had suffered a serious relapse that might at any
moment prove fatal.
Sympathy, so far as

be

York,

IF YOU ARE LOOKING

■

“Whom the gods love”—was this why,
R. llo, you must early die
Cheerless lay the realms of night.
Now your small unconquered sprite
♦ Still frmiliar as with us)
Bites the ars of Cerberus,
Chases Pluto, lord of hell.
Round the fields of asphodel.
Sinks to sleep at last supine
On the lap of Proserpine,
While your earthly part shall pass.
Puppy, into flowers and grass.
—Kenneth Grahame in Yellow Book.

address at the Methodist church.

are

John Young and I>. L. Mayo have followed the example of the two blacksmiths

is

lx>rd

K. J.

Roy

36ucUisc::mUs.

SUmrrtisrmfiits.

dancing, withered, blood besmear*
Now they form themselves Int:
talons.
ranks, and as they charge they I r< »iiu
He fights deeper
em!' -s rows of figures
atcly. w ith the* coura*: born of despair
^»ut they boar him down. down, down
He is crushed, siiib>■-• a.ed. Hasping, hi
throws his arms wildly about. and—awak
of

yours a pleasant grave
Win re the seeding grasses wave!
Now on frolic morns ti
kitten
Over you one© scratched and bitten,
Still forgiving. pln\s m'.om- :
You. who planted many a bone.
Planted now yours*‘If, repose,
Tranquil tail, incurious nose.
Chastxl m* more the mdiut rent l>oe.
Drones a in steeped elegy.
Puppy, when* long grasses wave
Surely yours a pleasant grave!
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Stafford is quite ill.

Miss Grace

H. Hefflon is to take a part ol
his annual vacation during February. He
will visit his Connecticut relatives and also
Rev. (J.
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